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Abstract
We present recent theoretical investigations on the dynamics of metal clusters in contact with
an environment, deposited or embedded. This concerns soft deposition as well as irradiation
of the deposited/embedded clusters by intense laser pulses. The description of these com-
plex and demanding compounds employs a hierarchical model in an extension of a Quantum-
Mechanical/Molecular-Mechanical (QM/MM) approach where the cluster electrons are described
by Time-Dependent Density-Functional Theory (TDDFT) and the constituents of the more in-
ert environment by classical equations of motion. Key ingredients are the polarization potentials
where, in particular, our QM/MM implementation takes care to include the full dynamical po-
larizability of the substrate. This is crucial for an appropriate modeling of dynamical scenarios.
We discuss the observables accessible in that model, from quantum-mechanical cluster electrons,
from classical cluster ions and from the degrees of freedom of the environment (positions, dipole
polarizabilities).
We discuss examples of applications for two typical test cases, Na clusters deposited on
MgO(001) surface and Na clusters in/on Ar substrate. Both environments are insulators with
sizeable polarizability. They differ in their geometrical and mechanical properties. We first sur-
vey the low-energy properties of these compounds, structure and optical response. We work
out the impact of surface corrugation and of polarizability. We analyze the difference between
deposited and embedded clusters.
The second part discusses the dynamics of soft deposition processes, for Na clusters impinging
on Ar(001) or MgO(001) surfaces. We analyze charge and size effects, and details of energy
transfer to the environment. We show how the deposition process can create ”hot spots” in
the surface where sizeable amounts of energy are stored in internal excitations of the substrate
atoms.
At last, we consider laser irradiation of embedded/deposited Na clusters. These systems serve
as generic test cases for chromophore effects. We discuss a broad range of scenarios, from ”gentle”
to ”strong” irradiation processes. Key effect is the ionization through the laser pulse. We analyze
the effect of the substrate on angular distributions of emitted electrons and the effect of ionization
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on substrate and interface interaction. The case of strong excitations shows a dramatic change of
cluster dynamics due to the environment, in particular hindered (or delayed) Coulomb explosion.
Key words: Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory, Hierarchical method, QM/MM,
deposited/embedded metal clusters, dynamical polarization potentials, Na metal cluster, Ar(001)
surface, MgO(001) surface, Ar matrix, cluster structure, surface corrugation, optical absorption, soft
deposition process, photo-electron angular distributions, laser induced dynamics, Coulomb explosion
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1. Introduction
This review deals with the dynamics of metal clusters in contact with inert environ-
ments, either deposited on a surface or embedded inside a medium. The study of clusters
is a rather recent branch of physics, developing with the steadily improving preparation
methods and laser analysis. The case of free clusters has been extensively studied in
the past and there exists a broad literature on that topic, for books and reviews see
[KV93,Bra93,dH93,Hab94a,Sug98,Eka99,BB99,Jel99,RS03,Alo06]. The progress of the
field is also well documented in the impressive series of ISSPIC proceedings [ISS77,ISS81,ISS85,ISS89,ISS91,ISS93,ISS96,ISS97,ISS99,ISS01,ISS03,ISS05,ISS07].
Metal clusters play a special role in that field because of their remarkable electronic shell
structure [Bra93,dH93,BB99] and pronounced Mie plasmon resonance which provides a
well defined and strong coupling to light [KV93,Eka99,RS03]. Bi- or trimetallic cluster
design also constitute a subject of great interest in material science, for a recent review,
see [FJJ08].
The case of clusters in contact with an environment is more involved and covers an
extremely large range of physical and chemical situations. The field is still very much
under development, see e.g. the collections [Hab94b,MB00a,MB06,MBB07]. One motiva-
tion to deal with these compounds is that many experiments can better be performed for
non-isolated systems. Substrates serve to prepare well defined conditions of temperature
and orientation, they help to hold neutral clusters, and they allow to gather higher clus-
ter densities. Even the analysis of small molecules can take advantage of handling in an
environment as experiments in He droplets show [Mil01,SV01,SL06,KM07]. A further im-
portant aspect is that contact with an environment is a realistic scenario in applications.
For example, there are promising attempts to employ clusters in the dedicated shaping
of nano-scaled devices [MI99,WBGT99,Bin01,FAL+02,OHHT05], small Au clusters on
surfaces are found to be efficient catalysts [SAH+99], metal clusters are considered as
nano-junctions in electrical circuitry [JBD+00], and the coupling to light is exploited
in producing an enhanced photo-current by depositing AuN on a semi-conductor sur-
face [SFY05]. Metal clusters in inert substrate are also a simple model system for chro-
mophores where the field amplification effect has large impact on the environment, see e.g.
the study of localized melting for the generic combination of Au clusters embedded in ice
[RHG+06]. Such combinations can be used as a test system to understand the first stages
of radiation damage starting with defect formation in solids [NBG00,BGS02,FSSB96].
Furthermore, there are promising applications in medicine where the frequency selective
optical coupling of organically coated metal clusters attached to biological tissue may by
used as tool for diagnosis [JMG+98,MPBS01,DSN+02,SDP+07] and for stronger laser
fields for localized heating in therapy [KZM+06].
Last but not least, compounds of two different materials are a research topic in its
own right. It is interesting and it may even be crucial to watch modifications within each
species if the two come into contact. This is typically the case of biological molecules
whose properties and behaviors are strongly linked to the (often water) environment.
Moreover, the mutual influence of the two species can create new effects which were not
possible for the isolated species. This aspect is important as it indirectly points out the
key role of interactions between the species and its environment and, correspondingly,
the importance of a proper description of such couplings. Thereby, it is essential for a
proper description to account for the possible response of both, species and environment.
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But the combination of different materials and the typically large sizes of the environ-
ments pose a very demanding problem for a theoretical description. One needs to find
a good compromise between simplification and yet proper inclusion of the environment
dynamical response and relevant coupling mechanisms, see subsection 1.3.
Even with a simplified account for the environment, the effort remains huge. As a first
step, we shall focus on rather simple cases of especially optically active metal clusters in
contact with insulators, taking as examples the Ar material and the MgO(001) surface.
Both environments are insulators with a large band gap. The metal cluster serves as
a chromophore which opens the road to a bunch of interesting dynamical scenarios.
Deposition processes are also offering surprising scenarios which we shall equally discuss.
We will thus discuss both applications, clusters embedded in a ”matrix” and clusters
deposited on a ”surface”.
1.1. Physical context
Fig. 1 provides a few illustrating examples of studies on mixed cluster-environment
systems. Let us first focus on the upper right panel which displays the optical response
(”color”) of a Ag8 cluster embedded in a finite size rare gas matrix [DDTMB01] . The
evolution of the peak position with ”matrix” size is plotted. It provides an example of
how the response of a given species (here the Ag8 cluster) is affected by its surroundings.
The effect is admittedly subtle (see the ordinate scale) but mind that the ”matrix” is
composed of rare gas atoms, supposed to be extremely inert. One can actually spot
differences and qualitatively different trends when considering different rare gases, the
different trends being closely related to the different rare gas polarizabilities. The lower
right panel focuses the analysis, not on the cluster, but on the surface itself. The case is
deposit of Pd on an insulating MgO surface and the energies of electronic levels of MgO
are recorded as a function of Pd coverage [KSK06]. The interesting point here is that the
MgO levels are significantly affected by the deposition process, in spite of the fact that
MgO is a well bound insulator. This points out the fact that subtle interaction effects
enter the picture as soon as two materials are put in contact. Both the optical response
of the embedded Ag8 cluster and the photoelectron spectra of MgO concern low energy
phenomena, close to the ground state of the system. Experiments on (possibly violent)
dynamical scenarios have also been performed. We illustrate them in the left column of
Fig. 1. The left bottom panel shows again an optical response of an embedded cluster (Ag
cluster inside a bulk glass matrix) but this time, in relation to a violent laser irradiation
[SKBG00]. The optical responses prior and after irradiation with a strong laser pulse are
plotted. The spectra before and after irradiation show significant differences, indicating
that the irradiation provoked a sizable shape variation of the embedded cluster (see also
the discussion at the beginning of section 5). Finally we consider in the upper left panel an
even more violent scenario but in a somewhat different context. The system under study
is an adenosine monophosphate nucleotide molecule coated by a finite number of water
molecules [LNH+06]. Collisions with neutral atoms provoke the fragmentation of the
complex. The fragmentation spectrum, plotted as usual as a function of mass over charge
ratio, exhibits a sizable dependence on the number m of coating molecules. The example
thus demonstrates the intricate relation between system and ”matrix” in this example
of biomolecular systems, even in the course of violent disintegration. This experiments
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Fig. 1. Typical examples of effect of environment in contact with metal clusters. The upper left panel
from [LNH+06] is a an example of violent scenario of fragmentation of a biological molecule coated by a
finite numberm of water molecules; the lower left panel from [SKBG00] also concerns a violent excitation
this time by a laser and for a silver cluster embedded in a bulk glass matrix; the upper right panel from
[DDTMB01] again concerns Ag clusters but in the (linear) regime of optical response, and coated by
a finite number of rare gas atoms; the lower right panel from [KSK06] finally illustrates the impact of
deposition on substrate electronic properties. See text for details.
takes care to control and vary systematically the number of embedding water molecules.
The study of such model systems eventually allows to decipher elementary mechanisms
responsible for DNA damages by irradiation.
1.2. Dynamics of clusters in contact with an environment
1.2.1. Sizes and energies
As was seen in section 1.1, clusters in contact with an environment comprise a world of
different situations and systems. It is thus important to clarify the situation by some clas-
sification and by considering limiting cases. The cluster-environment compounds cover
very different systems, from small mixed molecules up to nanometer scale clusters de-
posited on an infinite surface. It is well known that small systems usually exhibit specific
size effects which tend to level off for larger size. For clusters in an environment, size
effects appear twice, in terms of the cluster size and in terms of the environment size.
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Fig. 2. Schematic panorama of clusters in contact with an environment, as discussed in this paper. The
two ”horizontal” axes correspond to cluster and environment, while the vertical axis represents a typical
observable such as the ionization potential (IP). The observable is plotted as function of cluster (n) and
environment (N) size and exhibits large fluctuations for small values of n and/or N . For larger values
of n and/or N , there develops a more monotonous trend towards the asymptotic values. A few typical
structures are, furthermore, indicated: a choice of pure Na or Ar clusters along the two horizontal axes
and of mixed systems in between (Na cluster embedded in Ar matrix or deposited on MgO).
That is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2 in the case of simple metal clusters (Na) in
contact with insulator environments (MgO surface and Ar surface and/or matrix), which
represent typical systems discussed in this paper. The transition between size-specific
and generic behaviors depends to a large extent on the considered observable. Size spe-
cific effects appear as fluctuations on the observed values of a given observable while the
trend at larger sizes is more monotonous and exhibits a slow convergence towards the
bulk value. This question has been addressed since long in the case of free clusters, see
e.g. [MEL+89,dH93,Bra93]. The impact of environment size on cluster properties was
also considered in a few experiments as for example [DTMB02].
The tour from small to large systems concerns also the way such composite objects can
be described theoretically. Very small systems, in practice mixed clusters, can be treated
by sophisticated quantum chemistry methods, while bulk materials call for techniques
from solid state or surface science sacrificing some details. Treating the mixed system of
a cluster in contact with an environment thus corresponds to an intermediate situation in
which one would like to combine advantages of these two extremes: detailed treatment of
6
the cluster with a less detailed description of the environment. This calls for hierarchical
methods, see sections 1.3 and 2.
Fig. 2 does also show typical cluster-environment configurations. Three free Na clusters
are shown along the axis “cluster size”, Na+7 , Na
+
21 and Na92. The first insert along the
axis “Matrix size” shows the very small compound NaAr6. The further figures along that
axis represent a medium size (N = 55) and large Ar cluster N = 561. The plane between
the two axes shows the two typical test cases which we will consider in the following,
down left a sketch of Na8Ar434 as an example for an embedded cluster and right of
that Na8@MgO(001) for a deposited cluster, while a small mixed cluster Na8Ar42 is also
indicated close to the cluster axis.
The mixing of two different systems, metal cluster with insulator material, induces also
a larger span in energy and length scales. The metal has strongly delocalized electrons
with large mean free path and small energy differences. On the other hand, the electrons
in the insulating materials remain tightly bound to atoms and involve large electronic
energies. This holds for rare gases as well as for the ionic crystals in our sample (NaCl
and MgO). Thus the description of such mixed systems has to accommodate larger range
of energies (with corresponding time scales) and lengths, which complicates matters as
compared to free clusters.
1.2.2. Time scales
As we are primarily interested in dynamical scenarios, we briefly recall key time scales
for the systems which we are considering in this paper. These are sketched in Fig. 3,
including both “intrinsic” times of the system itself and “external” time scales associated
to the excitation process. To have a specific example, we consider the system times
associated to Na clusters and for the excitation process wth an optical laser. We ignore
the extremely short times associated with Na core electrons, which will play no role in
the following.
The pulse duration of optical lasers may be varied over a wide range and extends
in principle from fs to ps or even ns. We focus here on fs laser with pulse widths of
order a few tens to a few hundreds of fs. The fastest cluster time scales concern the
motion of the valence electrons. As already mentioned, metal clusters act as excellent
chromophores. Coupling to light is predominantly mediated through the Mie plasmon,
whose period lies in the fs range. It corresponds to the collective oscillations of the electron
cloud with respect to the ionic background, triggered by an external electric field. Other
single-particle excitations and direct electron escape, i.e. single-particle excitation into
the continuum, lie in the same range, but with wider span from sub-fs to several fs.
The most widely varying times are related to electron relaxation due to damping
from electron-electron collisions and thermal electron evaporation. Both strongly de-
pend on the internal excitation of the cluster which may be characterized by an average
excitation energy E∗. That might be expressed alternatively by an electronic temper-
ature T which allows easier comparison between systems of different size. The Fermi
gas model then provides a simple connection between temperature and internal ex-
citation energy. For kBT ≪ ǫF , T can be estimated as kBT = 2(ǫFE∗/N)1/2/π, where
ǫ
F
= ~2(9π2/4)2/3/(2mer
2
s) is the Fermi energy. In the case of Na at bulk density, this
amounts to kBT = (1.28 eVE
∗)1/2. Electronic thermalization is mostly mediated by
electron-electron collisions. Fermi liquid theory leads to a T−2 law for the corresponding
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Fig. 3. Typical time scales for the dynamics of a cluster in an environment, taking metal clusters, i.e.
Nan, as a prototype for the cluster and ArN as a prototype of environment. The uppermost block shows
times associated to fs lasers, the left middle block times related to electronic motion including both cycle
times and lifetimes due to relaxation processes. The right middle block exhibits the corresponding ionic
(cluster) and atomic (environment) times. All in all, as schematically indicated at the bottom of the
figure, while free cluster dynamics covers about 5 orders of magnitude time scales, dynamics of clusters
in contact with an environment covers up to typically 7 orders of magnitude, which makes their handling
even more demanding from the theoretical point of view in particular.
collision time [PN66,KB62]. At low temperatures, most collisions are Pauli blocked and
relaxation times become comfortably long. Inclusion of electron-electron collisions in dy-
namical scenarios is at present mostly done in semi-classical treatments at the level of
the Vlasov-U¨hling-Uhlenbeck approach [DRS98,DGRS00,GRS01,FBMB04]. A tractable
quantum-mechanical description of the collisions has yet to be developed. Thus we do not
include electron-electron collisions in the studies presented here. It ought to be kept in
mind that they should be included for violent processes in the future stages of the theory.
The time scale for electron evaporation depends even more dramatically on temperature
(or excitation energy). It is given by the Weisskopf estimate which predicts a trend dom-
inated by the exponential factor exp (EIP/(kBT )), where EIP denotes the value of the
ionization potential [Wei37,CRSU00]. In general, electron evaporation represents a very
efficient cooling mechanism for highly excited clusters [SKvIH01].
Ionic motion runs at much slower time scales and spans a wide range of times. Vibration
frequencies typically lie in the meV regime. That means they have cycle times of order
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100 fs to 1 ps which can be measured by Raman scattering (see, e.g., [PSD+01]). Strong
perturbations (laser, projectile) can lead to large amplitude ionic motion and cluster
explosion due to Coulomb pressure generated by ionization and thermal excitation. The
coupling between electrons and ions proceeds at an electronic time scale, i.e. within a
few fs. But the effects on ions develops at much slower scale, typically around 100 fs,
because of the much heavier ion mass. Note that the time scale for explosion depends on
the violence of the process and becomes shorter with higher initial ionization. Besides
ionization effects, the further energy transfer from electrons to ions takes much longer,
up to ns range [FRS06a]. Ionic relaxation processes are even slower, e.g. thermal emission
of a monomer can easily last µs.
Relevant time scales at the side of the environment lie in the same span. Ionic/atomic
times typically scale with the square root of ion/atom masses and come again into the
range of hundreds of fs to ps for typical environments studied here. Moreover, it should be
noted that the slowest ionic/atomic vibration and relaxation times increase with system
size (more precisely ∝ N1/3). That size effect has to be kept in mind when interpreting
results from finite samples. On the other hand, the electronic degrees-of-freedom of the
environment show shorter time scales than those in the cluster. We consider inert materi-
als where the electrons remain rather tightly bound to their parent atoms which produces
the much shorter time scales and which allows the simplified QM/MM treatment. The
coupling of the environment electronic degrees-of-freedom with cluster electrons proceeds
at the same short time scale. The typical values lie in the sub-fs range. We thus need to
resolve the dynamics at this rather short time scales.
This quick survey shows that relevant dynamical scenarios comprise a large span of time
scales which is a great challenge for the theoretical description. Already in free clusters,
ionic motion may require a simulation time up to several ps while electronic motion
has to be resolved down to a fraction of fs. The effect becomes even more dramatic for
embedded/deposited clusters. One aims to cover the possibly very slow relaxation of the
large environment while accounting for its especially fast electronic response. This means
that one is going to extend the typical range of time scales to be accounted for by 2 orders
of magnitude compared to the case of free metal clusters, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
1.3. Description of cluster and environment
There is a broad range of theoretical approaches to deal with statics and dynamics of
free clusters, from macroscopic models over shell models using an educated guess for the
cluster mean field up to fully fledged ab initio methods, for an overview see chapter 3 of
[RS03] and section 2.1.1 here. The higher complexity of mixed systems (cluster/molecule
+ environment) calls for a re-examination of the modeling.
The first step is the description of static properties. Such static studies have been un-
dertaken since long and have allowed to understand many properties of such ”dressed”
clusters or molecules [MB00b]. All approaches which are used for free clusters can be
used for the whole combined system. One even performs fully quantum-mechanical cal-
culations of adsorbate and substrate [HM96b,JFA+01,PH05,BMBK05,GVB+07]. That,
however, imposes a heavy restriction on the ”substrate” size. That limitation can be
overcome by the sophisticated Quantum Mechanical/Molecular Mechanical (QM/MM)
approaches of quantum chemistry. These exploit a hierarchy of importance from the ac-
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tive zone of interest down to the farther outskirts of the system and couple a quantum
description of the active piece to a classical description of the environment. That method
had been developed first for dealing with the very complex systems of bio-chemistry
[WL76] and is often used in that context, see e.g [GT02,MTG+05,CCR07,ASBG07]. But
it is also extremely useful in surface chemistry [MNPR99,RNN+04,SBF+04], for a de-
tailed description see [GPGP99]. It is the method of choice, in particular if we have that
clear distinction between a metal cluster and inert, insulating substrate.
The next step, namely to consider dynamical situations, requires a much larger effort.
One way would be to consider small samples as representatives of the environment. How-
ever, truly dynamical calculations accounting for all electronic degrees of freedom in such
”small” systems are not yet available. They may show up within a few years from now.
Even if such calculations will be available in the near future, it is likely that they will be
limited to rather small numbers of particles. And there will remain a gap between such
small systems and very large (bulk) ones. We shall thus not elaborate further on these
approaches and look for a description of dynamical processes with appropriate simplifi-
cations. The simple-most and widely used approach is a purely classical molecular dy-
namical simulation using effective force fields [HIM93,TSG97,PInLA99,KPS+01,XP02].
However, there are many situations where the quantum mechanical aspects of the cluster
electrons become important. The QM/MM methods offer here again a powerful tool of
description. Still, these methods freeze electronic degrees of freedom of the environment
inside phenomenological interaction potentials and thus cannot account for a proper dy-
namical response of the environment. This, however, becomes a key issue as soon as one
considers truly dynamical situations, as strong irradiation processes in biological systems
as well as for clusters in/on a substrate. One thus needs to go even one step further in
order to account for electronic response of the environment. We have developed over the
last years such a QM/MM model augmented by a simplified treatment of electronic de-
grees of freedom of the environment for Ar environments [GGJ+05,FMRS05,FRS+06b]
and for MgO(001) surfaces [BMW+07]. This dynamical QM/MM model constitutes the
basis of results which will be presented in the following.
Even with the enormous savings when using QM/MM, a full dynamical, microscopic
treatment of clusters in/on a substrate is not feasible because of the much too large num-
ber of degrees of freedom for the environment. There are two complementing directions
in which the problem of system size can be attacked. One solution is to simulate the en-
vironment in terms of a finite size system. In other words, the environment is modeled by
a finite cluster of the environment material. Of course, convergence of results from such
a finite system to bulk values has to be carefully tested. But the “finite environment” as
such is an interesting system as it allows to vary the size of the “environment” and so to
analyze theoretically the impact of embedding on the cluster and on the environment.
There are, in fact, experiments performed following that strategy in the case of solvated
biomolecules, see the example in Fig. 1. The study of such model systems is thus be-
coming a key issue and they are better accessible to a dynamical QM/MM description.
The alternative solution for a simulation of bulk material is to consider a finite piece of
the system and to copy it to an infinite number of similar pieces with periodic boundary
conditions. That method is well known from simulations of true bulk in solids, liquids,
and plasma [CM82,AT87,ZTR99]. Surfaces can be modeled that way with periodic copies
in lateral direction. Lattice translational symmetry is broken in vertical direction. Thus
one uses here the “finite sample” approach in considering only a finite number of layers.
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A more detailed description of the modeling will be given in section 2.
1.4. Outline
The paper is orgnized as follows. Section 2 provides a detailed presentation of the model
used in the following, discussing also its relations to other approaches and pointing out the
importance of properly including dynamical effects. Section 3 focuses on structural and
low energy aspects for atoms and for clusters in contact with an environment. It allows
to validate our generalized QM/MM approach with respect to experimental results and
other theoretical approaches, as structure properties can be accessed at various levels
of sophistication. That section contains also a discussion of optical properties which
constitute the doorway to dynamical scenarios. Section 4 is devoted to the study of
deposited clusters and deposition scenarios. We discuss both the response of the cluster
itself and the response at the side of the environment, analyzing in detail the excitation of
internal degrees of freedom of the environment. Section 5 discusses the dynamics following
irradiation by intense laser pulses, mostly for embedded clusters. We are addressing
highly non-linear situations involving sizeable ionization of the cluster. The response of
the system is analyzed in terms of all its constituents, the electrons and ions of the
cluster, the atoms of the matrix (including their internal excitations). Finally, section 6
summarizes our major conclusions and outlines future perspectives suggested by these
studies.
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2. Model
2.1. Brief review of models for clusters and environments
The discussions in the introduction have demonstrated the difficulties and challenges
implied in a proper dynamical description of embedded/deposited clusters subject to
external perturbations. We now want to summarize briefly the theoretical tools which
are commonly used in such problems. We start with reviewing methods for free clus-
ters (Sec. 2.1.1), continue with discussing the specifically new aspects coming up with
embedded/deposited clusters (Sec. 2.1.2), provide a graphical overview over the various
approaches (Sec. 2.1.3) and close with summarizing briefly the method used in the further
pursuit of the paper (Sec. 2.1.4).
2.1.1. Free clusters
Free clusters consist of ions and electrons. Each species calls for its own approxima-
tion. Ions are usually treated as classical particles. Simpler approaches replace the ionic
background by a smooth jellium distribution, particularly for metal clusters, see, e.g.,
[Bec84,Eka84,KV93]. The ion-electron coupling is simply the Coulomb interaction in all-
electron models. But these are too bulky in applications to clusters. One usually treats
only a few valence electrons per ion and the coupling is then described by pseudopoten-
tials for which well developed modeling exists in molecular and solid state physics, see
e.g. [Sza85,BHS82,GTH96]. The most demanding part is the description of the electron
cloud and thus the greatest variety of approaches is found here. The modeling of struc-
ture and dynamics of free clusters covers all methods used in quantum chemistry and/or
atomic physics, from detailed Configuration Interaction (CI) calculations [BKFK89] to
robust dielectric models [KV93], for overviews see [RS03,FMBT+08].
Simulations of truly dynamical processes are much more demanding. In molecular
physics, there exist dynamic extensions for the most detailed methods, e.g. exact so-
lutions of the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation [PDMT03] or time-dependent CI
[KKS05,SSL07]. These methods are still confined to small systems. The more complex
cluster systems employ mainly Time Dependent Density Functional Theory (TDDFT)
at the level of the Time-Dependent Local-Density Approximation (TDLDA) for the clus-
ter electrons augmented by Molecular Dynamics (MD) for the motion of ionic cores
[CRSU00]. Semi-classical approaches to TDLDA, as Vlasov-LDA [DLRS97,DGRS00,FBMB04],
become valid for higher excitation energies. For reviews see [CRSU00,RS03,RS06,FMBT+08].
We will discuss in that review only results from TDLDA-MD and provide a short de-
scription of the scheme later on in that section.
2.1.2. Clusters in contact with environments
Combined cluster plus environment systems are much more complex than free clusters.
Their description is thus more demanding. Particularly the interface requires a very
careful treatment, almost at the same level of detail as the cluster itself. The conceptually
simplest procedure is to use the same (detailed) approach for cluster and environment.
Typical examples are calculations of very small Na clusters on NaCl [HM96b] or on
Cu surface [PH05]. In these calculations, the substrate is represented by rather small
pieces of material kept close to the known surface and bulk configuration. An alternative
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strategy is to consider freely varied composite systems as a model for clusters in/on
environment, as done e.g. for Ag clusters with Ag-oxide substrate in [BMBK05] or MgO
substrate in [GVB+07]. However, such a complete treatment requires small samples for
the substrate and is restricted mostly to structural studies, at best dynamical calculations
at Born-Oppenheimer level. At the other extreme, very simple theoretical approaches
have been developed relying on a macroscopic description of the substrate as jellium or by
dielectric theory, see e.g. [KV93,RS93]. Such a macroscopic approach is valuable for first
explorations of trends and orders of magnitude. But it becomes clearly insufficient when
one aims at describing dynamical scenarios. An intermediate solution consists in using
highly detailed microscopic approaches [HM96b] as a benchmark for deriving effective
interface potentials which then allow systematic studies [KR97,KCRS98] in rather large
systems. However, the use of such interface potentials also imposes severe limitations on
the combination of cluster and environment.
If one wants to describe the excitation and dynamical response of realistic systems
with large numbers of degrees of freedom, one needs to find a proper compromise be-
tween approximate and yet sufficiently detailed description of the environment. A com-
plete treatment, as mentioned above, is a successful first step, but misses the long-range
effects in the material. The interface-potential approach is also a step into the right di-
rection, but misses the response of the environment. Both examples call for an approach
which takes care of the polarizability of the environment while allowing a lower level
description in other aspects of the material. In particular, inert (i.e. insulating) environ-
ments provide a natural hierarchy of reactivity. The idea is thus to start from a fully
microscopic description of the electronically active cluster and to treat the environment
at a simpler level, namely as classical particles with an internal dipole polarization, also
handled as classical degrees of freedom. Such a hierarchical approach sorting the systems
in shells of different importance and dominated by polarization interactions was initiated
in [DO58], further developed for organic systems in [WL76], and extended to dynamical
situations in [CM82]. The method has evolved over the years and is now often called
Quantum-Mechanical/Molecular-Mechanical model (QM/MM), for a general overview
of the method see [GPGP99]. QM/MM is often applied to deal with the huge systems of
bio-chemistry [GT02,MTG+05,CCR07,ASBG07]. It serves also as a powerful tool in sur-
face chemistry see, e.g., [MNPR99,RNN+04,,SBF+04]. For ionic crystals, one even adds
a further outer layer with inert ions, i.e. without the internal dipole polarizability, to
account for the long range Ewald summation in the material [MNPR99]. The calibration
of the effective potentials for QM/MM models is cumbersome. But once established, the
models provide an extremely efficient and reliable tool for mixed systems. Well calibrated
models allow a dramatic reduction of the quantum mechanically active part of the en-
vironment. Earlier applications in cluster physics already took the polarizability of the
environment into account, but used a tight-binding treatment for the cluster [GS98]. A
model which maintains the capability of dealing with clusters in possibly strong external
perturbations needs at least the cluster electrons (and ions) explicitly, and a hierarchical
treatment of the environment properly including polarization effects. And “properly”
means, for the dynamical applications which we have in mind, that the dynamical po-
larizability of the environment atoms is taken into account, as we will outline in section
2.1.4. In that respect, the present approach goes beyond most previous QM/MM imple-
mentations which were oriented on static properties, at most some Born-Oppenheimer
or linear-response dynamics.
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As already mentioned in Sec. 1.3, even QM/MM cannot deal with the macroscopic
number of atoms in true bulk. One employs finite representatives of bulk material, either
as a finite simulation box of (periodically copied) bulk material or as a freely varied finite
“cluster” of bulk atoms.
2.1.3. Overview of methods
QM/MM
No proper 
electron
Car Parinello BO-MD           dynamics
TDLDA
Gen. QM/MM
Dyn. polar
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S
ta
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a
m
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s
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ElectronsMatrix
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Fig. 4. Diagram of approaches in a plane of system size (horizontal axis) and dynamical range (vertical
axis).
Fig. 4 provides a sketch of the typical ranges of application for the various theories
used in the field. The horizontal axis represents the number of particles in the system,
to the right for the cluster, to the left for the environment. The vertical axis represents
an electronic ”dynamical scale”. Below zero, electrons cannot be excited and are treated
either as frozen (inside potentials) or at best in Born-Oppenheimer manner. Above zero,
the axis qualitatively scales with the degree of electronic excitation. The various boxes
in Fig. 4 represent the theories as indicated. At the side of cluster dynamics (no envi-
ronment), the TDLDA-MD approach [CRSU00] represents a robust tool allowing to deal
with several tens or even hundreds of electrons and reaching up to sizable (non-linear)
electronic excitations and ionization. In turn, the more fundamental Time Dependent
Configuration Interaction methods (CI) of quantum chemistry only allow to treat very
small numbers of electrons. At the side of the environment, small samples of substrate
can still be treated with the fully quantum mechanical methods. Standard QM/MM
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(or generally speaking Born-Oppenheimer methods) allow to consider relatively large
numbers of atoms, but cannot account for any electronic excitation, whence they are
placed towards the negative ordinate on the figure (static or slow regime). The dynami-
cal QM/MM modeling we propose in this paper accounts for a dynamical polarizability
of the environment and couples that to TDLDA-MD for the cluster. This allows to ex-
plore the relevant dynamical features also at the side of the environment. Because of the
simplified treatment in terms of polarizabilities, one cannot consider too high excitations
of environment’s electrons as compared to what could be accessible from TDLDA-MD
in a free cluster (see section 2.7). But it already covers an interesting range of possible
dynamical scenarios as we shall see. And, to the best of our knowledge, it is the first time
that this domain is explored.
2.1.4. The modeling used in that paper
The systems which we will review here are of the type metal cluster combined with
inert environment. We aim at resolving detailed structure and at reaching a simultaneous
dynamical description of electrons (from cluster and to some extent atoms), ions (from
cluster) and atoms. This excludes macroscopic (or partially macroscopic) approaches.
The employed environments, rare gases (Rg) and MgO, exhibit long-range polarization
effects. This inhibits a fully detailed description of the environment with its limitation to
small samples. The cluster dynamics should furthermore be tractable in a large range of
excitations. These requirements altogether point towards the best suited method: a dy-
namical QM/MM approach. We describe the cluster electrons in full quantum-mechanical
detail with Time Dependent Density Functional Theory (TD-DFT) at the level of Local
Density Approximation (LDA) coupled to Molecular Dynamics for cluster ions (TDLDA-
MD, [CRSU00]). The atoms/ions of the environment are treated classically, attributing
two (×3) degrees-of-freedom to each: position and dipole momentum. Due to active
dipoles, polarizability is treated fully dynamically and can thus account for proper re-
sponse to external fields, particularly fields created by the cluster. As the environment
is assumed to be much more inert than the cluster, this modeling still covers a wide
range of dynamical situations as we shall illustrate below. The correct implementation
of dynamical polarizability requires some investment into careful calibration. Once es-
tablished, the model is rather simple to handle, and yet, it yields in a broad range of
dynamical situations a remarkable improvement over standard approaches in which all
constituents are treated on an equal footing. To recall former discussions, one could say
that such a modeling with an environment of dynamically polarizable atoms represents
so to say a dynamical extension of more conventional QM/MM models.
2.2. The constituents and degrees of freedom
The summation over the various elements of the environment looks very involved when
written in detail. To simplify notation, we introduce a compact super-index I which is
composed as
I ≡
{
i(sτ), τ ∈ {c, v}, s ∈ species
}
. (1a)
The coordinates and features are then associated with
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sI ≡ atom species of I , (1b)
τI ≡ core = c or valence cloud = v , (1c)
RI ≡Ri(sIτI ) . (1d)
The notational savings become obvious, e.g., from the summation over all atom con-
stituents : ∑
I
≡
∑
s∈species
∑
τ∈{c,v}
∑
i(sτ)=1...N(sτ)
We present the model here for the case of MgO. But the hierarchical modeling for
Na clusters interacting with the MgO(001) surface is developed in analogy to earlier
studies of Na clusters interacting with an Ar environment, for a detailed protocol, see
[FMRS05]. Table 1 summarizes the various degrees of freedom. The Na cluster is treated
d.o.f. counter description
ϕn(r) n = 1, . . . , Nel s.p. wave function for cluster valence electrons
Ri(Na) i
(Na) = 1, . . . , NIon positions of the Na
+ ions
Ri(sc) s ∈ {substr. species} , i
(sc) = 1, . . . , N(sc) position of the N(sc) cores of
environment atoms(ions)
Ri(sv) s ∈ {substr. species} , i
(sv) = 1, . . . , N(sv) position of the N(sv) valence clouds of
environment atoms(ions)
Table 1
The degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) of the model. Upper block: Na cluster. Lower block: dynamically active
cell of the environment.
in standard fashion [CRSU00,RS03] : Valence electrons are described as single-particle
(s.p.) wave functions ϕn(r) and the complementing Na
+ ions are handled as charged
classical point particles characterized by their positions Ri(Na) , see upper block of Table
1. In the following, we will present our model for the MgO substrate. (The case of a
rare gas material is simpler, since it consists in only one type of element, and will be
introduced in the appendix, section 7.2.) The MgO substrate is composed of two species
whose properties are formed in the context of bulk structure : Mg2+ cations and O2−
anions. The cations are electrically inert and can be treated as charged point particles;
they are labeled by i(k). The anions are easily polarizable and are handled in terms of
two constituents : a valence electron distribution (labeled by i(v)) and the complementing
core (labeled by i(c)). Each of these three types of constituents is described in terms of
positions Ri(type) . The difference R
(c) −R(v) defines the electrical dipole moment of the
O2− anion, which by construction is thus fully dynamical. These (classical) degrees of
freedom are summarized in the lower block of Table 1.
The Mg and O ions reside in an active cell of the MgO(001) surface region underneath
the Na cluster in the case of a deposited species (see also Fig. 5). In the case of an
embedded cluster, the idea remains the same with an active cell around the cluster. In
the deposited case, the cell consists of three layers, each containing square arrangements
of Mg242O242. To avoid the Coulomb singularity and to simulate the finite extension of
these constituents, we associate a smooth charge distribution ρ(r) ∝ exp (−r2/σ2) with
each of these ionic centers. This yields a soft Coulomb potential [see Eq. (7b) below] to
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be used for all active particles. For a rare gas environment, σc and σv, taken identical,
are chosen so that the folded Coulomb interaction energy of a rare gas atom corresponds
(for small displacements) to the polarization energy. They are thus related to the rare
gas atom polarizability and their values are given in Table 5 of the appendix. In the case
of MgO, the three width parameters are all taken equal to 0.6
√
2 a0, so that they comply
with the grid mesh set by the Na pseudopotential [given in Eq.(4) below]. The active cell
is surrounded by an infinitely extended outer region of spectators, whose effect on the
active part is given by a time-independent shell-model potential, see below.
The MgO(001) surface is modeled in different stages of detail as sketched in Fig. 5.
The size of the dynamically active part (zone I) depends on the actual application. For
zone I
zone IIa
(frozen cores, free shells)
(free cores & shells)
point charges
Gaussian charge densities
QM active
electron
wavefunctions
ionic positions
&
shell model
Na cluster
substrate
(all classical)
zo
ne
 I
Ib
Madelung potential only
Fig. 5. Sketch of the shell model for hierarchical sorting of quantum-mechanically treated metal cluster,
classical dynamics in the active region of the substrate and outer regions of frozen substrate elements.
instance, calculating the optical response will not significantly affect the surface geometry
far away from the cluster, so that a diameter of 20 a0 for zone I is sufficient. On the other
hand, deposition studies with high impact energies require an increased diameter, since
the surface will absorb some of the impinging momentum as will be seen below. The
long-range Coulomb interaction in ionic crystals requires inclusion of remote sites. To
this end, we add an outer region of “spectators” (zone II). That outer region is built
analogous to the active cell, consisting out of O2− cores and O valence clouds as well as
Mg2+ cations. However, cores are kept “frozen” at the positions of the free MgO surface,
while O valence clouds remain fully dynamical. The region extends, in principle, over an
infinite manifold of periodic copies in the two lateral directions and the vertical layers
below the surface. The atoms/ions in the first layer of the outer region (zone IIa) which
stays in direct contact with the active part is frozen in position, but still allows dynamical
dipole response and exerts short-range repulsion to the active atoms. The atoms/ions in
the second layer of the outer region (zone IIb) have all constituents frozen, including
the dipoles. They deliver only their Coulomb potential (adding up to the Madelung
potential).
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2.3. The total energy
Starting point is the total energy
E = ENa + Esubstr + Ecoupl (2)
where ENa describes an isolated Na cluster, Esubstr the substrate, and Ecoupl the coupling
between the two subsystems.
2.3.1. The cluster energy
For ENa, we take the standard TDLDA-MD functional as in previous studies of free
clusters [CRSU00,RS03,RS06]. It is composed as
ENa =Ekin,el({ϕn}) + Ekin,ion({R˙i(Na)}) + EC(ρ) + ELDAxc (ρ↑, ρ↓)
+ESIC({|ϕn|2}) + Epot,ion({Ri(Na)}) + EPsP({ϕn}, {RI}) + Eext , (3a)
Ekin,el =
∫
dr
∑
n
ϕ†n
pˆ
2
2mel
ϕn , Ekin,ion =
MNa
2
∑
i(Na)=1,...,NIon
∣∣R˙i(Na) ∣∣2 , (3b)
Epot,ion =
1
2
∑
i(Na) 6=j(Na)
e2
|Ri(Na) −Rj(Na) |
, (3c)
ESIC =−
∑
n
[
EC(|ϕn|2) + ELDAxc (|ϕn|2, 0)
]
(3d)
EPsP =
∑
i(Na)=1,...,NIon
∫
dr
∑
n
ϕ†nVˆ
(PsP)
R
i(Na)
ϕn , (3e)
Eext = qel
∫
dr ρ(r)Uext(r, t) +
∑
i(Na)=1,...,NIon
qNaUext(Ri(Na) , t) , (3f)
ρ(r) =
∑
n
ϕ†n(r)ϕn(r) , (3g)
where EC is the direct part of the electronic Coulomb energy which is naturally a func-
tional of the local electron density ρ(r). The coupling to the ions is described by pseu-
dopotentials (PsP) as indicated in Eq. (3e). These may be involved operators in case
of non-local PsP (see e.g. [BHS82,GTH96]). Alkalines allow to deal with local PsP for
which we employ the soft Gaussian form of [KBR99] :
V PsP
R
(r) =Q+Vsoft
(
|r −R|, σ(Na)+
)
+Q−Vsoft
(
|r −R|, σ(Na)−
)
, (4)
Q+ = 2.292 , Q− = −3.292 ,
σ
(Na)
+ = 0.6810
√
2 , σ
(Na)
− = 1.163
√
2 ,
Vsoft(r, σ) = e
2 erf(r/σ)
r
.
The term Eext stands for a possible external, time-dependent electromagnetic perturba-
tion (e.g. a laser field or a bypassing ion) for which we consider here simply the external
Coulomb potential Uext. That is not a unique choice due the freedom of a gauge trans-
formation. A laser field can also be described through coupling to the vector potential as
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Uext ∝ pˆ·Alas which is called the coupling in velocity gauge [Fai87]. The different gauges
yield the same results but can impose different conditions on the numerical treatment.
The present choice (3f) is simplest to implement. The term E
(LDA)
xc stands for the energy-
density functional for electronic exchange and correlations. We use here standard LDA
forms, inserting the instantaneous electron density ρ(r, t) which is often called adiabatic
LDA [GDP96]. Actually, we will employ the widely used exchange-correlation functional
of [PW92]. Self-Interaction Correction (SIC), as introduced in [PZ81], moves the Ioniza-
tion Potential (IP) and the other single-electron energies into correct relation with the
continuum threshold and is thus necessary whenever one deals with electron emission.
The full variational treatment of the SIC energy (3d) leads to rather inconvenient mean-
field equations such that various approximations have been developed in the past. For
alkaline metal clusters, one can employ the very simple average-density SIC (ADSIC)
[FA34,LSR02] with
EADSIC =−Nel,↑
[
EC
(
ρ↑
Nel,↑
)
+ ELDAxc
(
ρσ
Nel,↑
, 0
)]
−Nel,↓
[
EC
(
ρ↓
Nel,↓
)
+ ELDAxc
(
0,
ρσ
Nel,↓
)]
(5)
where Nel,σ is the number of electrons with spin orientation σ.
A word is in order about the level of DFT treatment used here. The LDA-ADSIC is
chosen for reasons of simplicity, efficiency, and robustness. There are known (and un-
known) drawbacks of such approaches as, e.g., the lack of reproducing the derivative
discontinuity [KKP04,MK05] which can raise problems in reproducing the polarizabil-
ity in soft systems [vGKS+98] and in describing details in the dynamics of molecular
fragmentation. Many attempts try to overcome these problems to develop a DFT which
employs exact exchange [LK05,RG06,G0¨6,AKK08], for a recent review see [SL08]. These
extensions are, however, much more involved and presently not released for straightfor-
ward applications to large scale dynamics. An alternative track is a tuning of SIC for
dynamical equations [MDRS08a,MDRS08b] which allows to recycle the well tested en-
ergy functionals for LDA. But also this is still under development. We keep on the safe
side of well understood and well tested methods and use the most traditional approach,
namely LDA with ADSIC.
2.3.2. The substrate and coupling energy
The energy of the substrate subsystem is given by
Esubstr =
∑
I
MsIτI
2
∣∣R˙I ∣∣2 +∑
I
qsIτIΦ
′
out(RI)
+
1
2
∑
I 6=J
VsIτI ,sJτJ (|RI−RJ |)
+
∑
s
∑
i(sc)
[κs
2
(|Ri(sc)−Ri(sv) |)2 − Vsc,sv (|Ri(sc)−Ri(sv) |)
]
(6)
where qsτ is the charge associated with subtype τ of an atom of species s, and Msτ
the corresponding mass. The second line refers to interaction potentials between dif-
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ferent atoms and consists of a soft Coulomb part and a (mainly repulsive) short-range
contribution :
Vαβ(r) = qαqβVsoft(r, σαβ) + f
(short)
αβ (r) , (7a)
Vsoft(r, σ) = e
2 erf(r/σ)
r
, (7b)
σαβ =
√
σ2α + σ
2
β , (7c)
σMg = σO = 0.6
√
2 a0 . (7d)
where α, β ≡ (sτ) serves as combined index simpler notations. The explicit forms of
f
(short)
αβ is given for the specific case of MgO in Table 4 and for rare gas in Table 5, see
appendix. The third line stands for the interaction between core and valence cloud of a
same atom : The interaction potential (7a) appears again as the second term, while the
first term is the potential of a simple spring with species-dependent spring constant κs.
This, in turn, allows a separate tuning for the correct (dynamical) dielectric response of
the substrate material.
Ionic crystals, here MgO, consist of ions with alternating charge. This case requires to
take care of the long-range Coulomb potential Φ′out of the substrate spectator ions which
extend to infinity in all lateral directions and vertically downwards from the surface. The
ions far from the active region stay practically at their crystalline equilibrium position,
but still produce a long range Coulomb field. It is given as
Φ′out(r) =
∑
I′∈{outer}
qsI′τI′ e
2
|r −RI′ | (8)
where the summation runs only over I which are in the outer region of frozen crystal
atoms/ions. That Coulomb field influences the cluster and substrate inside the active cell,
particularly for ionic crystals. The smoothing can be ignored for these outer atoms/ions
because the effect of local smoothing is of very short range. This, in turn, allows one to
use analytical techniques similar to Ewald summation [Par75,Par76]. The shell potential
Φ′out, being time-independent, is computed in great detail at the start of the calcula-
tions and tabulated for frequent later use. The boundary region of the active cell will
also feel some effect of the short-range core repulsion of neighboring atoms in the outer
region [NRG+01a]. We take that into account by having one boundary layer of explicit
atoms/ions but frozen positions.
In all cases, the coupling from substrate to cluster is dominated by the (soft) Coulomb
field. At short distances, some core repulsion is added in the form of appropriate short-
range potentials. The coupling energy becomes
Ecoupl =
∫
dr ρ(r)
[
Φ′out(r) +
∑
I
VsIτI ,el(|r −RI |)
]
+
∑
j(Na)
[
Φ′out(Rj(Na)) +
∑
I
VsIτI ,Na(|RI −Rj(Na) |)
]
+EVdW , (9)
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where the interaction potentials Vαβ are also given in the general form (7a). The Van
der Waals (VdW) energy between cluster electrons and substrate atom is negligible for
ionic crystals (MgO), but crucial for rare gases. It reads in detail
EVdW =
e2
2
∑
s
αs
∑
i(sc)
[
1
Nel
(∫
dr ρ(r) fs(|r−Ri(sc) |)
)2
(10)
−
∫
dr ρ(r) f2s (|r−Ri(sc) |)
]
, (11)
fs(r) = ∇erf (r/σsv)|r| ,
where αs is the polarizability of species s and σsv the smoothing width associated with
the valence cloud of species s. This contribution is not always taken into account (case of
MgO), or effectively replaced in other terms (simplified VdW for rare gases). It is then
switched off by letting for the polarizability αs −→ 0. It should be noted that the VdW
contribution provides a sizable fraction of binding of Na on rare gases. It should thus be
taken into account, even if its derivation is well beyond DFT.
2.3.3. Final calibration
The calibration of the whole model has to take care of three pieces, the cluster as
such, the environment as such, and the coupling between both. The modeling for the
cluster is taken over from work on pure clusters, where calibration concerns mainly the
electron-ion pseudopotential (4). The model parameters for the pure environment are
taken over from previous studies. The expression of the Rg-Rg core interaction is a stan-
dard Lennard-Jones-type potential from [AM76], while Buckingam-type ones are used
in MgO [LC85,NRG+01b]. The valence cloud parameters of Rg and O in Rg and MgO
respectively are adjusted to the dynamical polarization at low frequencies of the Rg
atoms [CCGB91,CCG+92] and MgO [LC85,BSB98,NRG+01b]. The parameters for the
coupling between environment and Na cluster are calibrated from scratch in the case of
MgO. The tuning for Na@MgO(001) was performed using Born-Oppenheimer surfaces
from [Win06] (the corresponding curves are presented in Sec. 3.1.2, Fig. 8). For a Rg envi-
ronment, the Na+-Rg potential is calibrated by a fit to scattering data [AAR95,VLS+03].
The combined Na+-Rg and electron-Rg potentials are finally tuned to ground-state and
excitation properties of NaRg dimers taken from experimental as well as theoretical work,
for NaNe [LABM+80,HBM85], for NaAr from [SOL77,LLS82,Sch00,SZ03], and for NaKr
[BKZ91]. A detailed description together with all model parameters is given in appendix.
Fig. 6 demonstrates the calibration of the model for the NaAr system in terms of the
Born-Oppenheimer energies for ground state and excited configuration. Note that the
excitation splits into an A2Π state and a B2Σ state. Experimental data for the more
critical B2Σ transition are not available for small distances. But the proper description
of core repulsion in that channel is crucial for the modeling of molecular dynamics.
Therefore we included also detailed quantum-chemical calculations in the calibration.
The agreement with experiment and with other calculations is very satisfying. Similar
quality has been achieved for the other rare gases [Feh06,FDPG+07].
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3.3 Feinanpassung der NaEg-Potentiale 21
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Abbildung 3.1: Potentialenergieflachen des Grundzustandes (unten) und der beiden ersten
angeregten Zustande (oben) in NaAr. Das Ergebnis dieser Arbeit (durchgezogen) wird mit
dem Experiment [Schw00] und mit anderen theoretischen Arbeiten (CI) [Sax77,Las81] ver-
glichen. Die Energien sind jeweils relativ zum 3s- bzw. 3p-Zustand des Na-Atoms angegeben.
weniger Messungen als fur den Grundzustand. Zwar wurden in [Schw00] auch die
Potentialkurven der ersten angeregten Zustande in NaAr vermessen, jedoch ist die
Methode auf Schwingungszustande angewiesen. Da das Potential nur ein sehr schwa-
ches Minimum mit wenigen Vibrationszustanden aufweist, kann das Potential nicht
zuverlassig in den Bereich von extrapoliert werden. Gerade bei diesen ge-
ringen Abstanden ist es aber notwendig, dass das Potential gut beschrieben wird, da
die typischen Na-Eg-Abstande im Fall eines eingebetteten Clusters bei etwa lie-
gen. Als Ausweg bleibt, quantenchemische Rechnungen als Referenz zu nehmen. Fur
das NaAr Molekul existiert eine relativ alte ab initio Arbeit von Saxon [Sax77] und
eine CI-Rechnung von Laskowski, die ein effektives Potential fur die Core-Potentiale
verwendet [Las81]. Die Ergebnisse stimmen jeweils gut uberein und konnen daher glei-
chermaßen als Referenz dienen. Durch Wahl einer Corehohe von = 2 34Ry und eines
Radius von = 1 erhalt man auch fur den angeregten -Zustand zufriedenstellen-
de Ergebnisse. Insgesamt ist der Potentialverlauf etwas zu wenig repulsiv. Prinzipiell
erhalt man ein repulsiveres Potential, indem der Coreradius zu Gunsten einer großeren
Corehohe reduziert wird. Allerdings sind hier einer besseren Anpassung durch kleinere
Coreradien Grenzen gesetzt, da die numerische Darstellung der sich dann ergebenden
steilen Potentiale mit Schwierigkeiten verbunden ist. Die verwendete Parametrisierung
Fig. 6. Born-Oppenheimer energy curves for the NaAr molecule. The lower panel shows the energies for
the ground-state configuration (X2Σ+) and the upper panel for two excited configurations as indicated.
The results from the present modeling (thick solid lines for X2Σ+ and B2Σ+, dashed for A2Π) are
compared with experimental data from [Sch00] and quantum-chemical CI calculations [SOL77,LLS82].
T e energies are scaled relative to the 3s- (lower panel) or 3p-state (upper panel) of the Na atom. Taken
from [Feh06].
The VdW contribution, nevertheless, requires a sizable numerical effort. We have thus
also explored the possibility of re-tuning the other model parameters to mock up its effect
i side model parameters. As argued above, the VdW energy (11) between Na nd envi-
ronment atoms is a crucial ingredi n for rare gas s due to the very faint general binding.
But precisely t at VdW energy turns out to be very expensive in large scale dynamic l
calculations due to its long range nature. On the other hand, the faint details of the VdW
interaction become unimportant in truly dynamical situations carrying large amounts of
excitation energy. For that purpose, we have developed an alternative calibration where
the net effect of the VdW interaction is accounted for in a modified parameterization
of the electron-Rg potential. The corresponding VdW energy is then set to zero. The
results are listed in Table 6 in the appendix for the case of Ar only. This implicit strat-
egy turns out to be quite efficient and has been adopted for obvious practical reasons in
most reported results. The implicit VdW energy finally provides numbers very close to
the on s attained with an xplicit VdW energy: The small differe ces remain within the
range of expected validity of the modeling, a result which justifies such a strategy.
2.4. The coupled dyna ical equations of motion
The total energy (2) as defined above det m s uniquely the dynamical equations by
vari tion. Th stationary equations are obtain d by minimization of the e ergy, leading
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to the variational conditions
δϕ†n
[
E −
∑
n
εn(ϕn|ϕn)
]
= 0 , δRIE = 0 . (12a)
The dynamical equations can be derived through the principle of stationary action
δϕ†nS = 0 , δRIS = 0 , S =
∫
dt
{
E −
∑
n
(ϕn|i~∂t|ϕn)−
∑
I
P IR˙I
}
, (12b)
where the classical conjugate momentum is P I = R˙I/MI .
The emerging stationary Kohn-Sham (KS) equations read
hˆKSϕn = εnϕn for n ∈ {1, . . . , Nel} , (13)
hˆKS =
pˆ2
2m
+ UKS,σn(r) , UKS,σn(r) =
1
ϕn(r)
δE
δρ(σn)(r)
, σn ∈ {↑, ↓} .(14)
That simple spin-density variation leading to a local mean field potential UKS,σn(r)
is justified for the local pseudopotentials (4) and the ADSIC correction (5), our stan-
dard treatment in the subsequent applications. An extension to non-local mean fields
is straightforward. The classical complement of the stationary Kohn-Sham equations is
the set of conditions ∇RIE = 0. A stationary configuration is achieved if both sets of
equations are satisfied.
The time-dependent KS equations analogously read
hˆKSϕn = i~∂tϕn (15a)
where the KS Hamiltonian hˆKS is composed as in Eq. (14) above. The complementing
classical, molecular mechanical (MM), equations are
P˙ I = −∇RIE , R˙I = ∇P IE =
P
MI
. (15b)
The detailed expressions for the forces ∇RIE are straightforward to obtain but tedious
to write explicitly. Even in practical applications, it is safer, and often competitive in
terms of numerical expense, to compute the forces from evaluating derivatives by explicit
finite differences.
2.5. Comments on numerical solutions
2.5.1. Representation of wave functions and fields
The valence electron cloud of alkaline clusters is rather smooth and covers a limited
range of length scales. That is a typical situation which favors a direct representation
of wave functions and local fields on a grid in coordinate space, e.g. in three Cartesian
dimensions as f(r) ←→ f(rn) , rn ∈ {(nx∆x, ny∆y, nz∆z)} . A grid representation is
also much preferable, if not compulsory, as soon as electron emission becomes important
in the course of the dynamical evolution because that can be conveniently accounted
for by absorbing boundary conditions, see Sec. 2.5.4. The operators of momentum and
kinetic energy can be described in two ways, finite differences or Fourier representation.
The latter is preferable on Cartesian grids because the swapping between coordinate
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and momentum space can then be very efficiently realized by the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) [PTVF92].
It turns out that many processes evolve close to axial symmetry. Here it is much
advantageous to describe the electronic system on a grid in cylindrical coordinates, in
the spirit of the cylindrically averaged pseudopotential scheme (CAPS) [MR94,MR95a].
Finite differences are then the method of choice for the kinetic energy. An extensive
comparison of the gridding schemes and their performance can be found in [BLMR92]. As
a rule of thumb, Fourier techniques are advantageous in three-dimensional Cartesian grids
with a not too low number of grid points (at and above 32 mesh points in each direction)
while finite differences perform better on small grids and in restricted symmetries.
A major task is the evaluation of the Coulomb potential in the Kohn-Sham Hamilto-
nian. The Poisson equation is dominated by the Laplacian, similar as the kinetic energy
of the electrons. The solution of the Poisson equation can be performed by FFT in the
case of Fourier representation or by iteration on a grid (similar to the stationary KS
solution, see Sec. 2.5.2). The long-range part of the Coulomb field requires special care.
To that end, we separate the long-range components up to the hexadecapole moment
and treat it explicitly by analytically solvable multipole fields. The difference to that
long-range part is of sufficiently short range such that it can be treated by inversion of
the Laplacian on the grid, for details of that method see [LR94].
2.5.2. Stationary state
The stationary Kohn-Sham equations (13) constitute a non-linear eigenvalue problem.
This requires an iterative solution. To that end, we employ the gradient step
ϕ(m+1)n = Oˆ
{
ϕ(m)n − Dˆ
(
hˆ(m) − (ϕ(m)n |hˆ(m)|ϕ(m)n )
)
ϕ(m)n
}
(16a)
where Oˆ stands for orthonormalization of the new set {ϕ(m+1)n }, the upper index (m)
counts the iteration, and Dˆ is a convergence generating operator. The simplest choice is
just a sufficiently small number Dˆ = η which ensures convergence if it is smaller than
twice the maximum representable energy. Much faster convergence can be achieved by
appropriate tuning of Dˆ (often called pre-conditioning). For example, grid representations
as we use here have their largest conceivable energies from the kinetic energy operator.
Here it is a good idea to use
Dˆ = η
Tˆ + E0
(16b)
where Tˆ is the operator of kinetic energy and E0 is typically the depth of the potential.
This step can proceed very fast with η ≈ 1. For more details see [BLMR92].
An obvious solution scheme for finding the ionic configurations would be to follow
the path along the steepest downhill gradient RI ←− RI − ηI∇RIE where ηI is an
appropriate step size. However, that simple downhill method is very likely to get stuck
in some local minimum possibly still far away from the global minimum. One needs
to couple that stepping with stochastic methods which explore more thoroughly the
ionic energy landscape. The method of choice is here simulated annealing, for details see
[PTVF92,RS03].
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2.5.3. Dynamical evolution
The choice of propagation scheme for the electronic wave functions depends on the
chosen numerical representation. We are using a grid in coordinate space and deal mostly
with local mean fields. For that case, a very efficient stepping scheme is the time-splitting
method [FFS82]
ϕn(r, t+δt) = exp
(
−i~δt
2
U(r, t+δt)
)
exp
(
−i~δt Tˆ
)
exp
(
−i~δt
2
U(r, t)
)
ϕn(r, t) .
(17)
The action of the local operator exp
(−i~δt2 U(r, t+δt)) is trivial in coordinate space. The
workload consists in the kinetic terms. They are evaluated most easily in Fourier repre-
sentation, by transforming ϕn into momentum space, applying exp
(
−i~δt Tˆ
)
trivially
there, and then transforming the result back into coordinate space. When one is using
finite differences, the kinetic propagator can be factorized into three (well manageable)
one-dimensional propagators along x-, y-, and z-directions. A favorable feature of this
time-splitting scheme is that the action of potential propagation amounts to a phase
factor which does not change the local density. Thus the density ρ(r, t+δt) is already
known after the evaluation of the first kinetic propagator. This allows one to compute
U(r, t+δt) for the step without iteration. Another advantage of the step (17) is that it is
unitary and thus preserves orthonormality of the set {ϕn}. An often used alternative are
the Crank-Nicholson or Peaceman-Rachford steps. These rely on an approximate sepa-
ration of the propagation into a succession of three one-dimensional steps, for a general
discussion, see [PTVF92] and for applications in cluster dynamics, e.g. [CRSU00].
The classical equations of motion (15b) for ionic propagation are usually solved by
the velocity Verlet algorithm [Ver67]. That method exploits the symplectic structure
of Hamiltonian equations and is thus particularly efficient in propagating them. More
elaborate methods which would allow to use larger time steps are rarely needed because
the electronic time scale sets the pace. This means that one can safely employ the velocity
Verlet algorithm for ionic propagation with conveniently shorter time steps which are in
any case enforced by electronic propagation.
2.5.4. Absorbing boundary conditions
Electrons escape the cluster for sufficiently strong excitations. In practice, they prop-
agate across the grid until they hit the bounds of the numerical box. Without further
measures, they would be reflected, travel back into the cluster, and so falsify the time
evolution. One needs to remove the electrons as soon as they approach the bounds. That
is achieved by imposing absorbing boundary conditions. These are installed by using a
mask function M(r) which is M = 1 in the interior of the box and gently decreases
to M −→ 0 towards the bounds [Ull00]. Each time-step (17) is augmented with one
masking step
ϕn(r, t+∆t)←−M(r)ϕn(r, t+∆t) . (18)
A simple and robust choice for M is the (rectangular) separable form
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M(x, y, z) =Mx(x)My(y)Mz(z) , (19)
Mi(ri) =


cos1/4
( |ri,max − ri|π
babs
)
for |ri,max − ri| ≤ babs
1 else
where a symmetric grid is assumed for which ri,min = −ri,max in each direction. A reliable
analysis of angular distributions (see Sec. 2.6.1) better uses absorbing bounds in spherical
shape. These are achieved with
M(r) =


1 for r < Rmax − babs
cos1/4
( |Rmax − r|π
babs
)
for Rmax − babs ≤ r < Rmax
0 for Rmax ≤ r
(20)
where r = |r| and Rmax = min(xmax, ymax, zmax) . We typically use an absorbing margin
of about babs ≈ 4–6 a0. Larger margin improve the efficiency of absorption but are growing
quickly expensive, particularly in three dimensions. The power of the mask function, here
1/4, has also some influence on the quality. The optimum value, however, depends on
the size of the margin [RSA+06]. In most applications, we use the 1/4 as robust working
prescription.
Absorbing boundary conditions, although crucial for describing dynamical scenarios
with ionization, attenuate the wave functions in the absorbing zone. There is the danger
that the ground state becomes unstable by probability loss through the absorbing bounds.
One needs thus to use sufficiently large numerical boxes such that the ground state wave
functions have very small overlap with the absorbing bounds to avoid that artefact. Large
numerical boxes furthermore make absorbing boundary conditions even better physically.
Indeed, although absorbing bounds are closer to physical reality than reflecting ones, they
are not fully realistic either, as they arbitrarily suppress outgoing electrons at a certain
distance from the system, thus reducing some long range polarization effects.
2.6. Observables
2.6.1. Electronic observables
The KS calculations provide immediately the total energy E and the electron density
ρ(r, t). The energy is a key observable allowing to distinguish, e.g., ground state from
isomers. The separate contributions to the energy, as disentangled in Sec. 2.3, allow to
gather insight into the energy balance in reaction processes. The single electron energies
εn do not belong to the “guaranteed” observables in the framework of density functional
theory [DG90], but are useful and often looked at. In fact, the SIC helps to put the εn
into the correct relation to the continuum which enhances their value as an analyzing
instrument [LSR02]. The electron density ρ(r, t) is very informative, but too bulky for
easy inspection. Useful reduced observables are the various multipole moments from
which the dipole momentum and the root-mean-square radius,
D(t) = e
∫
dr r ρ(r, t) , rrms(t) =
√∫
dr r2 ρ(r, t)/Nel (21)
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are the most prominent representatives.
The time-dependent dipole moment does allow to deduce the dipole spectra (optical
absorption strength) by means of spectral analysis [CRS95,YB96,CRS97]. To that end,
one starts from a well relaxed ground state and initializes dynamical evolution by an
instantaneous dipole boost
ϕn(r, t=0) = e
iηDˆϕ(0)n (r) (22a)
where ϕ
(0)
n are the s.p. wave functions from the ground state and η is the boost mo-
mentum, chosen small enough to run the analysis in the linear domain. Subsequent
propagation with the time-dependent equations (see Sec. 2.4) yields the set ϕn(r, t) and
with it, the dynamical dipole momentum D(t). The dipole strength distribution is finally
obtained from Fourier transform in frequency domain as
SD(ω) =
∑
n
δ(ω − ωn)|〈Φn|Dˆ|Φ0〉|2 ∝ ℑ{D˜(ω)} , D˜(ω) =
∫
dt eiωtD(t) . (22b)
The simulation runs, of course, over a finite time span such that ℑ{D˜(ω)} is a sum of
“delta” functions with finite width. The spectral resolution increases with increasing sim-
ulation time and should be carried as far as to distinguish the different eigen-frequencies
ωn in the excitation spectrum. The strength SD(ω) is, in fact, not the photo-absorption
cross-section, which is a similar expression, but with weight ωn in the summation [Fai87].
It can be obtained in a similar fashion by initializing with a dipole shift rather than a
boost [CRS97].
Absorbing bounds allow to attain a further class of observables associated with ion-
ization. The absorption leads to a loss of norm of each s.p. state. This, in turn, allows to
compute the ionization out of state p as nesc,p and also the total ionization Nesc, i.e.
nesc,p(t) = 1− (ϕp(t)|ϕp(t)) , Nesc(t) =
N∑
p=1
nesc,p(t) . (23)
These are averaged quantities as any observable computed from a mean field state,
e.g., the average number of emitted electrons Nesc representing an ensemble averaged
over many similar measurements. The nesc,p even allow to deduce the detailed ionization
probabilities with the help of some combinatorial analysis, for details see [UG97,CRSU00].
The absorbing bounds do also allow to keep track where electronic density has been
removed from, by accumulating ρabs,p(r) =
∫
dt |ϕp(r, t)|2 (1−M(r)) over all masking
steps. Integrating the loss ρabs(r),p in angular sectors from the origin (practically over the
absorbing margin) yields the angular distribution of electrons nesc,p(θ, φ) emitted from
state p, or of the total angular distribution Nesc(θ, φ) when summed over all s.p. states.
For details, see [Poh03,PRS04,Bae08].
Photo-electron spectra (PES), i.e. the kinetic energy spectrum of emitted electrons, are
a further crucial observable obtained from electronic dynamics. They provide informa-
tion on the occupied s.p. states before ionization when driven with one-photon processes
[Fai87,PRS00] and allow to study the subtle interplay between direct and sequential emis-
sion in the multi-photon regime [PRS01]. Early studies explored the s.p. spectra of anions
with laser light in the visible range [MEL+89]. The availability of high quality UV sources
allows meanwhile to analyze neutral clusters, see e.g. [CHH+00,HWvI+01,WHvI02]. The
PES are computed as follows. We define a measuring point rbc near the boundaries of
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the grid. We record the time evolution of the s.p. wave function ϕp(rbc, t) at that point.
Finally, we compute the local frequency spectrum of the electronic wave functions by
Fourier transform ϕp(rbc, t) −→ ϕ˜p(rbc, ω). The absorbing boundary conditions guaran-
tee that only outgoing waves are passing by rbc. The frequency spectrum |ϕ˜p(rbc, ω)|2
is thus immediately the PES of electrons emitted from state p. Altogether the total PES
of all electrons together becomes
n(Ekin) =
Nel∑
p=1
|ϕ˜p(rbc, Ekin)|2 . (24)
It is found that this procedure maps the s.p. energies of the occupied states directly into
the PES with peaks at εp −→ εp+ ν~ω where ν is the number of photons involved in the
process. It is thus crucial for a correct description of experimental data that the position
of the εp relative to the electron continuum is correct. That feature is indeed established
when applying (AD)SIC, as we will do in all following examples.
2.6.2. Observables from ions and atoms
The ionic/atomic configuration, which is fully classical, is characterized by the set of
RI(t). That again is a lot of information which can hardly be viewed at once. We will
also look for reduced observables which are obtained by averages over subsets (cluster
ions or environment atoms) or by cuts to watch trajectories in reduced dimensions. The
corresponding cuts and averages are self-explanatory and will be introduced in connection
with each application. Note that vibrational spectra of cluster and/or environment can
also be obtained by spectral analysis similar to the case of electrons. To that end, one
records various multipole moments during time evolution and finally Fourier transforms
them into the frequency domain [RS02,FRS06a].
Important further information is contained in the dipole degrees of freedom of the
environment. The dipole moments (which are attained from the difference of localization
between core and valence clouds) are classical quantities. They can be characterized by
an amplitude and an orientation. The squared amplitudes scale the energy stored in
the dipoles. In order to analyze the response of the environment, we will look at the
total dipole energy (summed squared amplitudes) as well as at the spatial distribution
of dipole energies, see for example Sec. 4.3.2.
2.7. Limitations of the modeling
The present QM/MM model includes the dynamical polarizability which constitutes a
big step forward to account for the dynamical response of the environment. However, the
description remains limited because environment electrons are still encapsulated in the
dipole moment and will not be allowed to develop their own degrees of freedom. This may
become a problematic approximation if external fields grow sufficiently large to ionize
the environment atoms. At the level of our model, such a restriction directly shows
up in terms of a maximum amplitude which the atomic dipole moment is allowed to
acquire, corresponding to an excitation energy which would lead to a sizable ionization
probability. One thus needs to quantify this effect in order to evaluate under which
dynamical conditions our approach is reliable. A simple way to quantify such an effect
is to perform a calculation on an Ar atom within treating its electrons explicitely at
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Fig. 7. Ionization rate for a free
Ar atom under the influence
of a laser pulse with frequency
of 1.9 eV, pulse length of 48
fs and varying intensity (upper
axis labeling). The lower x-axis
shows the corresponding max-
imum dipole amplitude of the
motion induced by the laser.
LDA&ADSIC level [see Eq. (5)]. The Ar atom is then irradiated by a laser and one
records in TDLDA the net ionization. Fig. 7 shows the result for an Ar atom irradiated
by a short laser pulse having a typical frequency in our applications (the result depends a
bit on the laser frequency but but suffices for an order of magnitude estimate). Results are
drawn versus laser intensity and, proportional to that, the maximum dipole amplitude
of the resulting atomic oscillations. The vertical line indicates what we consider as a
critical intensity, or amplitude respectively. Below that line, the ionization stays with
maximally 0.001 electrons bearable. The critical laser intensity of about 1014W/cm2 is
above what we are going to use in our explorations. But one should be careful. The
actual field strengths at the atom site can exceed the external field strengths due to field
amplification [RS98]. The dipole amplitude of the atom (lower x-axis in Fig. 7) is the
safer signal because it is determined by the actual near-side field. Thus a simple way to
keep track of the validity of the approach is to record the actual (time-dependent) dipole
moments at each atom. We have thus checked in our dynamical simulations that we were
not entering the dangerous domain, even also in the case of violent explosion scenarios
(see Sec. 5). We are thus on a safe ground for exploring a bunch of dynamical scenarios.
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3. Low energy properties
In this section, we review structural properties and small amplitude excitations (op-
tical response) for metal atoms and clusters in contact with an insulator environment.
Numerous works exist for the case of an oxide surface [Cam97,Hen98,Hen05], while rare
gas material was scarcely addressed. We perform the survey using our hierarchical ap-
proach (as outlined in Sec. 2). First, we discuss ground state structures, stepping from
atomic adsorbate to clusters. Then we address the features of optical response. At the
side of environment, we consider two polarizable and insulating materials, MgO with
large mechanical resistivity and substantial corrugation, and Ar as a soft material with
little corrugation.
3.1. A single atom in an environment
The simplest system in contact with an environment is a single atom deposited on
a surface or embedded in a matrix. The topic has been widely studied, mostly from
two complementing points of view: one adatom on a surface or a ”mixed” cluster con-
taining one atom in contact with homonuclear clusters. Adatoms focus on surfaces and
infinite systems, while mixed clusters are usually attacked from the chemical point of
view and focus on small systems. Both approaches bring complementing information, at
various levels of detail. As our aim is to study clusters in contact with a (much) larger
environment, we will mostly discuss the case of atoms in/on extended systems but we
will also briefly consider the case of small mixed clusters (section 3.1.3) for which direct
comparisons between our calculations and benchmark results are possible.
3.1.1. Metallic adatoms in general
3.1.1.1. Deposit on MgO(001) surface Adsorption of metal atoms on insulator surfaces
has been extensively studied [YPNR97,MNPR99,MSC99,YWZG02,NIN+04,BFNF05,DVP05,CHTW06,BF07,XH08].
The case of MgO provides a standard example for a simple, still realistic, insulating sur-
face. For instance in [YPNR97], Cr, Mo, W, Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag, and Au adatoms on
MgO(001) are considered in DFT calculations with gradient corrections. It is shown that
the O site is always the preferred adsorption place. This is attributed to the large polar-
izability of the O2− ion which produces an attractive force on the metal atom electron
cloud, while Mg2+ sites tend to repel the atom. More recently, in [BF07], DFT calcula-
tions on Au and Ag atoms adsorbed on MgO(100) report similarly a site preference on
top of an O site and an atom diffusion by hopping from an O site to another O site via
a hollow site.
3.1.1.2. Deposit on a layer of MgO(001) supported on metal substrate It is interesting
to note that the preferred site can be modified if the oxide surface is itself supported
on a metal substrate. Then, a charging of the adatom can become possible, depending
on the adsorbed metal. The first experimental report of such a phenomenon was done
for Au adatoms on NaCl supported on Cu(111) and on Cu(100) [RMOP04]. Different
charge states of Au were obtained after interaction with the voltage of a STM (Scan-
ning Tunneling Microscope) tip. These results were in agreement with DFT calculations
(performed by the same authors) which found two different stable states, a neutral one
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and a negatively charged one. This charging effect was explained by inelastic electron
tunneling. Later on, Pd and Au adsorbed on thin MgO(100) films supported on Mo(100)
were studied by DFT calculations [PGB05]. For Pd, no significant change between pure
and supported MgO are observed, in accordance with a small charge transfer. On the
contrary, for Au, the Mg site is preferred when deposited on MgO/Mo, because there
is a large charge transfer, explained by a reduction of work function of the mixed sub-
strate (compared with that of the bare Mo) and by electronic tunneling. That work was
continued in [GBP05], where adsorbed Pd, Ag and Au are considered. Once again, the re-
ported charge transfer is very small for Pd, already significant for Ag, and largest for Au.
This effect actually reflects increasing electronic affinities when going from Pd (−54.24
kJ/mol) to Ag (−125.86 kJ/mol) and Au (−222.75 kJ/mol). These different behaviors of
Pd and Au atoms have been confirmed experimentally in [SRP+07] when these species
are adsorbed on thin MgO films supported by Ag(001). The ranking on the preferred
site for Au is modified when MgO is supported on Mo : hollow > Mg2+ > bridge > O2−
(see Fig. 8 for site terminology). Finally, in [HH07], DFT calculations have been used to
study Au adatom on thin MgO(100) films, with or without O vacancies, supported on
Mo or Ag. On Mo-supported MgO, Au prefers the hollow site, with a negative charging
of about 0.7–0.8, coming from a fair share of electron loss between MgO and Mo. When
MgO is supported on Ag, the loss of electron seems to come mainly from MgO and much
less from Ag.
3.1.2. Effects of deposition site
As a first test case of our hierarchical model, we consider the influence of the surface
sites on a Na atom adsorbed on a MgO(001) substrate. That case of a MgO(001) surface
shows already a very rich surface structure. We have investigated four locations of the
Na atom : above an O2− site, a Mg2+ site, a hollow site (center of a square) and a bridge
site, see left panel of Fig. 8. The right panel of Fig. 8 shows the adsorption energy as a
function of the Na atom distance to the surface for the four sites. The absorption energy
is defined as
Eads = ENa/MgO − ENa − EMgO , (25)
and similarly for the ionic species Na+. The figure compares benchmark quantum cal-
culations [Win06] to results from our hierarchical model. First, one notes a very good
agreement between our model and the ab initio calculations. Second, one observes a clear
ranking in the preferred adsorbed sites : O2− > hollow > bridge > Mg2+, in accordance
with the general discussion of Sec. 3.1.1. This affects both the value of the energy binding
the atom to the surface and the equilibrium distance at which the adatom sits on the
surface. The trend is monotonous, as expected. Finally, an important aspect concerns
the impact of charge. In the top right panel of Fig. 8, we consider the case of Na+. One
observes the same hierarchy as in the neutral case (except for the point very close to the
surface), but a large quantitative difference in the values of the energies and equilibrium
distances to the surface. The Na+ ion lies closer to the surface (1 a0 or more) and is much
better bound (between 0.8 and 1.2 eV binding as compared to less than 0.2 in the neutral
case). This indicates that charge effects play an important role, see also Secs. 4.2.5, 4.3.2,
and 5.
The Ar(001) surface shows a much smaller site dependence. The difference in binding
between hollow and Ar site is less than 6 meV. This material has much less corrugation
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Fig. 8. Left: Schematic view of the MgO(001) surface. O2− ions are indicated by large open circles,
Mg2+ ions by small gray circles. The four deposition sites are indicated. Right: Potential energy surface
of a single Na atom (bottom) and a Na+ ion (top) above O, Mg, hollow and bridge sites of a MgO(001)
surface [Bae08]. Lines come from quantum chemical calculations considered as benchmarks [Win06],
while points result from tuning of the MgO/Na pseudo-potentials in our hierarchical model.
because it consists of neutral atoms instead of ±2 charged ions and because Ar atoms
are more softly bound such they can more easily give way.
3.1.3. Small composite systems
At the other extreme, small clusters containing one metal atom or ion constitute inter-
esting test cases which have been investigated by various quantum chemistry methods, for
neutral NaArn complexes [BF94,TES90,TES92,RCS06,RLBS06,TM98,RBLS04,GS98], M
+RGn
(where “M” denotes a metal element and “RG” a rare gas) for alcalines [NAI04,FFV00,GRGL04,RCS06],
Ni+ and Pt+ [VFF98], and Au+ [ZZH+09]. Indeed the study of small rare gas metal-
doped clusters provides better understanding of micro-solvation effects and chromophore
issues when metal atoms/ions/clusters are in contact with “inert” solvents as rare gas
are. Such systems also provide valuable benchmarks for the structure part of our mod-
eling. We thus will now discuss mixed systems consisting in Ar clusters of various sizes
with one Na atom deposited on, or embedded in it. The questions of interest concern the
stability of the mixed system and the preferred site of the Na atom, inside or outside the
Ar cluster. We first study the simple case of a small NaAr6 system. The Ar cluster is so
small that the Na atom has no choice but to be on the “surface” of Ar6. Fig. 9 illustrates
the three possible configurations. Table 2 compares static results (distance between Na
and nearest neighbors, total energy) from different approaches. The comparison shows
that our hierarchical model stays in good agreement with results from more elaborate
calculations. This indicates that our modeling allows to account for details of structure,
a feature which which will play a role even in the violent dynamical scenarios to be
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Fig. 9. Possible locations of Na
(dark ball) on Ar6 (gray balls)
or Ar12 (panel d).
NaAr6 References 1NN (a0) 2NN (a0) Etot (eV)
Config. a this work 9.27 14.22 −5.118
[TES92] −5.289
[BF94] 9.52
Config. b this work 8.89 14.37 −5.117
[TES92] −5.287
Config. c this work 9.03 13.78 −5.114
[TES92] −5.283
NaAr12 this work 9.34 14.20 −5.312
[BF94] 9.39
Table 2. Comparison of our re-
sults for NaAr6,12 complexes
with other works, as indicated,
for the various ionic configura-
tions (a-d) presented in Fig. 9.
The third and fourth columns
report the mean distance be-
tween Na and nearest neigh-
bours (1NN), and between Na
and second nearest neighbours
(2NN) respectively. The last
row presents the case of Na on
Ar12.
discussed later on.
We now consider systems with an increasing number N of Ar atoms. This allows to
hide the Na atom inside the Ar cluster. To quantify the question of the most stable
location of Na (in or out), we define the insertion/adsorption energy for Na in/on Ar in
a way similar to the adsorption energy for MgO, see equation (25), as :
Eins/ads = ENa/Ar
N
− ENa − EArN . (26)
Note that this definition is biased towards an adsorption energy, see Eq. (25). A true
insertion energy will be defined later on in Eq. (28). Here we want to have a unified
definition for better comparison of adsorption versus insertion. (We have tested also the
more general definition (28) and it does not alter the conclusions drawn here.) Table 3
shows results for sizes N = 6, 12, 20, 24. Deposition at the surface is clearly preferred
over embedding the Na atom inside the Ar cluster. This agrees with former findings
of ground state structures of NaAr1−10 where the Na atom lies at the surface of the
Ar cluster [RBLS04]. Moreover, embedding even gives positive insertion energies which
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N 6 12 20 24
Eins (eV) 1.09 0.32 0.21
Eads (meV)−17.0−5.19−49.2−27.2
Table 3. Energy gain (26)
through insertion (upper)
or adsorption (lower) of a
Na atom in/on ArN for
various N .
means that such configurations are asymptotically unstable. We find them, however,
locally stable. The embedded configuration has to surmount some reaction barrier to
release the Na to a surface site.
3.1.4. Towards larger environments
We have just seen that for small complexes, embedding is not favored. The question
remains to be checked for larger Ar clusters. We thus consider larger systems and analyze
the trend of insertion energy (in view of the numerous possibilities of impinging sites for
an adsorbed Na, we have not considered the case of adsorption, which leads, anyhow
to small binding on the few test cases we have explored, in agreement with the more
detailed case of smaller clusters, see table 3 and discussion around it). The systems are
built by starting from bulk fcc Ar structures of various sizes, N =55 to 447 atoms,
replacing the central Ar atom by Na, and re-optimize the obtained structure. Fig. 10
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Insertion energy,
Eq. (26), of a
single Na atom
(black circles)
or a Na+ ion
(white circles)
in Ar matrices
of different sizes.
shows insertion energies for embedded Na atom and Na+ ion. The insertion energy for
the Na atom rapidly becomes independent of matrix size and stays very close to zero,
fluctuating about ±20 meV. The various contributions to the total energy are: enhanced
electronic kinetic energy (positive), an enhanced Van der Waals binding (negative), and
the core repulsion (positive). They nearly compensate each other with a tendency to
remain slightly positive. The situation is much different for the positively charged Na
ion. The polarization interaction with the Ar atoms is much stronger and attractive
(negative energy contributions). Thus embedding an ion always gives sizeable negative
insertion energies, which quickly converges towards a constant (bulk) value.
Let us finally step to adsorption on an infinite, planar surface. Fig. 11 shows the
potential energy curves for a Na atom, and Na+ as well as Na− ions close to an Ar(001)
surface. The surface is modeled by 6 layers of 8×8 Ar atoms, all frozen at the optimized
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Fig. 11. Potential energy curves
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Ar(001) as a function of the dis-
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surface layer. The energies were
calculated with fixed Ar atoms.
The surface is represented by 384
Ar atoms.
positions of a free Ar surface. The neutral Na atom is faintly bound to the surface
with a bond distance of about 8 a0. The Na
+ cation takes full advantage of the strong,
attractive polarization interaction and is practically soaked into the surface. The Na−
sees counteracting effects, the attractive polarization interaction and the core repulsion
on the two Na valence electrons. This combines at the end to a significantly better binding
than for the neutral Na atom. But Na− is kept at a safe distance from the surface, in
contrast to Na+. These potential energy curves explain the different behaviors observed
in deposition of these three different monomers, see Sec. 4.2.5.
3.1.5. Impact of environment on properties of embedded atoms
In this section, we are going to analyze in more detail the impact of the environment
(especially its size) on atomic properties. We investigate the stationary state in terms of
a few global observables: the r.m.s. radius rrms of the electronic cloud of Na, the distance
of the Na atom to the first surrounding Ar shell, and the dimensionless quadrupole
deformation β for the shape of the Ar system. β is defined from the quadrupole moment
normalized by particle number and r.m.s. radius [RS80,CRSU00,RS03]
β =
√
π
5
1
Nr2rms,Ar
N∑
i=1
(3z2i − r2i ) , r2rms,Ar =
1
N
N∑
i=1
r2i . (27)
Furthermore, we consider as spectroscopic quantities, the 3s −→ 3p transition, which is
especially relevant for optical properties, and the energies of the 3s- and 3p-state sepa-
rately. Fig. 12 shows these observables as a function of Ar system size. Most remarkable
is that all electronic observables make a jump from free to embedded Na atom. The vari-
ation amongst the different cluster sizes is much smaller than the initial jump. Moreover,
all observables tend to stabilize for Ar sizes at and above NAr = 176. The jump in the
electronic rrms (left upper panel) is caused by the core repulsion from the surrounding
first Ar shell which squeezes the electron cloud to a smaller volume. That repulsive effect
is correlated to an increase in electronic energies (middle panels). The more extended
3p state sees a larger repulsive effect than the 3s state with the consequence that the
3s −→ 3p transition does also make a jump from free to embedded atom (right upper
panel). Note the fine level splitting of the 3p state. The different energies in x, y- and
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Fig. 12. Global observables for a Na embedded in ArN , in a configuration where the Na replaces the
center Ar atom. The four upper panels show electronic properties of the Na atom: lower left = distance
from center (atom) to the first atomic shell, middle left = electronic r.m.s. radius, lower right = energy
is 3s state, middle right = energy of 3p state distinguishing x, y- and z-mode, upper right = 3s → 3p
transition energy. The matrix properties (lower left) are also shown for a Na+ ion instead of the neutral
Na atom, and for pure Ar clusters with the original Ar atom at the center (instead of the Na).
z-direction indicate that the surrounding Ar is slightly deformed. The left lower panel
shows the radius of the first Ar shell. It is increased when replacing the central Ar atom
by Na. This shows again the mutual pressure between electron cloud and Ar shell and
correlates nicely to the squeezing of the electron radius (upper left). Inserting, however,
the charged and electron-free Na+ cation induces a large polarization attraction which
leads to a much smaller shell radius.
The results altogether illustrate the subtle interplay between long-range polarization
attraction and short-range core repulsion. In spite of the long range of the polarization
effects, most observables level off quickly with increasing system size such that a reliable
model for an Ar matrix is achieved starting from NAr = 176.
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3.2. Metal clusters in contact with an insulator environment
Now that the case of one atom adsorbed on or embedded in a matrix has been pre-
sented, we are going to address the case of a whole metal cluster and see how it differs
from a single atom. The new aspect is that the cluster has an internal structure which
may react sensitively to the environment. We will thus explore changes in structural
properties, either at the side of the cluster itself or of the environment. As an illustration
of these questions, we will present in this section a systematic study of Na clusters de-
posited on MgO(001), and of Na8 embedded in Ar clusters. We shall discuss the influence
of system sizes and of the polarization interaction. We begin with an overview of various
studies on MgO surfaces.
3.2.1. Wetting of metal clusters on MgO surface
As in the case of metal atoms adsorbed on MgO, the number of theoretical works on
small metal clusters adsorbed to MgO surface is large(for a recent review, see [FF09]),
since they represent model systems for heterogeneous catalysis (e.g., see [YHL+05]) .
Energetics of small deposited metal clusters (from dimer to tetramer) provides informa-
tion on diffusion mechanisms during a film growth process. Similar to the case of one
atom (see Sec. 3.1.2), ground states are always found adsorbed on an O site. Various
motions from an O site to another O site are possible, e.g. hopping via a hollow site
(for Cu [MSC98], Au [DVP05], Au2 and Ag2 [BF07]), rolling (for Pt2 [GB03], Cu2 and
Cu5 [MSC99], Ag2 [BF07], Pd4 [XHCJ05,BFNF05]), or walking (Ag3 and Au3 [BF07],
Cu3 [MSC99], Pd3 [BFNF05]).
Large metal clusters on a surface bring wetting into play as a new feature [Sch92].
The question is whether larger amounts of metal atoms prefer to cover the surface as
a film (wetting) or contract to a drop with minimal contact to the substrate. This im-
portant question has been much investigated. Na clusters on NaCl surface experience
a strong interface potential, favoring wetting. They thus prefer planar ground state
shapes when deposited, although three dimensional configurations are competitive iso-
mers [KR97,KCRS98]. This was shown in a model using effective potentials between NaCl
and the cluster constituents [KR97] tuned to ab initio calculations of small Na clusters on
NaCl surface [HM96a]. No wetting behavior is observed in the case of Cu2−29 deposited on
MgO(001) [MDCS99], but rather a three-dimensional growth. The same result is reported
in the case of AgN grown on MgO(001) simulated by Hartree-Fock calculations combined
with a thermodynamic treatment [FDZ+02]. In this work, the observed high mobility of
Ag adatoms favors island growth. This has been confirmed experimentally in [MP07] :
Reflectance measurements of Ag film growth on MgO(001) as a function of film thick-
ness and temperature found a percolation regime. In the case of Pd clusters deposited on
MgO(001), a theoretical study even shows that, in addition to a 3D growth, a transition
towards fcc truncated pyramids seems to take place around 11-13 Pd atoms [BFR+07]. In
accordance to these calculations, a DFT investigation on very small Ag clusters adsorbed
on MgO(100) also reported that the cluster is preferentially bound perpendicular to the
surface [BKBK+07]. For larger transition metal (Ag, Au, Pt, and Pd) clusters (from 30
to a thousand atoms), three-dimensional deposited geometries have also been reported
in the framework of a tight-binding method [RMNF06,FRL+09,GJM+09].
Closer to the kind of systems that we study with our model, DFT calculations on
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Fig. 13. Height profiles of Au clusters deposited on 3 layer (left) and 8 layer (right) MgO(001) sup-
ported on Ag(001), for two different annealing temperatures as indicated, extracted from STM images.
From [SRH+07].
thin alkali layers on MgO(001) for different coverage were reported in [SJG+00]. As for
the adatom case, the minimum in energy corresponds to a coverage above O sites, while
hollow sites give saddle points and Mg sites maximum of energy. A low metal coverage
seems unstable or at best metastable, with respect to 3D island or cluster coverage.
Interestingly, there exist theoretical investigations of layers of Pd [GN99], Li, Na and
K [ZK03], and Cu and Ag [ZKK05] deposited on MgO(111), which presents alternating
layers of O and Mg. They show that adsorption is stronger than in the case of MgO(001),
thus giving probably a wetting behavior instead of the 3D growth on MgO(001). While
Pd, Cu and Ag films can be stabilized either on O- or on Mg-terminated surfaces, alkali
layers still prefer O-terminated ones.
A wetting behavior of metal clusters can be nevertheless observed when MgO is it-
self a thin layer, supported by a metal substrate. Comparison of deposited Au8,16,20 on
MgO(100) and MgO(100)/Mo(100) has been performed in DFT calculations [RBPL06].
Weak adhesion, small exchanged charge and 3D structures for Au clusters deposited
on pure MgO are observed. On the contrary, when MgO is supported by Mo, a siz-
able electronic charge at the interface between Au and MgO is reported, producing a
higher wettability of Au clusters with planar geometries. Deposition of Au atoms and
film growth on MgO(001)/Ag(001) has been recently explored experimentally by STM
imaging for various thicknesses of MgO and annealing temperatures [SRH+07]. Fig. 13
presents measured height profiles of Au clusters deposited on 3 layer (left panel) and 8
layer (right panel) MgO films, themselves supported on Ag(001), for two different anneal-
ing temperatures. One sees preferably mono-layer islands for thin MgO films (left panel),
and thus a wetting behavior of Au clusters. In that case, there is no strong preference
between Mg and O sites. This reflects the strong charging of the Au system. On thicker
MgO films (right panel), O sites are preferred and a 3D growth is observed, in accordance
with no charging of the adsorbate. Hence, playing with the thickness of metal-supported
MgO(001) allows to override the non-wetting trend of pure MgO(001) and to switch
experimentally a transition between film growth (wetting) and 3D growth of clusters.
That has been predicted theoretically and can be explained by a stronger charging of the
deposited metal clusters from electrons coming from the metal substrate via thin MgO
layers. Very recently, Au1−6 and NO2 on MgO(100) or Al2O3(0001) supported on Mo,
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Fig. 14. NaN structures for N = 3−8 (black balls) : Gas phase structures (top panels); geometries when
deposited on MgO(001), with O2− appearing as white circles and Mg2+ as gray ones, from a perspective
(middle panels) or a top view (bottom panels). Adapted from [BMW+07].
Ag, Pd, Au and Pt have been extensively studied in [FHH+08] by means of DFT sim-
ulations, with investigation on the effect of oxide thickness, adsorbate coverage, choice
of oxide, choice of supporting metal, electron affinity of adsorbate. Contributions to the
stabilization of the metal clusters come from various effects, such as the polarization
of the substrates or the binding between the metal adsorbate and the oxide. It seems
however that no simple correlation relates the stabilization energy of Au clusters to their
charging (of about 1 electron).
3.2.2. Structure of sodium deposited clusters
As a more detailed example, we discuss the structures of small Na clusters deposited
on a MgO(001) surface, described within our hierarchical model [BMW+07]. Fig. 14
compares the free and deposited geometries obtained for these systems. In contrast to
NaCl, where the interface binding is stronger [HM96b,Koh97], the clusters show no clear
preference of planar structures, i.e. no trend to wet the surface. The clusters Na3, Na4,
and Na5 which are planar in free space are bent into three dimensional structure to
accommodate the strong repulsion coming from the Mg2+ sites. Note also that the MgO
lattice constant does not match the Na one. In small Na clusters, the effect is even
stronger due to the different symmetries. A similar effect is seen for the ring structures
in Na6 and Na7. In turn, the very symmetric and compact Na8 with its magic electron
number remains almost unchanged. These findings agree with the above reported results
that most metal clusters on MgO(001) show no wetting.
In order to complement the structure view (Fig. 14), we show in Fig. 15 some electronic
observables of the free NaN compared with that of the deposited clusters [BMW
+07].
The adsorption energy, as defined in Eq. (25), is shown in the bottom left panel. It
grows almost monotonously. There are deviations from the monotonous trend in the
step from Na6 to Na7. The two larger clusters in the sample, Na7 and Na8, have a
relatively smaller contact area with the surface and so less adsorption energy. Let us
now turn towards electronic properties. The upper left panel of Fig. 15 shows the static
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Fig. 15. Electronic observables of free (open squares) and deposited on MgO (full circles) NaN as a
function of cluster size N . Top left : z-component (perpendicular to the optional surface) of the elec-
tric dipole moment. Top right : ionization potential. Bottom right : static polarizability. Bottom left :
adsorption energy, Eq. (25), of deposited NaN . Adapted from [BMW
+07].
dipole moment Dz in the direction normal to the surface. While free clusters exhibit
vanishingly small static dipole moments, deposited clusters acquire non-negligible values.
This happens even for the simplest case of Na8 which suffers least from ionic distortion
when deposited. The dipole moment then shows the direct influence of the MgO substrate
on the electronic charge distribution. The extension and deformation of the electron cloud
are well conserved, but the short-range repulsive part of the interface potential pushes
the electron cloud as a whole away from the surface while the ions, staying farther away,
feel much less repulsion. This creates a (positive) static dipole moment. The increase
of Dz occurs similarly for all clusters in this survey and it is strongest for the weakest
bound Na3. The upper right panel of Fig. 15 shows the ionization potential for free and
deposited clusters. The substrate induces a general reduction of the IP. The effect is the
same as had been seen already in Fig. 12 for the 3s-state of the Na atom embedded in
Ar. It is again an upshift due to core repulsion. Free clusters show the typical even-odd
staggering of the IP [dH93] which is a spin effect [KMR95]. This staggering disappears
for deposited clusters. It seems that the strong corrugation effects on cluster structure
(see figure 14) overrule the spin effect. The bottom right panel of Fig. 15 shows static
polarizability α of NaN , free and deposited. Metal clusters usually possess quite large
polarizabilities, since the binding of the valence electron cloud of a metal cluster extends
over the whole cluster and can respond with large amplitude. Sizes and trends are very
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similar for both cases showing that the general extension of the electron cloud is not much
changed by the surface. The trend with N reflects the shell structure. The polarizability
shrinks towards the shell closure at electron number N = 8 and jumps up after closer
because the next electron has to go to the next shell which is much more weakly bound.
3.2.3. Embedded cluster – structure and effects of matrix size
In Sec. 3.1.1, we have shown that embedding a Na atom in Ar clusters has a significant
influence on the static properties of the mixed system. The observed modifications con-
verge rapidly with the number of surrounding Ar atoms such that only little changes are
seen above N = 164. We address here the question of NaN clusters embedded in an Ar
environment. To that end, we consider large Ar clusters of various sizes as host systems
for an embedded Na8 [FRS
+06b]. These clusters can be arranged into radial atomic shells
and we have chosen only cases with closed radial shells to avoid artefacts from incomplete
or uneven surfaces. Similar as for the embedded atoms, the construction starts from an
infinite fcc crystals from which a sphere of wanted size is cut. The structure of the pure
Ar cluster thus defined is then optimized by simulated annealing. The composite system
is built by excavating the 13 Ar atoms from the center and inserting the Na8 cluster into
the cavity. Then the composite structures are again optimized by simulated annealing.
The resulting system sizes still exhibit closed “atomic subshells” (see dashes curves in
Fig. 16). However they differ from the atomic shell closures which are N = 13, 55, 147,
309, obtained by freely varying finite systems from scratch without reference to the bulk
fcc structure [HP72,Nor87].
Fig. 16 shows the structures in terms of radial shells for various system sizes, full lines
represent the radial Ar distribution for the composite and dashed lines for the pure Ar
cluster. The Ar shells for bulk fcc are indicated by thin vertical bars. The pure Ar clusters
(dotted lines) come generally close to the bulk fcc structure (vertical lines). The outer
shells tend to be a bit more extended than the corresponding bulk shell. This happens
because the pressure from the further shells in bulk is missing. That effect is largest
for the smallest system N = 74 + 13 and becomes quickly negligible for larger N . The
inner shells are anyway always close to bulk fcc shells. Our mixed system can then be
considered confidently as a finite model of a metal cluster embedded in an “infinite” Ar
matrix. The embedding of Na8 induces significant changes which reach far out, due to
the long-range effects of the polarization potentials. The changes are most visible for the
smallest sample (N = 74), but persist for any size. The well degenerated radial shells
in pure Ar matrices are often split into subshell structure with a double peak of slightly
different radii. This is due to the slight quadrupole momentum of the Na8 cluster which
imprints its deformation onto the surrouding Ar shells.
We now turn to the effect of the matrix size on a few basic properties of the embedded
Na8 clusters. Fig. 17 presents the modifications in the IP, in the ionic and electronic r.m.s.
radii and in the electronic quadrupole deformation β (defined similarly as in Eq. (27)
for the ions). As in the case of a single embedded Na atom, surrounding the Na8 by
Ar atoms first reduces its electronic radius from the value of the free cluster, due to
the strong repulsive Ar core potentials. When the matrix size increases further, the
attractive polarization interaction allows for some expansion of the radii thus reducing
the initial shrinkage. The values level off again beyond N = 164. The interplay between
core repulsion and polarization attraction leaves after all a reduced electron radius and a
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slightly expanded ionic radius. The global oblate deformation of the Na8 cluster undergoes
very small changes for the electrons and is somewhat enhanced for the ions, with the
variations equilibrating again at N = 164. The IP behaves very similar to the 3s state
of the embedded Na atom (see Fig. 12 and mind the negative sign when comparing to
Fig. 17). It drops substantially already for the smallest environment and changes only
very little for further increasing matrix size. This trend is explained by the fact that the
IP is mostly affected by the short range, repulsive core where only the first layer matters.
3.2.4. Impact of rare gas polarizability
The above results have shown that the polarizability of the matrix atoms plays an
important role, counterbalancing the repulsive short range core interaction. The impact
of polarizability can be studied by considering various rare gas species for the matrix
[FDPG+07]. We will consider as an example Na8 embedded in Ne, Ar and Kr matrices.
Going to heavier rare gases, the polarizabitility increases while core repulsion changes
much less. To produce the ground state configurations, we proceed as in the previous
section. Note that one carves a cavity of 13 atoms in Ar and Kr matrices to insert the
Na8, while in Ne matrices, one needs to remove 19 atoms. We should also mention that
the insertion of Na8 in sufficiently large Kr matrices does not change significantly their
shell structures, as in the case of Ar (see previous section). However the Ne cluster is
strongly modified in the presence of the embedded metal cluster. It even loses its shell
structure, because of the extremely weak binding in bulk Ne. One thus expects different
trends when comparing Ne to Ar and Kr.
We will consider as observables the electronic and ionic radii, the IP and the insertion
energy of Na8 in RGN defined as :
Eins = ENa8/RGN + ERGN − ENa8 − ERGN+p , (28)
with p = 19 for Ne, and p = 13 for Ar and Kr. Fig. 18 shows these four observables as a
function of matrix size. The insertion energy (upper right panel) quantifies the binding
of the compound system. The Ne environment has a too small polarizability and does
not capture successfully the Na8, even for the largest matrices. On the contrary, Ar, and
even more so Kr, exhibit negative insertion energies (i.e. good binding), even for the
smallest matrix (N = 74). The IP (bottom right panel of Fig. 18) shows in all cases the
sudden drop from free to embedded cluster which is due to the effect of the short-range
core repulsion on the cluster valence electrons. The value equilibrates quickly for the two
heavier rare gases because their shell structure is rather robust. The Ne case shows a
strong decrease with increasing matrix size. This is due to the compression of the whole
matrix when further Ne shells are added which, in turn, brings the innermost shell closer
to the metal cluster and thus enhances the effect of the repulsive core potentials. This
interaction also has an effect on the electronic extension (see top left panel of Fig. 18).
Embedding Na8 first compresses the valence cloud. Then for larger matrices the electronic
radius increases in the case of Ar and Kr. The asymptotic value still shows some reduction
for Ar but an enhanced radius for Kr. That means that the larger polarizability of Kr
overrides the core repulsion from the first shell. The case of Ne is again different in that
it shows monotonous decrease of the radius. This is again due to the steady compression
of the Ne matrix with increasing system size. The polarizability of Ne is too small to
counterweighting that trend. The lower left panel of Fig. 18 shows the trend of the ionic
radii. Ionic radii tend to increase with matrix size while electronic clouds experience
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Fig. 18. Ground state observables for Na8 embedded in Ne (squares), Ar (circles), and Kr (triangles)
matrices of various sizes N : Electronic (top left) and ionic (bottom left) r.m.s. radii, insertion energy
(top right), and ionization potential (bottom right). Adapted from [FDPG+07].
rather have a tendancy to reduction. Note that ionic radii are much smaller than the
electronic radii. Thus the ions see less of the core repulsion and relatively more from
the polarization attraction. This explains nicely the trends. There is little change for
Ne, some increase for Ar and a large increase for the highly polarizable Kr. Altogether,
the comparison of these four different observables and three different rare gas species has
clearly illustrated the subtle interplay between core repulsion and polarization attraction.
It shows that careful modeling of these effects is crucial for an appropriate description of
these mixed metal/rare-gas systems.
3.3. Optical analysis
Optical absorption spectra provide a key observable to analyze the structure of metal
clusters with their dominant Mie plasmon resonance [KV93,dH93,Bra93]. This holds also
for embedded and deposited clusters where one has as an additional agent the interface
interaction. We will investigate in that section the effects from short-range core repulsion
and the long-range polarization attraction of the environment on the optical spectra,
the consequences for the Mie plasmon peak, its position and fragmentation. The results
presented in Secs. 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 were obtained with the technique of spectral analysis
as outlined in Eqs. (22), Sec. 2.6.1.
3.3.1. Basic mechanisms and competing effects
There is an overwhelming amount of studies of optical response in free Na clusters
working out the various facets of underlying cluster structure and spectral density. The
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Fig. 19. Top : Fluorescence excitation of Ag+3
embedded in Ar matrix coembedded with
CO2 which is used as an electron scav-
enger [LRF07]. Bottom panel : Comparison
with ab-initio calculations of free Ag+3 ad-
sorption [BKPBF99]. The vertical dashed
lines emphasize the position of the theoreti-
cal peaks.
leading feature of the Mie plasmon resonance is its dependence on cluster shape which
allows to conclude on cluster size [RESH97] and deformation [BCK+93]. The width and
sub-structure of the resonance peak depends on several ingredients. Spectral fragmenta-
tion (often called Landau fragmentation) appears if the resonance peak lies in a region
of high density of 1ph excitations. This is interpreted as a “wall friction” from electrons
colliding with the bounds of the mean field [YPB90], an effect which sensitively depends
on the detailed shape of the cluster [MR95b]. That spectral fragmentation changes sys-
tematically with cluster size [RGB96,RS99] having a maximum at about N = 1000 and
being extremely small for small clusters and again for huge clusters [BR97]. Thermal
agitation of the clusters induces shape fluctuations and thus the resonance width does
increase significantly with increasing temperature [MLY01]. All these effects persist for
clusters in contact with an environment. The advantage of an environment is to have
better control over temperature. On the other hand, the interface adds new effects which
need to be taken care of. We will consider in the following small clusters to minimize
spectral fragmentation and the theoretical analysis will concentrate on ground state con-
figurations at zero temperature to eliminate complications from thermal broadening.
The simplest model of coupling between a metal cluster and a rare gas environment
is to consider the latter as a static dielectric medium described only by its dielectric
constant ε, while the metal cluster is treated by TDDFT at the LDA level and jellium
model, as was done for metals as K [RS93], Na and Al [KF96], and Ag [LPP+98]. The
limitations of such models is to account only for long-range polarization effects, thus
producing a red-shift of the cluster optical response. On the other side are detailed cal-
culations. For example, the optical response of Ag7 embedded in Ar at 10 K [CRL
+06]
is in fair agreement with ab-initio calculations performed on the free cluster [BKVM01],
provided a shift of 0.25 eV added between both spectra. However, the effect of an “inert”
rare gas environment can lead to non-trivial features, different from a mere red-shift.
This is exemplified in Fig. 19 which compares the fluorescence of Ag+3 embedded in Ar
matrix [LRF07] with ab-initio calculations for a free Ag+3 cluster [BKPBF99]. (The ex-
perimental preparation of charged, embedded cluster uses co-deposited CO2 molecules
as scavengers to prevent re-neutralization.) Now, when comparing the theoretical ab-
sorption of the free Ag+3 with the experimental fluorescence of the embedded cluster,
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one observes that the main peak at about 4 eV is only slightly blue-shifted, while the
secondary peak at about 6 eV is strongly red-shifted. CI calculations of optical transition
of Na2 embedded in Ar54 also reported a blue or a red shift, depending on the considered
transition [GS98]. Moreover, recent experimental measurements on the optical absorp-
tion of Ag4−12 embedded in Ar show that (slight) blue or red shift of the spectrum,
compared with TDDFT calculations, also depends on the metal cluster size [HRS+08].
On the opposite side, small metal clusters in contact with a few (1 to 4) rare gas atoms
exhibit slighly blue-shifted photoabsorption spectra, demonstrating that, when adding
one by one rare gas atoms, the first predominant effect is core repulsion, and not a di-
electric effect [CAL+94,RAC+99,RBLS04,SZ03]. So the Ar matrix shows more than a
mere polarization effect which would simply red-shift the whole optical response of the
metal cluster.
Other TDDFT calculations of the optical response of Cu, Cu2 and Cu4 deposited on
MgO are reported in [DVSIP04]. While the spectrum of the dimer is almost unchanged
with respect to the free case (actually, its geometry also remains quasi identical), a
strong red-shift of 1.3 eV is observed for the atom and a slight red-shift of 0.3 eV for
the tetramer. It was thus found that geometrical effects are less determinant than the
electronic polarization by the substrate in the optical response of small Cu clusters.
3.3.2. Na clusters embedded in rare gas matrices
We have seen in the previous sections about cluster structure that electronic properties
experience counteracting effects between short-range core repulsion and long-range polar-
ization attraction. We expect that this continues for optical absorption. Our hierarchical
model takes properly into account both effects and is well suited for the survey. We first
discuss in detail the lower left panel of Fig. 20 which illustrates the counteracting effects
for the case of Na8 embedded in Ar164. This magic cluster exhibits a clean plasmon peak,
even when embedded. The peak resides around 2.6 eV for the free cluster (dashes). For
the embedded cluster, we consider three stages. First we take into account only the Ar
core repulsion. This yields a strong blue-shift of the plasmon peak by about 0.4 eV to 3
eV (see dotted curve). Then we switch on the Van-der-Waals (VdW) interaction while
still keeping polarization frozen. This yields a small red-shift of less than 0.1 eV (dots-
dashes). Finally, we step up to the full description by activating the Ar dipole degrees
of freedom in the calculation. That adds a further red-shift component which brings the
final peak to 2.75 eV (full curve), a much smaller blue-shift, as compared to the free case,
than originally. The upper left panel of Fig. 20 shows the effect of the matrix on optical
response for the charged cluster Na+9 . In that case, the blue-shift from core repulsion
is a bit smaller because the electron cloud is more compact. Furthermore, the red-shift
from polarization is a bit larger because of the clusters charge. The net effect amounts to
practically no net shift. The right panels show, for comparison, results for the same two
clusters deposited on Ar(001) surface. The net shift of the mean peak position is also very
small in that cases. But symmetry breaking in the direction perpendicular to the surface
leads to change in fragmentation pattern, generally pronouncing fragmentation. Studies
of other material combinations, Na8,20 deposited on NaCl [KCRS98], Na8 embedded in
Ar matrices [FRS+06b], and NaN for N = 3− 8 deposited on MgO [BMW+07], all show
that the net interaction of the metal cluster with the environment only slightly changes
the mean plasmon frequency. After all, we have a small net effect from initially two large
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+
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the embedded case in three stages: polarization potentials and VdW force neglected (dotted), VdW
included and polarization potentials neglected (dah-dotted), full interaction (solid line).
effects. The results of such a compensation is hardly foreseeable by simple models. One
better performs detailed calculations for each case anew.
The influence of polarizability can be worked out further by changing the rare gas
material. Fig. 21 displays the plasmon peak positions of Na8 embedded in Ne, Ar and Kr
matrices of various sizes [FDPG+07]. We first note that the changes are generally small,
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somewhat at the precision limits of our modeling (for which we estimate an uncertainty
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of about 0.1 eV). For all materials, the Mie peak first makes a jump when going from free
to embedded clusters. The further changes with system size are small but systematic.
The well polarizable Ar and Kr show a small, but steadily increasing, red-shift with
increasing system size. This is due to the long range of the polarization interaction which
acknowledges every new dipole, even when added in a farther out shell. The effect is,
in principle, also present in a Ne environment. But here it is outweighted by the steady
compression of the Ne matrix which yields increasing blue-shift.
Experimental data for the optical response of Na clusters embedded in rare gas material
unfortunately do not exist, but there exist some results for small Ag clusters in rare gas
material [FSH+01,FHB93,FHB98,CRL+06,DTMB02]. These show that the effect of the
matrix on the optical response remains small whatever combination, in good qualitative
agreement with our findings. A more detailed comparison between these experimental
results and our calculations is delicate for several reasons. First, there are significant
differences between Ag and Na concerning optical response because of the more active
d-shell core electrons in Ag. Second, the two materials have significantly different Wigner
Seitz radii. Third, one has to keep in mind that experiments are often performed inside
helium droplets. Although helium admittedly interacts very little with the cluster its
presence slighty shifts the optical peak [NYB02] as compared to the true free case.
The Mie plasmon in free clusters is found to be an extremely robust, collective ex-
citation mode which persists for considerably large amplitudes [CRS95,CDR+98]. This
remains to be checked for embedded clusters. To that end, we have studied the dipole
spectrum by spectral analysis after an instantaneous boost for a series of different boost
velocities, delivering different excitation energies. Fig. 22 shows trends with excitation
energy E∗ for the key pattern of the dipole spectrum (peak position and width) and for
the net ionization induced by the excitation. Electron emission (upper panel) shows in
both cases a steady, almost linear growth. That is the expected behavior for an instanta-
neous boost [CRS97]. The yield is higher for the embedded cluster. That complies with
its lower IP, see Fig. 17. Furthermore, the slope of ionization decreases with increasing
E∗ because the IP increases steadily with the degree of ionization. The average peak
positions ωMie (lower panel) drift to higher values with increasing E
∗. That is due to the
increasing ionization of the system which provides a deeper and more rigid potential well
for the electron cloud. The trends are similar for both cases (free and embedded). The
growth is smaller for the embedded cluster because the Ar cage had already produced a
rigid potential initially. The width grows with increasing excitation, first rather quickly
and then levelling off to slower increase. The results from both cases shows practically
the same widths.
3.3.3. Na clusters deposited on MgO(001) surface
In the previous section, we have discussed the effect of embedding on optical response.
Fig. 20 indicates that depositing has similarities and differences. The spectra of free Na
clusters and that of clusters in contact with a substrate can nevertheless differ dramati-
cally in detail. We are thus considering more deeply the case of small Na clusters deposited
on MgO material. A systematic comparison of the spectra with the free case has been
done in [BMW+07]. The modifications induced by the surface are quite involved. While
in the case of free clusters, the optical response of metal clusters is strongly correlated to
their geometry, when deposited, the spectra exhibit heavy fragmentations, especially in
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the direction perpendicular to the surface (denoted in the following by z direction, while
the surface is described by the directions x and y). To disentangle the effect of modified
geometry from the repulsive potentials due Mg2+ and O2− cores or from the dynamical
polarizability of the oxygen valence shells, we present in Fig. 23 optical absorption spec-
tra for Na6@MgO(001) (left column) and Na8@MgO(001) (right column) between free
clusters (uppermost panels) and the deposited ones, where each ingredient is successfully
switched on (full model calculations are presented in the lowest panels).
Let us start the discussion with Na8 (right panels) which has a spherical symmetry and
whose geometry only slightly changes under adsorption at the surface (see Fig. 14). It
thus appears as an ideal tool to study the direct influence of MgO. As already mentioned,
the free cluster has a pronounced degenerated plasmon resonance at about 2.5 eV (top
right panel) due to its nearly spherical shape. The spectrum of the deposited Na8 (bottom
right panel) looks much different: the x-y-z degeneracy is lost and a strong fragmentation
of the plasmon is observed, in particular for the z mode, which is almost completely
dissolved. The average peak positions, however, remain almost unchanged. In order to
find out the reasons for these sizeable changes, we proceed from the free to the deposited
cluster in steps. In the second panel from the top, the optical spectrum is obtained from a
free Na8 but using the ionic configuration of the deposited cluster. The spectrum almost
maintains its initial structure, only a small resonance splitting is observed. This is in
accordance with the small structural change of Na8, see Fig. 14. In the next step (third
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panel from top), the O2− dipoles are still kept frozen, but the static contributions of the
interface potentials are switched on. These consist in repulsive core potentials, but also
in the electrostatic potential of the crystal. This changes the spectra much towards the
final result. The interface potential is obviously a key ingredient in the optical response
of the deposited cluster. In particular, it causes the dramatic fragmentation of the z
mode because it removes totally reflection symmetry. This, in turn, enhances the spectral
density for z-modes leading to strong spectral fragmentation. Symmetry violation in x-
y-direction is much smaller and this implies that the density of 1ph states in the x and
y directions does not increase too much which explains why the x and y modes are less
affected. The effect on spectral fragmentation is particularly strong for MgO(001) while
it was much smaller for Ar(001), see figure 20. The cluster is less bound for Ar and this
reduces the effect. As a last step, the dynamical polarizability of the oxygen dipoles
is activated (bottom panel). The optical response of Na8 does not change significantly,
except for a tiny red-shift and a slight restoration of collectivity. Thus the polarization
interaction seems to play a minor role for the spectrum in that case.
But one should be cautious with this first conclusion. The tightly bound Na8 may be
too robust to exemplify the direct and indirect effect of the MgO polarizability. Thus we
perform the same study for Na6 (left panels of Fig. 23), whose structure is significantly
modified by deposition (see Fig. 14) due to lattice mismatch effects (Sec. 3.2.2). The spec-
trum of free Na6 displays two degenerate modes with a double peak structure between
2 and 2.5 eV. The twofold degeneracy is due to the axial symmetry of the pentagonal
pyramid. The z mode, which corresponds to the axis of symmetry here, is blue-shifted
compared to the other modes owing to the smaller extension in this direction. Chang-
ing the ionic structure to that of the adsorbed cluster (leaving away the surface itself)
yields the spectrum in the left second panel from top. The considerable change reflects
the breaking of the cluster axial symmetry. Moreover, since the Na6 extension in the z
direction has increased, the corresponding mode loses some strength and is red-shifted
by about 0.2 eV. Switching on the core repulsion (third panel from top) has the same
effect as for Na8. The increase of the density of accessible states causes spectral frag-
mentation, particularly for the z mode. Switching finally on the dynamical polarization
to the full description of the surface (lowest left panel) hardly changes the spectrum, as
in the previous case of Na8. Thus we see that the effect of polarization interaction is
here mediated indirectly through its strong modification of cluster geometry. The direct
influence is comparatively small.
The net result is to some extent similar as for embedded clusters. The effect of the
environment on the optical response pattern of deposited clusters has many ingredients
which act in different directions. Simple estimates of trends are hardly possible. One
needs detailed modeling to cover all relevant effects. This agrees former TDDFT studies
on the optical absorption spectra of Ag2,4,6,8 adsorbed on MgO(100) using the embedded
cluster model [BKBK+07]. While a global red-shift is generally observed, some transitions
can be not influenced by the surface at all, and the details of the fragmentation pattern
of the spectra is hardly predictable before complete and detailed calculations.
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4. Deposition processes
We analyze in this section the dynamics of deposition of finite alkaline clusters on rare
gas and MgO surfaces. Again, we work out the key role played by substrate polarization,
in relation with experimental results which show internal excitations of seemingly “inert”
surfaces during the deposition processes. We especially study the impact of cluster size
and cluster charge on the course of deposition. A cluster with non-zero net charge induces
large polarization of the substrate, an effect unattainable with simple molecular dynamics
approaches.We also show how the deposition process can create ”hot spots” in the surface
where sizeable amounts of energy are stored in internal excitations of the substrate.
4.1. Experimental context
Supported metal clusters have attracted much interest during the past fifteen years for
their potential applications to nano-structured materials. They have thus motivated many
experimental and theoretical investigations. Such studies require well controlled condi-
tions at the side of the deposited cluster (e.g., no fragmentation, conservation of shape and
charge) and at the side of the surface (e.g., only slight reorganization of the top layers).
The processes we are interested in here are related to soft-landing in which the cluster size
is preserved as much as possible. Soft-landing actually requires very low impact energies.
It has been explored theoretically already more than ten years for various metal clusters,
e.g. Ag7 on Pd(100) [VFM96], Ag1,7,19 on Pd(100) and Pd(111) [NMF97], Cu13,55 and
Au55 on Cu(001) [PInLA99], Al864 on Al(001) [KPS
+01], Al20−200 on graphite [XP01].
All these studies employ molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with effective potentials.
A DFT study of Na clusters on NaCl surface can also be found in [IRS03]. Experimental
studies exist, e.g., for the deposition of Cr1−10 on Ru(001) [LAW00b,LAW00a], and Ag7,
Au7 and Si7 on graphite [PPX
+03].
Soft-landing can require to decrease the impact energy to hardly manageable small
values (less than a few eV per atom). For instance, it has been shown by MD calcula-
tions that softly deposited Al50,200 on SiO2 are always adsorbed on the surface, while Au
clusters of same size at the same impact energy are reflected unless one uses extremely
low impact energies (< 0.56 eV/atom) because of the higher mass of Au compared with
Al, Si and O [TSKM01]. Experimentally, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) measure-
ments on Ag1,7,19 deposited on Pt(111) demonstrate that decreasing substancially the
impinging energy allows to deposit clusters with larger average sizes and smaller standard
deviations [BFB+96,BBF+97]. For example, when going from 5 downto 1 eV/atom, the
average size of Ag19 increases by 23 % and its standard deviation is only 25 % larger
than that of single Ag adatoms.
An interesting alternative or additional technique is to use a rare-gas layer in between
the cluster and the substrate which serves mechanically as a soft stopper while being
chemically inert. The use of rare gas layers offers the possibility to gently dissipate the
kinetic energy of the deposited cluster without causing damage to the cluster itself or to
the underlying metal surface. This technique was suggested by MD simulations of the
deposition of (NaCl)32 on Ne or Ar films adsorbed on a NaCl surface [CL93], and of Cu147
on Ar and Xe films adsorbed on Cu(111) [CL94]. It has been shown that the addition
of rare gas layers on the surface prevents damages that would occur on the bare surface.
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This method was first experimented in 1996 for the deposition of Ag clusters on Pt(111)
via Ar layers [BFB+96,BBF+97], and relied on former studies of deposition of metal
clusters in rare gas matrices [HFM+90,HSZ+91]. After deposit, the rare gas material is
eliminated by increasing the sample temperature above the rare gas monolayer desorption
threshold while the deposited cluster remains tied to the metal surface.
As an example of the soft-landing technique with Ar buffer, we present in Fig. 24 X-ray
absorption measurements performed on Fe1−6 deposited on (2×1)O/Ru(001) covered by
various thicknesses of Ar layers [LWEA03]. The bottom panel shows spectra of Fe1−3
obtained after deposition on approximately ten Ar layers. The observed shifts suggest
that each spectrum comes from a different cluster species, and that no fragmentation had
occurred. On the contrary, in the top panel, the deposition of Fe3 and Fe6 on a Ar mono-
layer basically yields the same absorption spectrum, with a main peak which coincides
with that of Fe2 from the bottom panel, and a shoulder at lower energy (approximately
at the position of the Fe3 peak in the bottom panel). This indicates a fragmentation of
Fe3 and Fe6 into at least two pieces. Thus one single Ar layer is obviously not enough to
efficiently dissipate the translational kinetic energy of the iron cluster.
More investigations have been performed on the fragmentation of Ag+2 and Ag
+
7 into Ag
atoms, when deposited on Ar, Kr, and Xe surfaces, via fluorescence spectra [FHB98]. It
was reported that combining low impact energies (and not necessarily very small values,
that is < 10 eV/atom) with rare gas (Ar or Kr) buffer layers can reduce fragmentation
into adatoms below 10 %.
At the side of the substrate, this soft-landing technique can also prevent formation
of surface defects, as has been observed in STM measurements [BFB+96,BBF+97]. This
issue is actually relevant when one wants to deposit clusters without implantation into the
surface. And indeed, soft-deposited Fe atoms on Ar/(2×1)O/Ru(001) with impact energy
of 1−2 eV/atom undergo an agglomeration process through annealing at several hundreds
of Kelvin [LWEA03], since the X-ray spectrum comes closer to that of bulk iron as soon
as the annealing temperature T is increased. This thus demonstrated a high mobility of
the Fe adatoms and thus, no implantation. Similarly, X-ray spectra for soft-deposited Fe2
and Fe3 exhibit slight modifications with T but remain quantitatively different compared
with bulk iron. This also shows that no fragmentation into single atoms occured during
the deposition process, since no diffusion is observed (demonstrating at the same time
that Fe dimers and trimers are less mobile than monomers), so the successful soft-landing
of these species.
Note finally that, even if the cluster size seems preserved in a soft-deposition on rare
gas layers, the cluster geometry usually differs from that of the free cluster because of
its interaction, although weak, with the rare gas substrate during the deposition or the
rare gas desorption process [SKvIH01,HF02].
In the following, we will discuss in sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 theoretical explorations of
soft deposition on inert substrates, soft rare gas surfaces in comparison with more resistive
MgO surfaces. As started already in the discussion of optical response (see Sec. 3.3), we
will check the impact of the substrate polarization, especially in sections. 4.2.1 and 4.3.
The issue of cluster-geometry effects through Ar surface will be addressed in Sec. 4.4.2.
The remainder of the present subsection is devoted to a few more typical experimental
results.
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Fig. 24. X-ray ab-
sorption measure-
ments of FeN on
Ar/(2×1)O/Ru(001) [LWEA03].
The vertical dashed
lines represent the
position of the peak of
deposited Fe2 and Fe3
from the bottom panel.
4.2. Deposition on planar surfaces under varying conditions
In the following, we will present explorations of deposition of Na clusters on MgO(001)
or Ar(001) surfaces using our hierarchical model. Both materials are insulators, though
with a considerable polarization interaction. Ar(001) is mechanically very soft with a
rather smooth surface while MgO(001) is more robust showing large surface corrugation.
It is instructive to discuss two such different systems in parallel. In this subsection, we
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will investigate the dependence of the dynamical evolution on initial conditions as, e.g.,
impact energy or cluster orientation. The subsequent subsection is devoted to a summary
analysis of global observables.
4.2.1. Influence of polarizability and core repulsion
In this section, we analyze the influence of the modeling for the Ar substrate on the
deposition process. Test case is the deposition of neutral Na6 on Ar(001). The Ar(001)
surface is modeled by 6 layers of 8×8 squares, containing altogether 384 Ar atoms.
These squares are copied periodically in both horizontal directions to simulate an infinite
surface. To stabilize the underlying (supposedly infinite) crystal structure, the atomic
positions in the lower two layers are frozen at bulk positions.
The neutral cluster Na6 consists in a pentagon ring as base and an extra ion on the
symmetry axis of the pentagon. It is initially positioned with the top ion above a hollow
site and facing away from the surface. The center-of-mass of the cluster starts 15 a0 above
the uppermost Ar layer. This initial configuration is illustrated in the upper left part of
Fig. 26. The initial kinetic energy of the cluster is taken equal to E0kin/N =136 meV.
The corresponding initial velocity points down along the z direction, perpendicular to the
surface. The impact energy used here lies in the regime of soft-landing if one extrapolates
available experimental data with proper scaling laws [HFM+90].
Fig. 25. Dynamical deposition of neutral Na6 on Ar384. z coordinates as a function of time, for three
levels of substrate treatment : fixed Ar cores (bottom right), no dynamical dipoles (bottom left), and
full model (top) [DFRS07].
Fig. 25 compares three different levels of treatment of the Ar substrate : mobile Ar
cores but no Ar dipoles (i.e. Ar dipoles frozen at static, initial value, bottom left panel),
fixed Ar cores but dynamical dipoles (bottom right panel), and the full model (upper
panel). Before impact (around 0.5 ps), the dynamics of the impinging neutral Na6 looks
similar in all three cases. After the collision, the evolution differs significantly. In the case
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of fixed Ar cores (bottom right panel), the surface becomes rather rigid and the cluster
is reflected with strong internal excitations where the top ion oscillates forth and back
through the pentagon. In the case of frozen dipoles and mobile cores (bottom left panel),
the cluster is again reflected but dissipation in the substrate is possible and much less
internal excitation of internal motion of the cluster is produced. In the case where all
model components are fully active (top panel), the evolution behaves totally different
from both previous cases, There is more energy absorption from the Ar surface and there
is dissipation of energy into internal cluster degrees of freedom acting both together
to yield sticking of the (excited) cluster to the surface. This example demonstrates the
importance of a full dynamical treatment of the Ar surface, going beyond a mere MD of Ar
positions in accounting for their polarizabilities through dynamical dipoles. Altogether,
Fig. 25 demonstrates that the elasticity of the surface plays a crucial role in the deposition
process. Ar is extremely soft and can serve as a true buffer material for gentle deposition.
The proper dynamical treatment of the surface is thus essential.
In the top panel of Fig. 25, one can notice the propagation of the perturbation as
a sound wave with approximately the speed of sound in Ar bulk, about 20−30 a0/ps.
Because the 5th Ar layer is kept fixed, this wave is reflected here and bounces back.
It reaches the surface again at about 1.6 ps and transfers some momentum back to the
deposited Na6. The effect is small and does not modify the bound status of Na6. And yet,
this reflection is an artefact of the limited description and would not occur for an infinite
number of layers. In order to check the validity of our description, we have redone the
calculations (here and in several other cases of the subsequent examples) with two more
layers, namely with Ar512 composed of 8 layers (6 active, 2 frozen). We have still found
good agreement with results from Ar384 substrate. This shows that the 4+2 layers are
sufficient in all presented dynamical regimes. One may even argue that this Ar description
with frozen bottom layers has a realistic touch, since it could simulate the set-up with Ar
layers on metal surfaces used in soft-landing techniques [IBG+05] (in that case, however,
we are still missing the image potential from the metal underneath).
4.2.2. The effect of initial cluster orientation
The above example considered one fixed initial cluster orientation. Experimental prepa-
ration will produce a mix of orientations. We thus investigate here varied orientations and
positioning relative to the surface structure. The results from Sec. 4.2.1 employ what will
be denoted the “bottom” geometry, that is the top ion faces away from the surface and
the cluster center axis is placed above an interstitial position of the first Ar layer. Two
other cases are presented together with this case in Fig. 26, that is the “centered” one
(middle column), similar to the “bottom” configuration (left column) but with the axis
exactly above an Ar atom of the first layer, and the “top” one (right column) obtained
from the “bottom” configuration by reversing the top ion to face towards the surface
such that the top ion hits the Ar surface first. At first glance, we see that all three cases
produce very similar dynamical evolutions. Ar(001) is a smooth and soft, so to say for-
giving, substrate. Closer inspection reveals a few interesting differences in details. The
“bottom” configuration produces the hardest collision, since the largest perturbation is
seen in the Ar surface and in the cluster itself (with the top ion oscillating fully through
the bottom ring). We also note that the remaining average kinetic energy of the cluster
(black line in the middle panels) is in the average largest for the “bottom” configuration.
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Fig. 26. Deposition of Na6 on Ar384 with initial kinetic energy of 136 meV per Na atom. Time evolution
of z coordinates (lower panels) and kinetic energies (middle panels) for three different collision geometries
as sketched in the upper most panels, adapted from [DFRS07].
The smoothest collision is seen for the “centered” configuration. This difference stems
from the Ar core repulsion seen by the cluster. In “bottom” configuration, the collision
axis lies on a hollow site and the Na ions thus stay closer to the repulsive sites of the
Ar atoms. In the “centered” case, the most repulsive Ar site coincides with the (empty)
center of the pentagon and the interaction with the Ar cores is smaller. The top ion,
directly above an Ar atom, is here also hindered from diving through the pentagon. A
similar situation is observed for the “top” configuration : the top ion meets now the
surface first and dives into the interstitial site with maximum distance to the atoms. A
minimization of core repulsion in this configuration also explains why the top ion does
not oscillate through the pentagon in that case, and why the final distance is slightly
smaller than in the “bottom” or “centered” configuration.
4.2.3. Dependence on the site of first contact
The example of Fig. 26 has shown some dependence on the surface sites which the
cluster hits at impact. Larger effects are to be expected for a material with larger cor-
rugation, as MgO(001). We start with the simplest case of a Na monomer deposited on
MgO [Bae08]. The geometry issue then reduces to the choice of the deposition site. As
has been discussed in Sec. 3.1.2, MgO(001) offers a variety of sites (see figures 8 and
14 for a view of the MgO(001) surface). The most attractive is the O site, due to the
large polarizability of the O2− anion. The Mg2+ acts as a repulsive site. We furthermore
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consider the hollow site at the center of the square built by two O and two Mg sites.
The very different binding properties let us expect a strong dependence of deposition
dynamics on the impinging site.
Fig. 27 illustrates the time evolution for the collision of a Na atom on a MgO surface,
where the Na is started 15 a0 above the surface with an initial kinetic energy of 136
meV. The left panels show the z coordinates and the right panels the kinetic energies of
the subsystems. The simplest case is the impact on the O site (uppermost panels). The
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Fig. 27. Time evolution of the ionic coordinates and kinetic energies Ekin for the deposition of a Na
monomer on MgO(001) with initial kinetic energy E0kin = 0.136 eV, impinging on various sites : O site
(top), Mg site (center) and hollow site (bottom). Left : z coordinates of Na (thick line), Mg (thin curve),
and O (gray line) cores. Right : Total Ekin of Na (thick gray or red curve), lateral Ekin of Na (dots),
vertical Ekin of Na (dashes), and total Ekin of Mg (thin dark or blue curve) and O (thin light or green
curve) cores [Bae08].
atom is accelerated towards the surface up to a kinetic energy of 0.45 eV which is reached
at the point of closest impact at a distance of 4.5 a0 and time of 500 fs. At this time,
it transfers very quickly a large part of momentum to the substrate ions. This affects
first the ions in the immediate vicinity of the atom at closest impact. The perturbation
quickly spreads over the substrate, but not very deeply into it. After the first bounce, the
Na atom performs damped oscillations, transferring energy to the substrate with each
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bounce and coming almost to rest within the first 2 ps. The final distance approaches
nicely the equilibrium distance of 5 a0. In order to check that the oscillations proceed
only perpendicular to the surface, the kinetic energy of the Na atom has been split into
contributions from perpendicular (or vertical) and parallel (or transverse) motion. The
transverse part of the energy is too small to be visible in the right upper panel of Fig. 27.
The motion of Na on an O site proceeds strictly perpendicular to the surface. The kinetic
energy transferred to the MgO can also be read off from Fig. 27 (see right upper panel).
The contributions from oxygen and magnesium are given separately. O ions are the lighter
species and therefore react first. Mg ions follow more slowly. But about 100 fs later, the
energy has already been distributed almost equally over both ion sorts.
The dynamics behaves totally different if the atom impinges on the repulsive Mg site,
see middle panels of Fig. 27. At first glance, the z-component of the Na trajectory looks
quite similar to the case before. But one notes that the motion does not become damped
after the first reflection. The kinetic energies (middle right panel) give a clue on the
process. There is much less energy transfer at first impact which is related to the fact that
the Mg2+ ion is more inert. And there is a significant amount of lateral kinetic energy
for the Na atom creeping up after impact time at 500 fs. In fact, most of the kinetic
energy is now in lateral motion. The atom is deflected by the Mg2+ ion, bounces away
in sideward direction, hops over the surface several times changing direction whenever
it comes close to another surface ion. The motion is almost undamped because little
energy is transferred to the surface after the first collision. The atom has thus still too
much energy to be caught by a certain site of the surface. But as energy loss is just large
enough that the atom cannot escape the surface as a whole, it will continue to lose slowly
energy and finally be attached to an oxygen site, long after the simulation time of 3 ps.
The bottom panels of Fig. 27 show the case of impact at a hollow site. We see again
the immediate reflection at impact time associated with fast energy transfer. Less energy
is transferred than on the other sites (see upper and middle panels) and thus the bounce-
back has a much larger amplitude than in both other cases. The Na motion remains
strictly perpendicular to the surface as practically no lateral kinetic energy can be seen.
The vertical kinetic energy is almost approaching zero because the departing Na atom
has to work against the polarization potential. The case is at the limits of our box size
and energy resolution such that we cannot decide whether the atom will finally escape
with extremely small kinetic energy, or will bounce back and relax to an absorption site
on a very long time scale. Nevertheless, we find it noteworthy to note that the hollow site
seems sufficiently attractive to hinder deflection towards the still more attractive oxygen
site.
4.2.4. Velocity dependence
In this section, we study the dependence of the deposition dynamics on the initial
kinetic energy E0kin for two test cases: Na6 on Ar(001) and Na8 on MgO(001). Varying
E0kin amounts to change the cluster’s initial velocity along the z direction.
Fig. 28 summarizes some results of Na6 deposit on Ar384 for a broad range of initial
kinetic energies E0kin (a more extensive version is found in [DFRS07]). The evolution is
similar for all cases, except the most violent one. The cluster is accelerated first towards
the surface through the polarization attraction (Na6 has a finite dipole moment), abruptly
stopped at first impact and tied to the surface keeping some remaining oscillations.
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Fig. 28. Time
evolution of de-
position of Na6
on Ar384 for three
different initial ki-
netic energies E0kin
as indicated. Left
column: z coordi-
nates of Na ions
(heavy solid lines)
and of Ar cores
(faint dashed).
Right column:
Kinetic energies
of the Na clus-
ter (solid lines)
and of the Ar cores
(dashes) [DFRS07].
The substrate absorbs a huge fraction of the cluster energy at first impact, on absolute
scale the more the higher the initial kinetic energy. Practically all substrate excitation is
collected at first impact. The initial perturbation propagates with the velocity of sound
throughout the whole substrate (note that the two lowest layers are frozen, see the last
paragraph in section 4.2.1). The highest impact energy seems to show cluster reflection.
But that is achieved at the price of destroying the surface, and to some extent the
cluster, after all a very inelastic collision. These findings corroborate the fact that Ar is
an extremely efficient stopper material, as was observed experimentally in deposition of
Ag clusters in rare gas matrices [HFM+90]. Once deposition energies are properly scaled
(Ag heavier than Na, total deposition energy given in experiments while E0kin given per
Na atom here), our results are in perfect agreement with the experimental findings. In the
latter, the destructive regime was however not attained. The threshold in our simulations
lies between 272 and 1360 meV per Na atom.
The kinetic energies displayed in the right column of Fig. 28 provide a few more
quantitative results. The additional acceleration of Na6 depends on the initial E
0
kin :
slower velocities yield more relative energy gain since the cluster moves for a longer time
in the attractive polarization field. The relative energy transfer at first impact is most
efficient for the lowest energy and decreases with increasing velocity because the then
faster cluster couples less efficiently to the heavier Ar atoms.
We now turn to the case of the more rigid MgO(001) surface, considering deposition
of Na8 on MgO [Bae08]. The Na8 cluster consists of two rings of four ions each twisted
against each other by 45o, see Fig. 14. It has magic electron number N = 8 and is thus
a bit more densely packed than Na6. Fig. 29 displays the trajectories in the z direction
(left panels) and in the x-y plane, parallel to the surface (right panels) for three different
impact energies. The cluster symmetry axis is initially above a hollow site with the lower
ring facing closer to bridge sites. The regimes of attachment and reflection are similar to
the previous case. But elsewise there are remarkable differences to the soft Ar material.
Very little energy is transferred to the MgO surface as can be seen from the rather
small disturbances in the substrate. The dissipation is achieved here through effective
conversion of translational kinetic energy into cluster internal motion as can be seen from
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Fig. 29.
Dynamical
deposition of Na8
on MgO for three
different initial
kinetic energies
E0
kin
as indicated.
Left panels : z
coordinates as a
function of time.
Right panels : top
view [Bae08].
the strong internal oscillations within the cluster. The case of reflection (largest impact
energy, uppermost panels) does little harm to the substrate (as opposed to the case of
Ar) but excites the cluster so much that later fragmentation is likely. A few more detailed
observations may be of interest. The z-coordinates in the softest deposition (lowest left
panel) start to deviate already during the initial acceleration phase because the ions
in the lower ring approach different sites on the surface. At the same time, the cluster
rotates in the x-y plane to bring the four ions of the lower ring closer to the attractive
oxygen sites. One may spot that from the top view of the trajectories in the lowest right
panel. These trajectory projections in the right column show a further interesting aspect.
While the lowest impact energy leads, besides the initial rotation, to localized oscillations
in one well of the substrate, the next higher energy (middle right panel) give the whole
cluster sufficient energy to allow for hopping to neighboring sites which eventually ends
up in a slow drift across the surface when followed over longer times. The trajectories for
the highest energy (uppermost right panel) show the huge intrinsic perturbation of the
cluster, practically the precursor of a final fragmentation (which cannot be assessed here
due to limitations of box size).
4.2.5. Charge effects
In oder to check the effects of different charges of the projectile, we consider collision of
simple monomer with Ar(001) surface. Fig. 30 shows the time evolution for z-coordinates
and kinetic energies, for collision of a Na+ cation, neutral Na atom, and a Na− anion.
All three projectiles are captured by the substrate. But evolution and final state differ
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Fig. 30. Time
evolution of
z coordinates
(left panels) and
typical energies
involved (right
panels) in the
dynamical de-
position of a
Na+(top), neutral
Na (middle) and
Na− (bottom) on
Ar384 as model for
Ar(001) surface.
In all cases, the
projectile has
initial kinetic
energies E0 of
0.136 eV. Adapted
from [DFRS08].
dramatically. The neutral atoms (middle panels) looses 2/3 of its kinetic energy at first
impact and uses the remaining energy to perform oscillations perpendicular to the surface
with large amplitude and cycle time. The cation (upper panels) is immediately swallowed
by the surface due to the huge polarization interaction. Accordingly, a large amount of
energy goes into the Ar dipoles (upper right panel). The anion (lower panels) sees also a
strong polarization interaction and strong excitation of the Ar dipoles (lower right panel).
But the two active electrons Na− do also explore the strong electron repulsion from the
Ar cores. Thus the Na− is not swallowed but gently deposited in a safe distance from
the surface. Altogether, charge has a very strong influence on the interface interaction
of polarizable media. That is corroborated by potential energy surfaces shown in Fig. 11
and it will play a role again in Sec. 5 where we consider charging of a deposited (or
embedded) neutral cluster through a short laser pulse.
4.3. Deposition on planar surfaces – substrate excitations
In the previous section on deposit dynamics, we have discussed the general scenarios
under varying initial conditions and material combinations. In this section, we want to
proceed to a more quantitative analysis of the excitation mechanisms at the side of the
environment. This is done first in terms of global observables in Sec. 4.3.1. Our dynamical
hierarchical modeling allows to develop a detailed picture of the polarization dynamics.
That aspect is discussed in Sec. 4.3.2.
4.3.1. Substrate temperature and rearrangement
In the previous section, we have seen for cluster deposition on Ar(001) that most of
the initial cluster kinetic energy is transferred almost instantaneously at first impact to
the substrate. At the same time, the cluster, bound or reflected, is internally excited.
It is interesting to see how the excitation energy is distributed over the various compo-
nents. Fig. 31 analyzes the distribution of kinetic energies for deposit of Na6 on Ar(001)
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Fig. 31. Time evolution of kinetic energies for the deposition of Na6 on Ar(001) for three different initial
kinetic energies per atom E0
kin
, as indicated. Left column: kinetic temperature of Na ions. Right column:
kinetic temperature of the Ar substrate denoted “all” (full lines) and restricted to the impact hemisphere
(defined in the text), denoted “local” (dashes).
and for three different initial kinetic energies. Results are presented in terms of kinetic
temperatures. These are evaluated from the total kinetic energies. First one deduces an
intrinsic kinetic energy E
(int)
kin by subtracting the center-of-mass motion (which is particu-
larly relevant for the small Na cluster). Then one produces a comparable scale by dividing
through the particle number, yielding the kinetic temperature as Tkin = 2E
int
kin/3N , where
N = 6 for the cluster and 384 for the substrate. The left column of Fig. 31 displays the
cluster temperature. The initial few 100 fs are purely center-of-mass motion with no
intrinsic excitation. The temperature jumps at impact due to the large perturbation of
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all constituents. The jump produces almost the final temperature while there remains
some slow and moderate relaxation to thermal equilibrium. The right column of Fig. 31
analyzes the temperature in the substrate, taking the substrate as a whole or restricting
the analysis to an “impact hemisphere”, that is the Ar atoms in the vicinity of the im-
pact point (4×4 in first layer, 3×3 in second, and 2×2 in third). The differences between
the two systems are huge. Most of the initial energy transfer at impact time goes to
the impact hemisphere. The corresponding temperature shows recurrent bumps related
to slow oscillations within the substrate (see Fig. 28) and associated energy exchanges
between potential and kinetic energy. The temperature then slowly relaxes towards that
of the total system and the details of the relaxation process strongly depend on the initial
energy. The relaxation times range from about 5 ps for the weakly excited cases to even
longer times (outside the shown time span) for the heftier processes. It is interesting to
note that the average temperature for the highest energy lies above the melting point
of Ar (of about 84 K [Wah12,Pol64]), which indicates a strong perturbation of the sub-
strate, in accordance with the graphical impression of figure 28. Finally, it should be
reminded that the electronic excitation during the collision only amounts to small dipole
oscillations (amplitude of about 0.05 a0) and associated small energy content of about
a few meV, corresponding to a few 10 K temperature. The energy relaxation between
ions/atoms and electrons is extremely slow, see also figure 49.
We have seen from Fig. 31 that the dynamics tends towards asymptotic states with
well defined energy share between the various constituents. This motivates an analysis
of these “asymptotic states”. To that end, the values of the ionic kinetic, the atomic
potential and the atomic kinetic energies after 6 ps are recorded and are normalized to
the maximum kinetic energy, Ekin
max, reached just before impact. The resulting ratios
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(see equation. (6)), nor-
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the Na6 before impact
on the Ar(001) surface,
as a function of the to-
tal initial kinetic en-
ergy [DFRS07].
are shown in Fig. 32 as a function of the initial kinetic energy E0kin. The relative energy
share for the Na cluster increases with increasing deposition energy, but the energy loss
at the side of the Na cluster is always dramatic, even for the most violent case. In
the Ar substrate, one observes an equal share between potential and kinetic energies,
except for the highest initial energy. The gain in potential energy reflects the spatial
rearrangements experienced in the Ar substrate after Na impact. At moderate impact
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energy, the perturbation generated by the Na does not affect the structure of the substrate
itself. It mostly provokes vibrations of Ar atoms around their original position. However,
with increasing impact energy, the collision produces enhanced rearrangement of the
substrate structure and correlatively a larger contribution from the potential energy.
The detailed internal excitations of the Ar atoms as such will be discussed in Sec. 4.3.2.
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to the MgO or Ar sub-
strate [Bae08].
Fig. 33 tries as a complement analysis of kinetic energies in the early stages of the
deposition process, comparing both Ar and MgO substrates, and Na6 and Na8. It shows
the kinetic energy of the substrate soon after the collision, namely averaged over the first
2 ps after impact, again plotted as a function of the initial kinetic energy of the cluster
E0kin. In all cases, we find that the energy absorbed by the substrate is proportional to
E0kin. The slope depends very much on the cluster/surface combination. The softer Ar
substrate absorbs much more energy than MgO, typically about 50% of the initial kinetic
energy. Furthermore, the softness and the rather small surface corrugation of Ar make
the absorption insensitive to cluster structure. The situation is different for MgO(001)
in which the cluster structure makes a difference. Remind that Na6 does not match very
well to the MgO surface while Na8 does (see Sec. 3.2.2). In any case, there is much less
energy absorption because of the more rigid nature of MgO as compared to Ar.
All in all we see that, both at short and long times, the deposition process leads to
sizeable energy transfers (kinetic and potential energies) to substrate. Actual quantitative
details do depend, of course, on the cluster-substrate combinations. The energies analyzed
up to now represent global quantities. In the following subsection, we will take a closer
look on the internal atom excitations and their spatial distributions.
4.3.2. Excitations of internal degrees of freedom
In our dynamical hierarchical approach, the internal degrees of freedom of the environ-
ment are described by one single quantity, namely the dipole moment of each substrate
atom. A simple measure of the degree of excitation of the substrate is thus provided by
the amplitudes d of the atom dipoles, or the associated energy which is defined as
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Edip =
1
2
e2
qAr
2
αAr
d2, (29)
where αAr is the static polarizability of bulk Ar, and qAr the effective charge of the Ar
cores [FMRS05]). This dipole energy can be analyzed globally (summed over all substrate
atoms) or locally, by considering its values at each Ar site. As a first step, we consider it
globally and look at how it evolves in time in typical deposition scenarios.
A first indication was given in Fig. 30 proving that sizable dipole energies show up
as soon as one considers deposition of charged species [DFRS08]. This is confirmed by
Fig. 34 showing the time evolution of the total dipole energy (summed over all the
substrate atoms) for deposition of various projectiles, neutral and charged as well as Na6
clusters and Na monomers [DRS09]. In all cases, we observe a similar behavior with a
short time transient regime leading after typically 1-2 ps to an asymptotic value. The
largest dipole energy is attained in the case of Na+6 . The anions have still large dipole
energies due their charge. But the larger equilibrium distance of the deposited cluster to
the substrate reduces the effect. Neutral systems produce orders of magnitude smaller
dipoles, still visible only for Na6 with its finite dipole moment, and negligible values for
the Na atom. Concerning the sharing between the Ar core kinetic energy and the internal
excitation energy stored in the Ar dipoles, we found the following. The ratio between
dipole energy and Ar core energy is large and comparable for all charged species. Both
cations reach a ratio of 1.7 while the anions have about half of that value. Neutral
systems, on the other hand, have generally a very small fraction of dipole energy, orders
of magnitude smaller than the core energies.
The marked role of charge in the dipole energy discussed above suggests to explore
in more detail the spatial distribution of the dipole excitation. Fig. 35 shows a snap-
shot of the distribution of the dipole energies at impact time for the Ar atoms in the
uppermost layer as a function of the axial coordinate ̺ =
√
x2 + y2. The impact point
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for Na+6 .
corresponds to ̺ = 0. The insert shows the full distribution in the surface plane. The
results were produced for deposition of Na+ with initial kinetic energy of 0.136 eV. An
analysis of the deeper lying layers yields a qualitatively similar picture, although the
effects are quantitatively much suppressed. The figure shows a high excitation of the
dipoles, strongly located around the impact point. The pattern remains stable in time,
as could be expected from the time behavior of the total dipole energy, see figure 34.
Fig. 36 shows the dipole distributions for collision with Na+6 in similar fashion as
Fig. 35. The overall picture is similar. But there appear some noticeable differences. The
spatial extension of the polarization spot is much larger for Na+6 , because it exhibits a
larger cross-section with respect to the surface and because it is surrounded by a large
electron cloud. The detailed x-y-distribution even reflects the fivefold structure of the
lower ring of Na+6 . More surprising might be the revival at larger distance. This is caused
by the extension of Na+6 and particularly by the large range of its electron cloud. This
leads to a screened charge for the Ar atoms close to the center and a revival at larger
distances. As for the cation, the dipole energy distribution changes very little with time.
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To summarize, we have seen that the substrate exhibits a sizeable response both in
terms of atomic motion and atomic internal excitations (dipoles). We have analyzed these
effects as a function of time and found that asymptotic values are quickly attained after
impact. The internal excitation is mostly dependent on charge of the deposited species
indicating that most of the effect is a static induced polarization of the substrate. Such
a static polarization is confirmed by detailed analysis.
4.4. Collisions with large Ar clusters
The present treatment of planar surfaces uses layers of small plaquettes of 8×8 sites
in the case of Ar. Although large, this limits shape relaxation of the substrate in lateral
direction. In order to investigate the shape response of Ar substrate in a more freely
variable situation, we go to the other extreme of finite Ar clusters as models for the
substrate. We will discuss in this section the collision of small Na cluster with larger Ar
clusters with an emphasis on the shape evolution.
4.4.1. Trends with system size
First, we investigate the effect of target size, considering collision of Na6 with Ar7,
Ar43, and Ar87 [DFB
+07]. The initial kinetic energy of Na6 is E
0
kin = 68 meV per Na
atom, and the separation between the centers of mass of the two clusters is initially 30 a0.
When considering such collision processes between two finite systems, it is interesting to
remind some orders of magnitude of typical binding energies: 800 meV for Na2 dimer to
be compared to 50 meV for Ar bulk and 5 meV to Na-Ar dimer. Fig. 37 shows the time
evolution of the z coordinates (along the symmetry axis of the system Na6/ArN , which
is also the direction of the collision) and kinetic energies of the Ar cores and the Na ions.
Ar7 is not massive enough to survive the collision. The larger Ar43 remains intact but
is strongly perturbed probably above the melting point, while Ar87 has enough capacity
to absorb the collisional energy without changing its atomic shell structure. After the
collision, almost the same total kinetic energy of about 0.3 eV is transferred in all three
cases, independent from the ArN size and the energy absorbed by the Ar system is
also similar. These findings coincide with the energy transfer for the planar surface, see
Fig. 28. If we convert the kinetic energy in the Ar system into a typical temperature for
the Ar system, we obtain 200 K for Ar7, 30 K for Ar43, and 10 K for Ar87, in accordance
with the observation of break-up, melting and stability. Deposition on true Ar bulk would
yield even smaller temperatures because of the larger heat capacity. The difference to 10
K, may be even 30 K, is not so dramatic such that Ar87 can be considered as a reliable
representative of a bulk surface, and to some extent also Ar43.
The times scales which can be read off from Fig. 37 also agree nicely with those found
with the planar surface model: The energy transfer from the projectile to the Ar cluster
after typically 0.5 ps is very fast. The energy distribution into the Ar cluster proceeds as
a sound wave with speed of 20−30 a0/ps, as the perturbation propagates like a straight
line through the Ar layers (see left panels below 2 ps and also top panel of Fig. 25). The
relaxation operates at a longer time scale, typically of order of 10 ps.
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Fig. 37. Collision
of Na6 (thick
lines) with an ini-
tial kinetic energy
of 68 meV/ion,
on ArN (thin
curves) for N = 7
(top), N = 43
(middle) and
N = 87 (bottom).
z-coordinates
(left) and kinetic
energies of Na
ions and Ar cores,
as a function of
time [DFB+07].
Fig. 38.
Configuration
of the Na6Ar43
system at initial
time (left panel)
and after success-
ful landing and
relaxation (right
panel). Na ions
are represented by
open circles and
Ar atoms by gray
circles. Adapted
from [DFB+07].
4.4.2. Shape dynamics of the Ar system
Fig. 38 illustrates the shape response of the Ar system during a soft landing process
of Na6 on Ar43. The smaller Ar cluster has been chosen for better graphical oversight.
The initial configuration was prepared such that the Ar cluster present to the Na6 a
nice flat side, almost like a flat surface. The substantial reshaping of the target through
the impinging cluster is obvious. The cluster modifies the surface to optimize its vicinity
which, in turn, leads to a global deformation of the whole system.
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The result indicates that there may be substantial rearrangements at the side of the
Ar substrate, possibly also some for the Na cluster. In order to quantify these effects, we
perform a shape analysis in terms of the first three multipole moments both for Na6 and
ArN . These moments are given by
√
〈r2〉=
√
〈x2 + y2 + z2〉 =
(
1
p
p∑
i=1
(xi
2 + yi
2 + zi
2)
)1/2
,
β2 =
√
π
5
1
〈r2〉 〈2z
2 − x2 − y2〉,
β3 =
(
2
5〈r2〉
)3/2
〈z
(
z2 − 3
2
(x2 + y2)
)
〉,
where p is either the number of Na atoms NNa or the number of Ar atoms NAr, and
x, y and z are the coordinates of the Na (Ar) atom with respect to the center of mass
of the Na (Ar) cluster. The r.m.s. radius r stands for the overall extension (monopole
moment) and the deformations are parameterized as dimensionless quantities which have
immediate geometrical meaning independent of system size. For example, a value of
|β2| ≈ 0.8 is a large quadrupole deformation with axis ratio of about 2:1. Fig. 39 shows
Fig. 39. Three first multipole
moments
√
〈r2〉, β2 and β3,
as a function of time, for Na6
(thin dashes and lines) de-
posited on Ar43 (thick dots)
and Ar87 (thick full lines) for
E0kin = 68 meV/ion [DFB
+07].
the three moments for the Na and Ar subsystem in the cases Na6@Ar43 and Na6@Ar87
for the moderate initial kinetic energy E0kin = 68 meV per Na ion. The shape of Na6
is rather rigid in any case. There are some deformation oscillations short after impact
which relax within about 3 ps. These oscillations are predominantly caused by the outer
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ion. The ring is tightly bound and stays more robust. The relaxation of these cluster
internal oscillations are much faster than for the overall bouncing oscillations of the
cluster relative to the Ar part. This is explained by the fact that the NaAr binding is
softer than the Na6 internal binding. The Ar clusters, after the impact with Na6, increase
slightly in size due to their heating. The growth is relatively larger for the smaller Ar43
which acquires a higher temperature as discussed above (see Sec. 4.4.1). The Ar clusters
undergo a strong persistent change in deformation towards a sizeable oblate (negative
β2) and somewhat pear-like (non-zero β3) shape. They obviously accommodate their
configuration as to establish a most compact combined system. The global deformations
shrink with Ar system size. They will converge to zero for an infinite substrate. What
remains to be learned from the study with finite Ar cluster is that there may emerge
substantial reconfiguration of the Ar surface near the deposited cluster. A thorough
analysis requires larger systems from both side: larger finite clusters as well as larger
plaquettes in the modeling of a planar surface.
4.4.3. Influence of temperature
Another parameter which may influence the deposition process is the temperature
of the substrate. The binding energy of Ar substrate as such and between the metal
cluster and the Ar is low which requires low temperatures. Low temperatures are also
needed to avoid cluster diffusion and coalescence. Indeed deposition experiments of metal
clusters on Ar coated metal surfaces were performed at temperatures between 20 and
30 K [BFB+96,FHB98,LAW00b,LAW00a,LWEA03].
In this section, we explore the influence of Ar temperature on the collision, starting
from four different Ar temperatures, namely 0, 20, 50 and 100 K. The results are presented
in Fig. 40 which shows the results of a collision between Na6 and the finite Ar43 with initial
kinetic energy of E0kin = 136 meV per Na atom and for different initial temperatures of the
Ar system. The temperature does not seem to affect very much the dynamics, at the side
of either the Na cluster or the Ar one. The melting of the Ar43 is already observed when
one starts from 0 K; it becomes all the more important for higher starting temperatures.
From the energetic point of view, the larger the Ar temperature, the higher its kinetic
energy after the impact. However, the energy transfer from the metal cluster to the Ar
system is independent of the initial Ar temperature. Indeed, once one has subtracted
the kinetic energy of the Ar cluster due to its initial temperature, one observes in all
cases the same quick transfer of two thirds (about 0.6 eV) of the kinetic energy of Na6
before impact. The asymptotic value of the Ar kinetic energy also seems to simply be the
addition of its initial kinetic energy to the amount which is gained after the deposition.
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Fig. 40. Collision between Na6 and Ar43 with cluster initial kinetic energy of 0.136 eV/ion, for three
different temperatures of the Ar cluster, as indicated. Left column : z coordinates; right column : ionic
and atomic kinetic energies. The quantities are plotted as a function of time.
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5. Coupling to light
Metal clusters with their pronounced plasmon resonance are very responsive to elec-
tromagnetic excitations. Thus the phenomena emerging for clusters under the influence
of strong electromagnetic fields have been much studied in several respects. One way to
exert substantial perturbations is the collision of a cluster with highly charged ions which
leads to strong electronic excitations, ionization, and subsequently often fragmentation,
see e.g. [CGH+95,CFH+00,NHC+02]. The majority of studies deal with laser irradia-
tion, which is widely tunable in frequency, pulse shape and strength which, in connection
with the selective Mie plasmon resonance, provides a world of scenarios for laser induced
non-linear dynamics, for reviews in different regimes of laser-cluster interaction see e.g.
[CRSU00,Pos01,KS37,RS03,RS04,BBRS04,KMB+05,BKM05,SSR06,RS06,FMBT+08]. The
plasmon serves also as a versatile handle for various scenarios in pump and probe exper-
iments, e.g. [BLW+99,ARS02,DFD+05], and it provides the key mechanism in driving
the hefty Coulomb explosion of large clusters [DDR+96,BSC+96].
An even richer variety of phenomena emerges when considering metal clusters in con-
tact with other materials (embedded in a matrix or deposited at the surface of a sub-
strate), as e.g. second harmonic generation [GBD+95,BJR00,KRS00] or dedicated shap-
ing of clusters with intense laser pulses [SKBG00,OHHT05]. Moreover, the environment
simplifies the handling such that many interesting ongoing experiments can only be done
with clusters in contact with a carrier material, see e.g. [NEF00,LMP+00,GLC+01,DTMB02].
Last but not least, metal clusters in contact with insulators are a versatile model system
for chromophores which can be used, e.g, for studies of radiation damage in materials
[BGS02,NBG00] or as indicators in biological tissues [MPBS01,DSN+02].
An example for dynamics of embedded clusters induced by strong laser pulses was
already given in the left lower panel of Fig. 1. It shows the dramatic change of optical
absorption strength through laser irradiation of Ag clusters embedded in glass [SKBG00].
Large Ag clusters in glass are produced by inserting the glass into molten Ag and waiting
until a sufficient amount of Ag atoms has diffused into the glass, replaced its Ag ions, and
coagulated to clusters (for a theoretical Molecular Dynamics simulation of that process,
see [TSG97]). These clusters are preferably spherical with diameter between 5 nm to 50
nm. Accordingly, they show one clean Mie plasmon peak as seen from the solid line in the
left lower panel of Fig. 1. The sample is then irradiated with a strong laser (wavelength =
400 nm ≡ frequency = 3.1 eV, fluence 10 mJ/cm2). After a sufficiently long pause for full
relaxation of the shaken system (about 1 s), the optical spectra are recorded again using
two different laser polarizations. The results (dashed and dotted lines) show a substantial
red-shift and broadening, independent of the laser polarization. The general red-shift
indicates substantial growth of cluster radius. The peak from the both polarization are
shifted somewhat differently which indicates that a moderate quadrupole deformation
has developed together with the global expansion. The strong broadening of both peaks
suggests that a somewhat diffuse environment has been produced by the violent laser
excitation. The most probable scenario is that the laser heats the cluster up and ejects
a lot of electrons initially. The electrons are stuck in the vicinity of the cluster due to
the poor conduction of glass. The heat stored in the cluster leads to evaporation of
monomers, Ag ions, and perhaps larger fragments which diffuse away through the glass.
The rigidity of the glass confines the diffusion processes. At the end, we have large Ag
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clusters surrounded by a halo of small Ag clusters. This setup still shows one strong (but
broad) resonance peak with some red-shift due to the effectively larger radius.
The example above uses a late second pulse to probe the final changes caused by the
first pulse. True pump-and-probe analysis (PPA) aims at a time-resolved protocol of the
process. It has been extensively exploited to track molecular motion, a rich field of re-
search, often called femto-chemistry [Zew94,GS95,Zew00]. PPA is also an advanced tool in
the context of laser-cluster interaction, see e.g. [KWSR97,VNC+97,WBGT99,PGM+00,SKBG00,VBK+04,DFD+05].
The prominent Mie surface plasmon in metal clusters serves as a particularly useful
doorway for the analysis. The unique relation between cluster extension and peak fre-
quency allows to map the deformation dynamics of a cluster, of the evolution of radial
shape [ARS02], of quadrupole deformations [ARS04], and of elongation in a fission pro-
cess [DRS05,ADRS06]. It has been employed for the reasoning in the above discussion
of the left lower panel of Fig. 1. An instructive example is the time-resolved analysis of
explosion dynamics for Ag clusters in [DFR+05,DFD+05]. Fig. 41 shows the net yield
Fig. 41. Yield of Ag5+ ions as a function of pulse delay in a dual pulse measurement of Coulomb explosion
of Ag clusters embedded in a He droplet. Typical cluster sizes were N ≈ 2×104. Excitation and probing
was done by laser pulses of 1.5 eV energy and 100 fs length. Two different intensities were used as
indicated. The left y-axis applies to the lower intensity and the right axis to the higher. The dashed line
shows the auto-correlation signal from the laser to indicate the time resolution. Adapted from [DFD+05].
of Ag5+ ions as a measure for the violence of the reaction and thus for the net light
absorption. Both results show a pronounced maximum at a definite delay time. What
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happens is that the first pulse produces a strong ionization and so triggers a Coulomb
explosion of the cluster. The cluster radius grows and the Mie plasmon resonance fre-
quency shrinks accordingly. The second pulse couples maximally if it comes at a time
where it is just in resonance with the actual Mie frequency. Now one can see in the
figure that the maximum appears at an earlier delay time for the more intense laser.
The then larger initial ionization causes a faster expansion and the cluster meets the
resonance conditions earlier. These measurements were performed for clusters embedded
in a helium droplet but the effect of the He environment does not play a decisive role at
the present qualitative level of the discussion, all the more that the perturbation of the
system is quite sizable.
The above two examples belong to the more violent events caused by laser irradiation.
Lower laser intensities, of course, probe different features and observables. The weakest
pulses are related to the linear response regime of optical absorption studies as discussed
in section 3.3. Just above that regime comes the more detailed analysis of electronic
properties by means of Photo-Electron Spectroscopy (PES) and Photo-Electron Angular
Distributions (PAD). Further up, the coupling to ionic motion comes into play which
can be explored, e.g., by PPA. And finally, we reach the regime of violent excitations
with Coulomb explosion and associated fragment analysis. In the present section, we
will discuss briefly the broad range of scenarios emerging when going from ”gentle” to
”strong” irradiation processes.We especially analyze chromophore effects in the moderate
energy domain and hindered, or delayed, Coulomb explosion in the high energy regime,
both examples being related to ongoing experiments.
5.1. Basic mechanisms and chromophore effects
In a first step, it is enlightening to compare the response of the various combinations,
free cluster, embedded cluster and pure substrate, to a strong laser pulse. To that end,
we show in Fig. 42 the result of irradiation of the various species by the same laser.
Test cases are: free Na8 as an example for a small metal cluster, Na8 embedded in Ar434
(for structure and construction, see Sec. 3.2.3) as a metal cluster embedded in an inert
material, and a pure Ar447 cluster to countercheck the material’s response. The laser
parameters have been tuned to lead to a charge state 3+ of the Na8 cluster. In the free
case, this leads to an immediate explosion of the cluster as can be seen from the quickly
diverging ionic radii (lowest panel). The situation comes out quite different when Na8 is
embedded in an Ar434 matrix. The metal cluster, which acts then as a chromophore inside
the ”matrix”, is again highly excited but its explosion is hindered by the Ar atoms (second
panel from below) whose strong Na+-Ar repulsion together with their large inertia keeps
the Na+ ions in its Ar cage and allows the Ar shells to absorb the excitation energy of
the system. The Ar matrix as a whole is perturbed and exhibits predominantly monopole
oscillations, but of much smaller amplitude than Na8 (second panel from above). The
uppermost panel of Fig. 42 finally shows the case of the pure Ar cluster. The size is now
447 corresponding to the original cluster before the hole was drilled to make space for Na8
(the 13 central atoms of Ar447 were extracted to accommodate Na8, see Sec. 3.2.3). Under
the same laser conditions, one can see that the Ar447 remains essentially unperturbed.
No electron is emitted (the intensity threshold for electron emission is about two orders
of magnitude larger than the intensity of the laser used in this case, see Sec. 2.7) and
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Fig. 42. Time evolution of the root mean square (r.m.s.) radius of free Na8 (bottom), Na8 embedded in
Ar434 (middle panels), and pure Ar447 (top), as a function of time, after irradiation by a laser of intensity
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the Ar cluster experiences very low amplitude monopole oscillations (mind the vertical
scale), which reflect its negligible coupling to the laser field in the frequency range of the
cluster’s plasmon resonance. For these purposes, the rare gases are useful representatives
of transparent and inert substrates (the relations may change, of course, for UV light at
about 25 eV, the Ar atom electronic resonance frequency).
5.2. Photoelectron spectra and photoelectron angular distributions
Optical absorption measurements allowed to collect rich information on structure and
dynamics of clusters, see Sec. 3. More information can be gathered when additionally
measuring reaction products which are more and more produced with increasing laser
intensity. The reaction channel which shows up first is electron emission. The simplest
observable in that channel is the net ionization induced by a laser pulse. More information
is retrieved with photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) where the distribution of kinetic en-
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Fig. 43. Upper part: Double differen-
tial photoelectron angular distribution
for Na−58 produced with a laser of fre-
quency 2.48 eV. The horizontal axis
represents the kinetic energy of the
outgoing electrons. The labeling of the
axis is shifted by the laser frequency
to represent the single-particle binding
energies. The vertical axis is the an-
gle relative to laser polarization. Light
(or yellow) spots stand for the highest
yields and dark (or blue) for the low-
est. Lower part: Photo-electron spec-
tra for Na−58 produced with a laser of
frequency 4.02 eV. The upper axes la-
bel the corresponding single-electron
binding energies. The peaks can be as-
sociated to quantum numbers of the
spherical harmonic oscillator as indi-
cated. The bars indicate theoretical re-
sults from a jellium model. Adapted
from [KBS+07].
ergies of the emitted electrons is recorded. That method has been applied for free clusters
since long, see e.g. [MEL+89,LNR+91]. It allows to deduce the energy of the occupied
single-electron states εα in the cluster ground state. A known number ν of photons is
used to lift the bound electron into the continuum which thus leaves the cluster with a
kinetic energy εkin = εα + ν~ωphot . Each emitting state α and its energy εα can thus
easily be identified in the PES, see e.g. [PRS00]. Stepping further in refinement, one can
also determine the Photo-electron Angular Distribution (PAD) of the outgoing electrons
for which meanwhile several measurements exist on free clusters and which are mostly
done simultaneously together with PES [PBBB99,BPBB01,VBK+04,KBS+07,SPP+08].
Fig. 43 shows an example of a recent measurement of combined PES & PAD in Na
cluster anions [KBS+07], each one from a one-photon process (ν = 1). The lower panel
shows a PES with an energy scale where the photon energy has already been subtracted
such that the binding energy εα = εkin − ν~ωphot can immediately be read off. One sees
distinct peaks which can be nicely correlated to the single-particle states in a spherical
harmonic oscillator, the Nilsson-Clemenger model [Cle85,dH93]. Theoretical results from
a DFT calculations with soft jellium background [MRM94] are indicated by bars, pretty
well in agreement with the experimental data. A broad scan for Na clusters has shown
that even the simple Nilsson-Clemenger model provides a fairly good description of PES
[WHvI02], although careful final state analysis is required for quantitative success with
deeply lying states [MKHM06]. The upper panel of Fig. 43 shows the combined PES
& PAD for the same system using for the x-axis the same energy scale as in the lower
panel. One recognizes the peaks from PES. Each peak is associated with a different an-
gular distribution nicely in accordance with the angular momentum assignment shown
in the upper panel (2p has angular momentum l = 1, 2d has l = 2, and 1g has l = 4).
The above example dealt with a free cluster, as all presently available measurements of
PAD do. The case is a priori more involved for systems in contact with a substrate. In case
of embedded clusters, the emitted electrons will be much perturbed by the environment
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such that PAD are probably too much blurred. PES and measurement of net ioniza-
tion can still deliver useful information if the substrate thickness stays below the mean
free path of the electrons. All observables are accessible and useful in case of deposited
clusters. The substrate has the advantage to give the cluster a well defined orientation
(while the analysis of free clusters requires orientation averaging, which also somewhat
blurs the signal itself). On the other hand, it overlays the PAD by electrons which are
re-scattered from the surface. This in turns blurs the PAD signal which becomes more
complex to analyze. All in all, the case of embedded/deposited clusters, thus requires
some more detailed analysis. We shall thus briefly discuss theoretical explorations of
PAD for laser excited metal clusters deposited on insulating surfaces, MgO(001) as well
as Ar(001). Test case is Na8 in the various combinations and also as a free cluster for
comparison [Bae08].
To compute the angular distribution of emitted electrons, the density which is elimi-
nated at the absorbing bounds is accumulated for each (absorbing) grid point as
Γ(r) =
Nel∑
i=1
∫ ∞
0
dt
∣∣∣(1−M(r)) UˆTVϕi(t)∣∣∣2 . (30a)
where UˆTVϕi(t) stands for the unitary step (17) before the mask step (18) is applied.
By definition ofM, the field Γ(r) is non-vanishing only in a spherical shell. The angular
distribution of emitted electrons is finally gathered by dividing the spherical shell into
bins Ai, each bin being associated to spherical angles θ, φ, and integrating Γ(r) along a
bin. The angular distribution then becomes
dNesc(θ, φ)
dΩ
∼ 1||Ai(θ, φ)||
∫
Ai
drΓ(r) , (30b)
where ||Ai(θ, φ)|| denotes the area of the elementary surface element Ai on the surface
of a unit sphere.
Surfaces keep the deposited cluster in a well defined orientation. The combined system
of cluster and surface has usually no specific symmetry and thus the angular distribution
of escaped electrons varies all around the emission angles ϑ and ϕ, where ϑ is the polar
angle with respect to the z-axis (perpendicular to the surface) and ϕ the corresponding
azimuthal angle. Fig. 44 shows the double differential PAD dNesc/dϑ dϕ for Na8 deposited
on MgO or on Ar, in comparison to the free cluster. The latter is kept at the same
orientation relative to the laser polarization as the deposited ones, where the z-axis is
aligned with the symmetry axis of the Na8 cluster. Note that a fixed orientation is hard
to realize in gas phase experiments of free clusters. We use that configuration here for
reasons of comparison. All angular distributions have been calculated for a broad range of
frequencies, part of which are shown in the panels of Fig. 44. It is obvious that the PAD
sensitively depend on laser frequency. The reason is that the PAD depend very much on
the single-electron states from which they are emitted and that the dominantly emitting
single-electron states change with the relations between emission threshold and frequency.
Both features together produce the frequency sensitivity observed in all three cases. The
free Na8, which is reflection and nearly axially symmetric, produces always distributions
which have ϑ→ π−ϑ symmetry and depend only very faintly on ϕ. The peak strength in ϑ
depends strongly on frequency with maxima changing from forward–backward dominance
(ω = 2.5 eV for Na8) over diagonal emission (ω = 5.4 eV for Na8) to sideward emission
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Fig. 44. Double differential photoelectron angular distributions for various systems and frequencies as
indicated. All cases had been irradiated by a laser with intensity of 109 W/cm2, a pulse with sin2
envelope having a FWHM of 60 fs, and polarization along z-axis (the axis perpendicular to the surface).
The right lower insert sketches the geometry of the Na8 in relation to the surface, indicates the laser
polarization direction and the definition of the angles. Adapted from [Bae08].
under ϑ = 90◦ (not shown). The results for Na8@MgO(001) demonstrate the very strong
influence of the substrate. Backward emission in the segment 90◦ < ϑ < 180◦ is, of course,
totally suppressed by the presence of the insulating substrate. The now emerging strong
azimuthal dependence is due to symmetry breaking by the substrate which removes the
degeneracy of the 1px and 1py states. As soon as these states are close to the emission
threshold, the now small energy difference has a large effect on the relative emission
strengths. One of the two states dominates emission and its pattern shine through in
the total distribution. For the polar distributions, we see that the emission cones are
neither perfectly along θ = 90◦ nor along θ = 45◦ as was the case for free Na8. Electron
repulsion near the surface and long-range polarization attraction modify the outwards
cones. The lower panel of Fig. 44 shows one angular distribution for Na8@Ar(001). The
effects (backward suppression, pronounced azimuthal structures) are very similar to the
case of MgO surface. There is, however, one difference to the case of MgO. The diagonal
emission angle of θ = 45◦ remains close to the free case. That is probably due to the
smaller interface interaction of the Ar substrate.
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Fig. 45 shows PAD for a broader variation of laser conditions, averaged over azimuthal
angle to allow better comparison. We consider again free (left panels) and deposited
species (on MgO upper two right panels, on Ar in lower right panel). Frequency de-
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Fig. 45. Photoelectron angular distributions integrated over angle ϕ for free Na8 (left), Na8@MgO(001)
(middle) and Na8@Ar(001) (right). The lower panels show a variation of frequency for fixed intensity
I = 109 W/cm2. The upper panels show variation of intensity for fixed frequency, ω = 5.44 eV in the
case of free Na8 (upper left) and ω = 4.76 eV in the case of Na8@MgO(001) (upper middle). Adapted
from [Bae08].
pendence is demonstrated in the lower panels. We see for free Na8 the three possible
outcomes, forward-backward emission, sideward emission (peak at 90◦) and diagonal
emission. Both deposited cases (lower middle, lower right) show the strong suppression
of backward emission through the substrate. In the forward segment, we see again the
variation of pattern with frequency qualitatively similar to the free case. The pattern are,
however, more involved than simply copying the reflected electrons as θ −→ 180◦−θ. The
surface interaction modifies diagonal and sidewards emission. A first glimpse of trans-
mission into the substrate can be seen for ωlas = 5.44 eV in case of Na8@Mg(001). That
frequency is very close to the transmission threshold into the material at about 5.58 eV.
The upper panels of Fig. 45 show variation of laser intensity. The case of free Na8
(upper left) demonstrates nicely the transition from the frequency-dominated regime of
moderate intensities where varying pattern can be seen (here diagonal emission) to the
field-dominated (highly non-linear) regime [RCK+99,ZTR99,CRSU00,FMBT+08] with
simple forward-backward dominance. When the field becomes very strong, the pulling
force along the z-axis overrules any subtle quantum-mechanical shell effects and pro-
duces emission simply along the laser polarization axis. That is also the regime where
semi-classical approaches perform very well [GRS02,GRS03,FBMB04]. A similar trend
is seen for deposited Na8@MgO(001), now with suppression of backward emission by
the substrate. But high field strength starts to overrule the backward suppression. Mind
however that we run into a regime where the present hierarchical model needs revision
because electron emission from the substrate is not ignorable anymore (see Sec. 2.7).
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5.3. Coulomb explosion
We now turn to large perturbations of the system by applying rather intense perturba-
tions leading to the emission of several electrons. We will discuss as an example the case
of an embedded metal cluster and the effect the surrounding, inert, environment has on
the cluster dynamics. Test case is Na8 embedded in an Ar substrate for which we take a
finite Ar434 system. The set-up simulates a typical scenario for a chromophore in an inert
environment. Mind that Ar is, in principle, a very soft material having a weak interface
energy. It exerts only a very small perturbation on the cluster which, in turn, maintains
basically its structure and optical properties, see Sec. 3. The weak-perturbative situa-
tion will change if we now consider violent dynamics where cluster electrons and ions
are driven to heftier encounters with the surrounding substrate atoms. We excite the
embedded cluster by intense and short laser pulses to a high charge state and follow the
subsequent dynamical evolution over several ps [FDB+07,FDPG+08].
5.3.1. General trends
Before proceeding to the dynamical simulation, we briefly look at the asymptotic sta-
bility. Fig. 46 shows the ground-state binding energies of various Na clusters (free and
embedded) for several charge states. The steady down-slope of the dotted lines shows that
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Fig. 46. Binding energies for NaQ+N clusters, free (open symbols) or embedded in Ar434 (filled symbols).
The different symbols characterize the charge state : Q = 0 ↔ circles, Q = 1 ↔ squares, Q = 2 ↔
up-triangles, Q = 3↔ down-triangles. The faint dotted lines connect clusters along same charge states
Q. The arrows show the energetic path for emission of one Na+ ion. All clusters have been fully relaxed
into their optimal configuration. Adapted from [FDB+07].
the binding energy for fixed charge state Q increases in almost constant amounts with
the cluster size N . The energy difference in vertical direction represents the (adiabatic)
ionization potentials which naturally increase with increasing Q. Stability is checked by
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following the decay paths going along emission of a Na+ ion (arrows). Down slope means
energy gain and thus asymptotic instability, which still may allow local stability com-
bined with long life time. Free Na++8 is indeed found to be asymptotically unstable. The
energy difference shrinks to a negligible amount for embedded Na++8 . This system will
then be (meta)stable. We see generally that embedding has a stabilizing effect for charged
clusters. For example, the case of Na3+8 which was clearly explosive for the free cluster
is “downgraded” to a situation which is comparable to free Na++8 . Energy differences
alone however are not fully conclusive for the stability times. These also depend on the
phase space of decay channels and on the reaction barriers which are surely larger for
embedded clusters due to the huge Ar cage around. A deeper analysis thus requires an
actual tracking of the whole excitation/deexcitation process in the course for example of
a laser irradiation.
Fig. 47 shows an example of time evolution after a hefty laser excitation. The ini-
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Fig. 47. Time evolution of the atomic (full lines) and ionic (dotted lines) z-coordinates (lower panel)
and radial distances r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2 (upper panel) for Na8@Ar434 excited with a laser of frequency
ω = 1.9 eV, intensity 2 × 1012 W/cm2, and a cos2 pulse profile with FWHM = 50 fs. The laser was
polarized along the z axis which is also the symmetry axis of the system. Adapted from [FDPG+08].
tial reaction of the system is dominated by electronic response (not shown) leading
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here to a direct emission of 3 electrons which escape before ionic motion plays a role
[CDR+98,RCK+99,CRSU00]. The thus produced large Coulomb pressure leads first, up
to about 200 fs, to an attempted Coulomb explosion which, however, is abruptly stopped
when the ions hit the repulsive cores of the first shell of Ar atoms. The ionic motion
turns to damped oscillations around a (r.m.s.) radius of about 7 a0. The Ar core dynam-
ics shows also two stages, although on longer time scales. The first phase is a spreading
of the momentum acquired from stopping of Na ions into the various Ar shells. This is
especially visible along the z axis (laser polarization axis) which allows to read off the
propagation speed of this perturbation as 20-30 a0/ps, close to the sound velocity in
the Ar system [FDPG+08], which suggests an interpretation as a sound wave sent by
the initial bounce of the Na ions. Once transferred to a given Ar shell, the perturbation
generates oscillations combined with some diffusion which, after about 1.5 ps, has spread
over all shells. Even the outermost shell acquires such oscillations. This is an effect of the
finite size of the “matrix”. Larger matrices distribute the given energy more widely and
would thus lead to smaller oscillations while smaller matrices show more intense response
at the Ar side, possibly even with some Ar emission [FDPG+08]. The relaxation of Ar
oscillations is much slower than that of the Na ions and beyond the time scale computed
here. These long time scales for full relaxation and evaporation of Ar atoms are well
known from experiments of dimer molecules embedded in Ar clusters, see e.g. [VCN+96].
Stabilization of high charge states also takes place for deposited clusters [Bae08]. In
particular, the MgO(001) surface with its strong polarization potential becomes increas-
ingly attractive with increasing charge state of the cluster. Fig. 48 illustrates this point
for a variety of (average) charge states around the critical point for cluster explosion
in the combination Na8@MgO(001). Here again, we consider irradiation by lasers which
produce the high ionization states under study. In all cases, we start from the equilib-
rium, deposited, Na8 cluster on MgO. A global view in terms of the cluster radius is
shown in the lower panel of Fig. 48. The state Q = 3+ leads to straightforward Coulomb
explosion for the free cluster (solid black line). Note that already Q = 2+ is Coulomb
unstable for the free cluster. The presence of the substrate stabilizes the states up to
Q = 3+ (dashed black line). It requires Q = 4+ to drive instability (dashed gray line)
and only after one step more at Q = 5+, we see a heftiness comparable to free Q = 3+
(compare black and gray solid lines). Loosely speaking, the polarization potential from
the surface shifts the appearance size by two units for that material combination. But
that is a rather global statement. Even when explosion takes place, the reaction takes a
much different path due to the presence of the substrate. That is demonstrated in the
upper panel of Fig. 48 showing detailed coordinates for the case of Q = 4+. The upper
ring of four ions is blown away by Coulomb pressure, while the lower ring (carrying the
majority of remaining electrons) remains tied close to the substrate. One thus observes
in that case an interesting scenario in which the double layer Na8 cluster is literally sliced
into two layers, one sticking to the surface, the other one exploding.
5.3.2. Energy balance and relaxation times
Let us come back to the case of hindered Coulomb explosion of Na8@Ar434 for the
charge state Q = 3 and have a look at the energetic relations and associated relaxation
times [FDB+07]. Total energies are not the best measure for internal excitation. Energy
per particle is better suited and we express it in terms of the kinetic temperature Tkin =
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Fig. 48. Upper panel: Time evolution of z coordinates of Na8 deposited on MgO(001) and irradiated
by a laser of frequency ω = 1.9 eV, pulse duration 60 fs and intensity I = 1.21 × 1012 W/cm2 such
that a charge state Q = 4+ is reached. Lower panel: time evolution of the cluster r.m.s. radius for Na8
deposited on MgO(001) and irradiated by a laser of frequency of ω = 1.9 eV, pulse duration of 60 fs and
different intensities leading to different charge states as indicated.
2Ekin/(3N). The definition is a bit more involved for the electrons. We have to subtract
the offset from the Pauli principle as well as possible collective flow contribution to define
an intrinsic electron temperature, following the procedure described in [CRSU00]. Fig. 49
shows the various kinetic temperatures in the case of an irradiation to charge stateQ = 3+
for Na8@Ar434. The electronic temperature is much higher than any other one and there
is no sign of relaxation towards the other parts, on the time span explored here. This
shows that from a thermal point of view electrons and ions/atoms are, to a large extent,
decoupled with mutual relaxation times far beyond our analysis. The large electronic
temperature calls, in fact, for a description beyond pure mean field. Electron-electron
collisions should play a role in that regime. These could be included by switching to
a semi-classical Vlasov-Uehling-Uhlenbeck description of the electron cloud [GRS01]. A
first attempt to extend the dynamical QM/MM modeling to a semi-classical description
for the case Na in contact with Ar is found in [FMRS05]. But the strongly repulsive
Ar cores make the semi-classical sampling of the phase-space distribution function much
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more delicate than for previous implementation in pure simple metals.
The ionic temperature is one order of magnitude lower than the electronic one and
relaxes to thermal equilibrium with the Ar system within a few ps. Even lower temper-
ature scales appear for the Ar matrix. A large and immediate energy transfer is seen
at about 200 fs when the Ar cage stops the Na explosion. In the further evolution, the
atomic kinetic energy grows in accordance with decreasing Na temperature. For Ar, we
also show an “intrinsic” temperature which is obtained by subtracting the contribution
from the collective breathing oscillations of the matrix. That is twice lower. Thus there
remains a substantial amount of regular motion in the matrix, again with a thermal
relaxation time far beyond our simulation time.
5.3.3. Dipole polarization
The analysis of Sec. 5.3.2 took into account the degrees of freedom of the environment
but only in terms of kinetic energies, not mentioning, e.g., potential energy transfers con-
nected to matrix rearrangements. One should also take into account the matrix response
in terms of its internal degrees of freedom, namely Ar dipoles. We thus follow here the
same path as explored in Sec. 4.3.2 for the case of deposition scenarios, but now consider-
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ing the impact of much higher charges as attained in the course of irradiation processes.
We thus consider here the spatial distributions of dipoles at various instants again in the
case of a charging to a Q = 3+ state. Fig. 50 shows the r.m.s. dipoles along (z direction,
left panels) and perpendicular (axial direction, right panels) to the laser polarization.
The cluster is initially neutral. This yields a rather ”democratic” distribution of small
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Fig. 50. Root mean square Ar dipoles for the hindered Coulomb explosion of Na8 embedded in Ar434,
exposed to a laser of intensity 2× 1012 W/cm2, frequency ω = 1.9 eV, and FWHM=33 fs. Left panels :
distribution as a function of the Ar z distance of the Na8 center-of-mass; right panels : that as a function
of the Ar radial distance ρ =
√
x2 + y2 to the Na8 c.o.m. Top panels : at initial time; bottom panels :
for three subsequent times as indicated. The maximum of excitation energy observed in the bottom right
panel at 11 a0 is due to the oblate deformation of the created Na
3+
8 . The vertical lines in the bottom
panels indicate the corresponding coordinates of the Na8 outermost ions.
dipoles all over the matrix (upper panels). The lower panels show snapshots at later times
where the cluster is highly charged. This leads to much larger dipoles and a clear depen-
dence on the distance from the center in both directions. The distribution is, however,
not monotonously decreasing due to the finite (large) extension of the Na cluster after
irradiation. A sizable fraction of Ar sites overlaps with the Na cluster electron cloud and
thus see a screened charge, whence the reduced dipole polarization. In order to exemplify
the point, we have also indicated by vertical lines the actual position of the outermost Na
ions. The effect is seen only along the radial coordinate (lower right panel) and is due to
the strongly oblate shape of the charged cluster [FDB+07,FDPG+08]. Apart from that
detail, the pattern are much similar to the case of deposited, charged clusters [DRS09].
5.3.4. Pump and probe analysis
The most interesting effect in the dynamics of the Na8@Ar434 system was the hindered
explosion of the imprisoned Na cluster and its subsequent shape oscillations in the Ar
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cavity. Such shape oscillations and eventual relaxation to deformed shape have been
produced and observed experimentally for Ag clusters embedded in glass [SKBG00] or
deposited on a substrate [WBGT99]. As outlined in the introduction to this section, pump
and probe analysis allows to map a time-dependent picture of global shape oscillations
of metal clusters. The (time-dependent) cluster deformation is analyzed by probe pulses
measuring the actual optical response of the metal cluster, exploiting the fact that the
Mie plasmon strongly couples to light at very specific frequencies and these plasmon
frequencies are uniquely related to the cluster shape. Key ingredient is the time evolution
of the Mie frequencies due to the slowly changing ionic configuration. Fig. 51 shows that
for the case of Na8 embedded in Ar434 in the case of the irradiation to the Q = 3
+
state. Note that there are, in principle, three modes, one for each principal direction.
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Fig. 51. Time evolution of the estimated Mie plasmon frequencies in x, y and z directions for the
embedded Na8 cluster. The cluster remains almost axially symmetric all time such that the x and y
modes are nearly degenerate. The full spectral distribution is shown for the last time slot to the right of
the figure. Adapted from [FDPG+08].
But Na8 maintains nearly axial symmetry such that the x- and y-modes are degenerate.
The evolution starts out with clean radial oscillations (all modes close to each other).
A then evolving oblate deformation leads to a splitting of the resonance peak where the
shorter extension along z is associated to a relative blue-shift of the mode and the larger
extension in orthogonal direction to a relative red-shift. These pattern can be tracked
in pump-and-probe measurements. Note here that the experimental results obtained for
Ag clusters in glass [SKBG00] are in qualitative agreement with our findings (see Fig. 1,
bottom right panel).
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6. Conclusion
We have discussed in this paper the dynamics of metal clusters in contact with inert (in-
sulating) environments. The studies considered the complementing aspects of the cluster
itself as well as of its environment. A dynamical treatment of internal degrees of freedom
of the environment has proven to be an essential ingredient for an appropriate description
of the combined system (cluster + environment), especially for truly dynamical scenarios.
To that end, we have presented in this paper a hierarchical modeling in the spirit of a
quantum-mechanical/molecular-mechanical (QM/MM) method. It describes the valence
electrons of the metal cluster fully quantum-mechanically with time-dependent density-
functional theory and the cluster ions as well as the degrees of freedom of the environment
by classical molecular dynamics. We emphasize that our implementation of QM/MM in-
cludes properly the dynamical polarization potentials of the environment. This represents
a crucial improvement over usual treatments in which the internal degrees of freedom of
the environment atoms are hidden in (static) effective potentials or at best in stationary
polarization effects as, e.g., in conventional QM/MM methods. The many examples re-
ported here have demonstrated the importance of these explicitly dynamical polarization
potentials. We have explained our dynamical QM/MM modeling in detail, on the basis
of the modification of existing static interaction potentials. The model parameters were
calibrated with respect to existing reference calculations and/or experimental data so
that the final modeling leads to a realistic reproduction of existing data. We have also
worked out the ranges of applicability. Excitations should not lead to ionization of the
atoms in the environment. This relates to a maximally allowed local electrical field in the
environment corresponding, e.g., for Ar to a laser intensity of about 1013-1014 W/cm2.
The applications were developed in three steps: first, we checked the performance for
static properties and optical response; second, we discussed the dynamics of cluster de-
position; and third, we considered dynamics of embedded or deposited clusters following
excitation by short laser pulse of varying intensity. Test cases for the detailed examples
were Na atoms or Na clusters in contact with Ar environments or MgO(001) surfaces.
Each one of these three parts is headed by a more general summary covering different
system combinations and trying to work out the basic effects to be studied in the actual
test cases.
We have first applied our model to check static properties of deposited and embedded
Na clusters in contact with Ar or MgO substrate and find widely varying results: clusters
which are strongly deformed by the interface (e.g. Na6 on MgO(001)) and those which
are almost unaffected (e.g. Na8 embedded in Ar matrix), substrates which stay robust
(generally MgO(001)) and those which are much modified (e.g. Na6 attached to small
Ar systems as Ar43). There are, in fact, counteracting effects leading to the final shape :
Electronic shell in the cluster, symmetry breaking due to the environment (particularly
for surfaces), short-range repulsion of cluster electrons from the environment, long-range
polarization attraction from the environment, geometrical matching of cluster and sub-
strate bond lengths (MgO differing from Na binding while Ar complies better), surface
corrugation (MgO having strong and Ar very weak corrugation). The final compromise
is thus hard to predict by simple rules. Detailed calculations are required which properly
take into account all the crucial ingredients.
Optical response was found to provide a sensitive test to environment properties. The
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dominant Mie plasmon resonance in metal clusters is a collective dipole mode and thus
very sensitive to dynamical (dipole) polarization effects. Again, we find counteracting
effects : the short range repulsion confines the electronic vibrations delivering a strong
blue-shift (≈ 0.5 eV) while the dynamical polarization induces a comparatively strong
red-shift. The net effect is in most cases an extremely small net shift of the Mie plasmon
resonance. Larger effects are seen for the detailed spectral fragmentation of the resonance
(due to single-electron excitations in the vicinity). They depend very much on the details
of the surface and the surface interaction. One effect, however, is generic and always
observed in case of a deposited cluster : the mode in the direction normal to the surface is
strongly fragmented. This is caused by the strong symmetry breaking through the surface
which enhances dramatically the density of dipole excitations normal to the surface.
Cluster deposition has been studied at the threshold of soft landing below which the
impinging cluster is captured by the surface without cluster or surface destruction. That
threshold is found to be similar for Ar(001) and MgO(001) surfaces. But the dissipation
mechanisms, responsible for successful landing, are much different. Ar substrate is a very
efficient stopper which absorbs almost all energy from the cluster and quickly installs
a rather calm, deposited cluster. MgO as a mechanically robust material acts mainly
as a converter of energy within the cluster, from initial translational energy to intrinsic
ionic motion. This keeps deposited cluster at first highly excited and leaves a long time
for cooling. The behavior above landing threshold is also much different. The cluster is
immediately reflected from MgO in a highly excited state prone to final fragmentation
while the substrate stays almost unaffected, almost as a spectator. The reflection from
Ar is achieved at the price of severe damage of the surface around the contact point. A
technical study varying the ingredients of the model showed clearly the importance of
polarization effects in the description of the deposition dynamics.
Finally, we have discussed the dynamics of embedded and deposited clusters follow-
ing irradiation by a short laser pulse. At the side of moderate laser intensities, we have
considered photo-electron spectroscopy, either angle-averaged or angle-resolved, which
constitutes a detailed and sensitive observable. Deposition on a surface provides a unique
means to work with well defined cluster orientation. We see strong perturbations of elec-
tron flow through immediate reflection from the repulsive surface and a weak deflection
of the final electron path towards the surface due to polarization attraction. Taking into
account these propagation effects, the pattern can be understood from an interplay of
single-electron binding energy, ionization potential, and laser frequency, similar as is done
for free clusters. Strong laser pulses lead to a fast (following the pulse within 2-10 fs)
initial ionization of the cluster which, in turn, creates an enormous Coulomb pressure.
But the environments very efficiently hinder a Coulomb explosion and stabilize charge
states which would be highly unstable in a comparable free cluster. For embedded clus-
ters, the stabilization is established by two effects : first, the surrounding environment
acts as an inert cage which hinders the cluster ions from direct escape, and second, the
polarization interaction adds a substantial amount of binding energy thus shifting the
asymptotic stability (appearance size) to higher charge states. The second effect remains
active in case of deposited clusters and thus we also see an impressive stabilization of
high charge states also here. It is to be noted that this stabilization is most probably a
transient effect because slow ion diffusion through the medium may still be possible and
because the infinite charge supply of infinite media may lead to a slow re-neutralization
of the cluster.
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Throughout all the above collected detailed results, we emphasize that the analysis
of the environment response constitutes an important ingredient in our treatment. This
concerns the explicit account for internal degrees of freedom of the environment by means
of dynamical atomic polarizabilities. This has allowed us to understand many subtle as-
pects, otherwise overlooked. We summarize theme here under this special viewpoint. We
have seen that, both in deposition and irradiation scenarios, the environment is signifi-
cantly modified. A good indicator is the amount of transferred energy which is in turn
stored as both kinetic and potential energy. At low energy, the environment accommo-
dates the perturbation by standard vibrations, little affecting the overall environment
structure. Most effects are then seen at the side of atom kinetic energy. In the case of
larger perturbations, especially when charges are present (deposit of charged species, ir-
radiation of embedded clusters), the environment also experiences spatial rearrangement
leading to substantial potential energy variations. The impact of charge, generally speak-
ing, has proven sizeable on many environment properties. This is especially true at the
side of internal degrees of freedom (polarizability) of the environment atoms. The effect is
particularly visible in the case of deposition processes where it was shown that the charge
creates a strong localized polarization of the substrate around the deposition point. The
same holds true in the case of irradiation of embedded clusters in which the net charge
generated by the irradiation leads to a sizeable (again rather localized) polarization of
the medium. Generally speaking, many observables presented in this paper have proven
extremely (sometimes even unexpectedly) sensitive to the dipole polarizability. This is
true whatever dynamical regime, and both quantitatively and qualitatively. This aspect
is extremely interesting because that sort of effects had not yet, to the best of our knowl-
edge, been analyzed before, due to the usual neglect of the dynamics of internal degrees
of freedom of the environment. The many examples shown all along this paper have on
the contrary demonstrated the key importance of this effect. The impact is particularly
important in dynamics, especially when charges (as is often the case in practice) are
involved.
Altogether, the collection of results shows that the dynamical QM/MM approach con-
stitutes a pertinent and efficient description of cluster and environment dynamics in-
cluding electronic response and transport. The present test cases of metal clusters in/on
insulating environment will still provide much space for further interesting research, e.g.,
by going further in system sizes and establishing trends thereof, by extending the test
cases to multi-layered material, or by transferring the methods to describe dedicated de-
vices as quantum dots. The success also motivates to proceed in the still more demanding
domain of bio-chemical compounds as, e.g., reactive molecules in water environment. This
will bring back the QM/MM approach to where it stems from, but now with an emphasis
on non-linear dynamics with electron and ion transport.
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7. Appendix
7.1. Details for the MgO(001) substrate
MgO is an insulating material with a rather large band gap of 6.9 eV [TVS90]. It is
built as an ionic crystal in fcc configuration (similar to NaCl) with lattice parameter
a = 7.94 a0. To a very good approximation, one can consider it as a composition of O
2−
anions and Mg2+ cations sorted in interlacing simple cubic lattices [AM76]. We consider
the MgO(001) surface which exposes interlaced regular squares of O2− and Mg2+. The
Constituents of MgO(001) substrate charge [e] mass [mn] spring const. [Ry a0−2]
O2− ions cores ↔ (O c) N(O c) = N(O v) 0.21 16.0
valence clouds ↔ (O v) N(O c) = N(O v) −2.21 3.42× 10
−3
}
κOc,Ov = 0.56192
Mg2+ ions cores ↔ (Mg c) N(Mg c) = N(O c) 2.0 24.3
no valence cloud N(Mg v) = 0 − −
f
(short)
αβ
(r) = aαβe
−r/λαβ −
bαβ
r6
(α, β) aαβ [Ry] λαβ [a0] bαβ [Ry a0
6]
((O v), (O v)) 1673.8456 0.28157 93.353658
((Mg c), (O v)) 90.4147 0.57123 0
all other 0 – 0
f
(short)
α el
(r) =
Aα
1 + exp
[
(|r−Ri(α) | − ωα)/Cα
]
α≡ (sτ) Aα [Ry] wα [a0] Cα [a0]
(O c) 0.0591 1.515 0.901
(O v) 0 0 –
(Mg c) 0.0643 1.731 0.961
f
(short)
αNa
(r) =
A′α
1 + e(r−w
′
α)/C
′
α
−D′α
(
erf(r/Λ′α)
r
)8
α≡ (sτ) A′α [Ry] w
′
α [a0] C
′
α [a0]D
′
α [Ry a0
8] Λ′α [a0]
(O c) 10.58806 1.18 0.65905 35959.129 4.99
(O v) 0 – – 0 –
(Mg c) 8.12304 1.10 0.56032 15359.304 4.83
Table 4
Summary of the model for MgO(001) substrate. The uppermost block explains the constituents and
gives the parameters entering Eq. (6). Masses are given in terms of nuclear mass units mn. The three
other block lists the functional form of the short-range potentials, and the corresponding parameters, in
Eq. (7a), which couple the constituents of the MgO(001) substrate among themselves [f
(short)
αβ
], these
constituents to the Na valence electrons [f
(short)
α el
], and to the Na ions [f
(short)
αNa
].
constituents, the short-range potentials, and the parameters for the QM/MM model for
Na clusters on MgO(001) are summarized in Table 4. The uppermost block shows the
constituents. The O2− anions have, of course, a large and soft valence electron cloud while
the Mg2+ cations are very rigid, exclusively of “core” type, such that no valence cloud is
associated with them. The functional forms of the short-range potentials are taken over
from previous modeling of MgO(001) and Na@MgO(001) [NRG+01a,Win06]. The same
holds for the pure Mg&O parameters in the third and fourth block of table 4. However
the parameters for the coupling between MgO and the Na cluster are calibrated from
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scratch to accommodate the modeling where only the Na cluster is in the QM regime,
while all substrate belongs to the MM regime. The tuning was performed using Born-
Oppenheimer surfaces (the corresponding curves are presented in Sec. 3.1.2, Fig. 8) for
Na@MgO(001) from [Win06]. The latter were computed in the shell model of [NRG+01a]
where the MgO was treated quantum-mechanically in a large vicinity of the Na contact
point. Care was also taken to reproduce basic dynamical properties as IP, band gap, and
optical response of the Na atom, for details see [BMW+07,Bae08].
7.2. Details for rare gas substrates
The constituents, the short-range potentials, and the parameters for the QM/MM
model for Na clusters in contact with rare gas (Rg) substrates are summarized in Ta-
ble 5. We are considering pure substrates from one rare gas species only, either Ne, Ar
Constituents of rare gas Rg charge mass Gaussian spring const.
(Rg) substrate [e] M(Rgc) [mn]M(Rgv) [mel] width [a0] [Ry a0
−2]
cores ↔ (Rg c) N(Rg c) = N(Rg v) Ne 9.555 20.2 9.555 0.8834 35.223
valence clouds ↔ (Rg v) N(Rg c) = N(Rg v) Ar 6.119 40.0 4.38 1.43 6.758
Kr 6.935 83.8 4.266 1.648 5.729
f
(short)
αβ
(r) = δτα c δτβ c δsαsβ e
2ǫRg
[(
A
R
)12
−
(
A
R
)6]
(α, β) ≡ (Rg c,Rg c) ǫRg A [a0]
Ne 3.4184 × 10−4 5.426
Ar 1.3670 × 10−3 6.501
Kr 1.8802 × 10−3 6.917
f
(short)
α el
(r) = δτα c
e2Ael
1 + eβel(r−rel)
α ≡ (Rg c) Ael βel [a0
−1] rel [a0]
Ne 0.55 2.60368 1.8
Ar 0.47 1.6941 2.2
Kr 0.555 1.56068 2.2
f
(short)
αNa
(r) = δτα ce
2
[
Be−b1R
R
− fc(R)
(
C6
R6
+
C8
R8
)]
fc(R) =


2
1 + eb2/R
for Rg=Ne,Ar
1
1 + e(b3−R)/b2
for Rg=Kr
α ≡ (Rg c) B [a0] b1 [a0−1] C6 [a06] C8 [a08] b2 [a0] b3 [a0]
Ne 171.8 2.1391 6.419 1358.7 10.4161 −
Ar 334.85 1.7624 52.5 1383 1.815 −
Kr 157.88 1.537 97.0 2691 0.7022 5.0764
Table 5
Summary of the model for rare gas substrate. The uppermost block explains the constituents and gives
the parameters entering Eq. (6). Core and valence cloud masses are given in terms of nuclear mass unit
mn and electron mass unit mel respectively. The three other block lists the functional form of the short-
range potentials, and the corresponding parameters, in Eq. (7a), which couple the cores of the rare gas
substrate among themselves [f
(short)
αβ
], the Rg cores to the Na valence electrons [f
(short)
α el
], and to the Na
ions [f
(short)
αNa ].
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or Kr. Each rare gas atom is neutral and will be described by a core and a valence cloud
as indicated in the upper most block of table 5. The functional forms of the various
short-range potentials is taken over from previous treatments. The Rg-Rg interaction
is of standard Lennard-Jones type and taken from [AM76]. This interaction provides a
complete description of pure rare gas compounds. The dipole polarizability is inactive in
case of pure rare gas systems without external electrons or Coulomb fields such that the
distinction between core and valence cloud becomes obsolete and the (soft) Coulomb in-
teraction between Rg atoms disappears. Rare gas polarization comes into play as soon as
other materials are around, in our case Na ions and valence electrons. The description in
terms of polarization potentials was initiated in [MFM84] (for alkaline cores) and applied
to rare gas atoms in [Ker95]. The present modeling takes up the more recent implemen-
tations from [TES90,DDS97,GS98]. It was worked out in detail for Ar in [GGJ+04] and
extended to Ne and Kr in [FDB+07], for a detailed protocol see also [FMRS05,FRS+06b].
The parameters of the Rg valence cloud (right part of the top block in Table 5) are
adjusted to the (dynamical) polarization properties of the Rg atoms. We use the static
dipole polarizabilties αD(Ne) = 2.67 a0 [RTLA91], αD(Ar) = 11.08 a0 [DK61], αD(Kr) =
16.79 a0 [KM85], and add information from optical response [CCGB91,CCG
+92], namely
sum rule and energy centroids ω¯. For the latter, we adopt ω¯ = 1.92, 1.76, and 1.64
Ry. The Na+-Rg potential is calibrated by a fit to scattering data [AAR95,VLS+03].
The combined Na+-Rg and electron-Rg potentials are finally tuned to ground-state and
excitation properties of NaRg dimers taken from experimental as well as theoretical work,
for NaAr from [SOL77,LLS82,Sch00,SZ03], for NaNe [LABM+80,HBM85], and for NaKr
[BKZ91].
Parameters for an effective Van-der-Waals model of Ar substrate
f
(short)
Arc,el
(r) =
e2Ael
1 + eβel(r−rel)
− e2VVdW r
2V 8soft(r, σVdW) , EVdW = 0
Ael βel [a0
−1] rel [a0] σVdW [a0] VVdW
0.14 1.515502 2.2 6.0 201.25
Table 6
Modified Ar-electron interaction which allows to incorporate the Van-der-Waals energy effectively.
We have argued in section 2.3.3 that one can approximate the expensive treatment of
the full Van der Waals (VdW) energy (11) by setting this explicit contribution to zero
and to build the effect implicitely into re-tuned model parameters. Table 6 shows these
effective parameters for a model which omits the VdW term as such.
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